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PREFACE.

In submitting this volume to the attention of those interested in Hebraic studies connected with physics, philosophy and religion, I have much pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to Dr. A. S. Yahuda, Professor at the University of Madrid, for kindly help and suggestions in my endeavour to fix the Hebrew text. I desire, further, to record my thanks to my sister, Miss Emma Gollancz, formerly of Newnham College, Cambridge, for her unfailing devotion in the task of revising the proofs of the English portions of my works.

H. G.
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Introduction.

Among the studies that have engaged my attention since in 1902 I published the "Ethical Treatises of Berachya," one of the most fascinating has been that of his "Dodi Venechdi" (Uncle and Nephew), in MS. whole or in part at Munich, Oxford, Leyden and Florence.

In my Introduction to the above-mentioned edition, I promised to give to the world the latter work; but other absorbing interests, and especially the heavy professional demands on my time, rendered the execution of my plans in this respect almost hopeless. However, having already when engaged upon the larger work personally transcribed the Munich MS. (No. 42) for the purpose, and collated it a second time at a later period, I did not give up the hope of once being able to produce this somewhat curious work, the "Dodi," and I now feel a satisfaction in being able to redeem the promise I made many years ago.

What invests this work with an enhanced interest, is the fact that it is not an original thesis, but it reposes more or less upon the work of that prolific writer, Adelardus Bathoniensis, Adelard of Athelard of Bath, to which has been given the name "Quaestiones naturales."

I use these words advisedly; for although all writers who refer to this work of Adelard's give it this name, it seems to me, having the only printed edition (15th cent.) before me, that this may not be the original title of the work, but simply descriptive of the subject-matter with which the treatise deals. It is for this reason, if I may anticipate the very tantalising problem, which has cropped up in the course of my investigations, that it is difficult to determine absolutely (although so towering an authority as Steinschneider speaks with dogmatic certainty to the contrary) as to whether, in addition to the Latin version, which is the only
one known, Adelard himself, or someone else, may not have written a French version, a resume or adaptation of this self-same work. Though I have in vain made search for such a French version, I personally am not at all sure that, by some chance, one may not yet be discovered under a quite different title.

Such a discovery would clear up a very important point, for it would explain the cause of the great discrepancy which exists in the order, the length, and the language of the various Hebrew adaptations of the "Quaestiones" as they appear in the much fuller Munich MS. on the one hand, and in the fragmentary or briefer MSS. at Oxford (evidently identical with that at Florence) and Loydien. In fact, Bloch thinks that while the rendering of the fuller form was made from the Latin, the abridged seems rather to have been made from the French. Steinschneider traverses this opinion, saying that no proof is given for the assumption, the French words which occur here and there not justifying such assumption, as translators from Latin not infrequently substituted a vernacular form, or it may have been the copyists who did so.

In the absence, therefore, of such discovery—and there is only the most slender suspicion of any such French version existing—we are thrown back upon the Latin original of Adelard, not reprinted since the first edition in 1480, and certainly never yet rendered into English.

My prime concern was naturally the editing and translating of Berachya's "Dodi ve-nekdi" (Uncle and Nephew); but, in order to prosecute a comparative study of Berachya's Hebrew version and Adelard's Latin original, I deemed it both useful and necessary to prepare also an English translation of Adelard's Latin, and to incorporate in this volume the first English rendering of these "Quaestiones naturales."

The earlier Hebrew Bibliographers, though referring to Berachya's other works, do not seem to have known his "Dodi," and there could therefore be no question with them as to its origin.

In the article on Berachya in "Les Rabbins Français" (Renan-Neubauer 1877), there is a reference to Berachya as the translator of the "Quaestiones naturales" (of Adelard), and the writer remarks that "according to M. Bloch, we ought to ascribe to our Berachya questions on physics, under the form of a dialogue between an uncle and a nephew, found in No. 42 of Munich. The treatise is entitled: 'My uncle and my nephew, 'Dodi ve-nekdi.'"

Steinschneider had already in his H.B. (IX p. 92, 1869) remarked, that the celebrated author of the Fox Fables based his dialogue between uncle and nephew upon the "Quaestiones naturales of Adelard of Bath,"—a sort of free translation.

What elements of originality there are in Berachya's work, and to what extent it is a "very free and rhetorical paraphrase" (Steinschneider), if one can call it such, will best be judged, and only be judged from a comparison of the two Hebrew versions (the Munich and the Bodleian, now printed as far as I know for the first time) with the translation of Adelard, contained in this volume.

I can scarcely subscribe to the statement, that "though it is well understood the translation of Berachya is not literal, nevertheless, save for Biblical and Talmudic additions, it does not depart much from the original." To one who has had the advantage of having the full texts of both before him, and has made a thorough study of the subject, it does seem to depart in many respects from the original.

The entire treatment on the part of Berachya is different from that of Adelard, one according to his own ideas as a Jew, writing not so much from the physical, scientific, or philosophical side, but what to him was of greater importance, from the spiritual and religious standpoint.

In many, or, at all events, in a large number of the sections or chapters, Berachya has done little more than borrow Adelard's headings or questions, which he uses as a peg, and then formulates the replies to such questions in his own independent method and manner. Towards the end of this Introduction, I shall give a general indication, chapter by chapter, of the relationship between the two versions.

There is some truth (but it has to be qualified) in the remarks (Steinschneider, H.B. p. 85, xiii), "that in regard to Berachya there is no doubt that two works at least, the Fables and the Dialogue, he composed from Christian sources; for the compilation of Jewish material he also made use of Christian ones. In this relation, Berachya enters the circle of those who were the intermediaries for the Jews of Christian culture and literature, and furthermore affords
us the proof that the political and social ostracism existing in Christian lands did not have the effect of preventing those thus excluded from taking their share of the spiritual possessions.

Between the tenth and eleventh chapters of this work according to the order in the Munich MS., there appears the following confession on the part of our author: "I, Berachya, son of Natronai, was worried in thought till I girded my loins, and translated these subjects into Hebrew. I found them in non-Jewish writings, translated (or copied) as they were from the Hebrews (read 'Arabs'). In them were concealed matters coming from the wise men of our age, whilst the splendid knowledge of the expert was not even looked at by the eye of the untutored. Now when I saw such splendid wisdom placed in front of (or, 'restored to') you in an ugly setting, (or, 'such splendid wisdom, with nothing objectionable in it, restored to you'), I cleansed it from the hand of the Gentile, and wrote it out in the Holy Language, which is so dignified in tone. Now this is a dialogue between two contemporary scientists, an Uncle and a Nephew, being their contention in a style, refined and purified."

It cannot be determined from whom the numbering of the questions in Adelard and Berachya originated—the latter only as far as the Munich MS. is concerned, since the numbering does not occur in the other MSS. Steinschneider holds that it is often the work of the copyist; and thus might be explained the variations in the divisions and combinations of some of the Questions in the present work; we can scarcely regard such deviations as arbitrary; even a wrongly bound copy of the original might serve to explain why, e.g., Chapters L—VIII. of Berachya and Adelard XLVII.—LIV. change places.

I am able to confirm this supposition from very recent experience. It is perfectly obvious that in the Bodleian MS. of Joseph Kimchi's Shelok Hakodesh ('The Holy Shekel') which I have just edited, some of the leaves were misplaced and wrongly bound together, and proved somewhat perplexing to me, until I was able to find out their proper place in the work.

Adelard discourses in his work, in the form of a dialogue between Uncle and Nephew, on various branches of Natural Science, treating his subject from the point of view of "Arabian" philosophy. The questions embrace plants, animals, man, and also the physical conditions of the Universe.

As for Berachya's adaptation (for that is the most that we can admit of the inter-relation between the two versions), this is the verdict passed upon him by Steinschneider (H. Ueb. p. 464): —

"The translator (I) avoided himself of every possible freedom by omitting, adding and altering. In particular, he has changed the simple introductory phrases of the interlocutors, which give the clue to the connection between the various questions, into rhetorical tirades. He uses rhymed prose and the so-called musin-style (the application of Biblical passages and phrases) with more dexterity and spirit than taste. " We can scarcely believe that the learned Professor ever had the complete work before him; and he seems, moreover, to have been dependent upon some careless copyist for the samples of the work which he did have. Otherwise, how shall we explain the following transcription which appears in the Lettereboh VII. 35?

homo quodam animal rationale?
The passage should have been (cf. M. XX)

And what shall we say of the glaring combination of errors copied by Joseph Jacobs in his otherwise valuable publication, "The Jews of Angevin England," 1853, pp. 196-198? These are his words: "Man," he says, "is in the Arabic tongue Bohemoth, and in the tongue of Saxon [Greek] the beast of the West," a curious perversion of "animal rationale" (see Steinschneider in Lettereboh VIII. 35). We now see where the "perversion" lies. This carelessness is particularly to be observed in several of Jacobs's references. It is the risk incurred when a writer does not go to original sources, and the error is thus carried on from author to author.

I regret, first, that Jacobs should have published (p. 196) the passage containing the personal reference on the part of Berachya which appears in "Les Rabins Français, containing the objectionable words "and pearls before swine."
The Munich MS. has no such expression, as can be seen on referring to the corresponding passage (quoted above), and I doubt whether Berachya himself would have used them. A Hebrew scholar can easily account for the insertion of so grotesque an expression by the carelessness of a copyist. And this view seems to be shared by the writer of the article in the Rabbinic, who had the critical acumen and fine feeling to leave these words untranslated. But I scarcely think that I could adduce a better proof in support of this my contention than the fact that Berachya in his larger work, which I termed the Compendium (see my "Ethical Treatises of Berachya, etc."), (1900) uses the following evenly-balanced and moderate terms in speaking of the literature of those not of his Faith. He there (Cf. XLI. p. 92, Eng) remarks: "I have culled all this information from the learning of the Greeks, which had been translated into other languages by certain non-Jews; I have redeemed it from the hand of the stranger, and have given it a purer turn of my own, and have incorporated it in this work."

Next, in Question LII (which should be LX.), Jacobs interprets "grêle" by grasshopper. It would have been impossible for him to make this unpardonable error, had he consulted the original. In the Munich Codex, the word occurs five times (also in the Index), and is explained in the text by ἱππαρχος which can mean nothing else but "ice" or "cold"; grasshopper is, therefore, out of the question, and wrong.

"He leaves out all proper nanes like those of Socrates, Aristotle, etc." A statement rather unfortunate, as Aristotle is mentioned by name in both the Munich and Bodolian Codices (M. VIII; Bodl. 34).

And why refer to the colophon of another work, that by his son Elijah, to confirm the authorship of the work referred to, when the name Berachya as the author occurs three times in the "Dodi" itself, once as the "Son of Natronai"?

And so also even the communication from Dr. Perles, alluded to in the article of "Les Rabbinistes Francais," is wrong; for the 52nd question is to be found in the Latin, though not under a separate heading, which misled Perles. I found it as the second portion of Ad. LXI.

As regards Adelard of Bath—Berachya's original, and the circumstances under which he studied and wrote, a list of the works attributed to him, and a specimen of the Latin text, I refer the reader to an interesting notice by Thomas Wright in Biographia Britannica Literaria, or Biography of Literary Characters of Great Britain and Ireland, Anglo-Norman Period (1840).

It may be of interest if I here quote some passages from that article. "Athelard is the greatest name in English science before Robert Grosstête and Roger Bacon. His name would lead us to believe that he was of Saxon blood. He was born probably in the latter part of the 11th century, and first quitting England to study in the Schools of Tours and Laon. In the latter place he opened a school, and had among other disciples his nephew, to whom he appears to have been affectionately attached. But Athelard's love of knowledge was unsatisatied with the state of science in France, and he left his school, and crossed the Alps to Salerno, from whence he proceeded to Greece and Asia Minor, and it is very probable that he went to study among the Arabs in the East. Baghdad and Egypt were then the seats of Arabic literature. On his arrival in his native country after an absence of seven years, the throne, he tells us, was occupied by Henry I.; and one of the first books he published after his arrival, being dedicated to William, bishop of Syracuse, must have been written before 1116, the date of that prelate's death. This tract, which bears some resemblance to the Judgment of Hercules by the Grecian Prodicus, and which is entitled De cœdoti et diverso, is an allegory, in which Athelard justifies his passion for the sciences; he introduces Philosophy and Philosocmia (or the love of worldly enjoyment) as appearing to him on the banks of the Loire in the form of two women, when he was a student at Tours, and disputing for the possession of his affections, until he threw himself into the arms of Philosophy, drove away her rival with disgrace, and entered on the path of learning with that ardour which induced him subsequently to seek instruction even amongst the distant Arabs."

(Perhaps I ought in fairness to state here, that the theory has been put forward that the whole reference of a journey to the Arabs is to an imaginary journey, not a real one—-
invention to give more colour to his views on philosophy.)

"It appears that after his return from his travels he opened a school, probably in France or Normandy, where he taught the Arabian sciences. These were still new in the West of Europe, and were decried by many, and among others, as it seems, by Athelard's nephew. Athelard wrote one of his most popular works, the Quaestiones Naturales, to oppose this prejudice, and to give a specimen of the doctrines on natural history which he had brought home. He reminds his nephew how, seven years before, when he had dismissed him (then a mere youth) with his other disciples, it had been agreed between them, that he would himself go and seek the learning of the Arabs, and that his nephew should in the meantime make himself master of all the science which could be found among the Franks. In reply, the nephew is made to express a distaste for his uncle's Saracenic doctrines, and for the extravagant terms in which he spoke of their superiority over the old studies of the western schools. Athelard then proceeds to defend his opinions on this subject, and provokes his nephew to propose what he considered some of the most natural questions in natural history. The manner in which Athelard speaks of the reception of the Arabian sciences seems to show that they were then quite new among the Christians of the West, and to contradict the opinion founded on a legend preserved by William of Malmsbury, that they had been introduced long before by Gerbert.

"We know nothing more of Athelard's personal history. His celebrity was great in after times, and in the 13th century Vincent of Beauvais gives him the title of Philosophus Anglicus. His writings appear to have enjoyed a great popularity. We may divide them into two classes, original works and translations from the Arabic.

Adelard's De cedem et divers, to which reference is made above, appeared for the first time in the Latin original, together with an analysis and a historic-critical study, in 1903. It was published in the fourth volume of the "Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters," the author being Dr. Hans Willner. It is a well-reasoned and illuminating contribution to the history of the philosophy of the Middle Ages; and it is of additional interest in showing that

the main ideas on certain aspects of life, specially of the higher life, running through the "De cedem" are those to be met with in the "Quaestiones."

To summarise this critic's conclusions in his own words as near as possible: First, as to form of composition, there is a mixture of prose and poetry, though the former far prevails. The dialogue itself is to be an incentive to the nephew to strive after the higher intellectual knowledge, to throw himself with fervour into philosophy, the difficulties of which Adelard by no means minimises. Adelard's works reflect the influence of the condition of the times in which he lived, and of the philosophical theories of his day; and he uses of that material what appears in harmony with his system. Scarcely original and creative himself, he is at pains to reproduce the old teachings of philosophy in a manner according to the knowledge of the hour. The influence of Plato colours his entire system, and his Platonicism has its roots both in Augustin and Boethius. He came into contact with the Oriental-Arabic sciences, such as mathematics, physics, and medicine, and they had a remarkably strong influence upon him.

The criteria of truth can only be established by reason, not by sensation. The spiritual power of the soul, which stands higher than the emotional, is able to raise the phenomena to a higher degree of knowledge, namely, truth. Reason is subject to no deception like the Senses; it leads and guides its servants, the external sensations, which it rules and masters. The soul, on the other hand, is the means of teaching us knowledge of the existence of objects, their origin, etc., and on the other hand, by means of reflection, she gets to know herself, to know reason and intelligence.

The power to attain to absolute truth is denied to ultimate reason; but what is denied to the weakness of man is reserved for God alone.

As in all cosmological speculations of the Scholastics, so also with Adelard, the dogma of the Creation of the world is the ground-work of our knowledge concerning the world. The world and its ultimate principles are not, as with Plato, eternal, but created. Matter in itself is lifeless and heavy, a passive substance, capable of no movement, possessing no sensibility. In consequence of the absence of
this power of self-movement, it must receive the impulse from an external cause. Its life is the work of a special spirit which gives it activity, and renders the substance capable of development. Matter obtains its form in accordance with divine ideas; and hence the Universe becomes a creation of the Omnipotence, Wisdom, and Goodness of God.

Mathematical order and unity—the soul of the Universe or Nature—is God’s creation, subject to Him and dependent upon Him, yet, in regard to the world of matter, exercising their power and dominion over it. They are the principle giving soul to the upper spheres of the Universe; not only, therefore, are the constellations under their guidance, but also matters of Earth, including man, are determined by them.

And as for the constellations themselves, they not only exercise purely physical functions, but they also possess secret, spiritual powers, by virtue of which they influence all the events and fortunes of man. They are living substances, of divine nature, after whose pattern all else is created, spiritual existences intermediary between God and man, placed over creatures of the material world. Hence, from the knowledge of the movements and attributes of the stars, inferences may be drawn regarding the past, present, and future forms of the sublunary world.

The soul is not divisible; it is not material; it is absolutely one, knowing neither increase or diminution. She alone gives movement to the body; through her arise sensations and perceptions, and also spiritual knowledge. The senses are but the instruments used by the soul to grasp that which can be perceived and retained. In the soul alone—God’s creation—is the unity of the human organism established.

Having regard to the perceptive activity of the soul, Adelard distinguishes six faculties—sensus, imaginatio, opinio, memoria, ratio and mens. To man the ratio specifically belongs, by which he distinguishes himself from the brute. Relying on Plato, and in agreement with the philosophy of his time, Adelard speaks of a three-fold soul, the rational, animal and vegetative. The rational soul is located in the head, the functions being distributed among its various portions, imaginatio in the front, memoria in the back of the head, the middle of the head being reserved for the ratio. The seat of the animal soul is in the heart, and that of the vegetable soul in the liver (according to Plato, in the abdomen). Through the blood we get the right proportions in the mixtures of the four chief moistures of the organism, the humours, each of which has its special seat. Yellow gall and black, blood, and mucus have each two of the distinctive qualities, warm, cold, moist and dry, being either warm and dry, cold and dry, warm and moist, cold and moist.

Adelard was the first to make accessible to the West, by means of translations, the knowledge of the writings of Galen, as of the Arabic and Jewish Physicians.

Body and soul are two completely different substances, their junction being purely external and accidental, as they bear the impress of attributes totally opposed, combination and change characterising the body, simplicity and eternity the soul. By virtue of her origin and powers, the soul governs the body which she protects. She existed before and without the body, and in her pre-existent state of pure spirit, free and unhampered. By her entry into earthly life, she is subjected to conditions of existence totally different; she is incarcerated in the body as her prison-chamber, so that she is limited in her spiritual uplifting, many defects attaching to her, and rendering her clear outlook blurred and weak. The soul’s striving to ascend out of the world of matter into the intellectual region, and thus to reach the highest perfection, is an effort to regain her former condition. The soul’s mandate when joined to body, is to restore to the body its right and proper measure, and to preserve its equilibrium; but the soul in her earthly course falls from her high estate of spirituality and purity into the low depths of materialism; her original, natural, and good dispositions are thereby converted into the opposite; even the ratio loses its hold and rule through the influence of the body."

In order to gauge the general structural differences in the two works, the "Dodi" of Berachya and "Quaestiones" of Adelard, I have supplied in the translation to the former work a cross-reference at the head of each chapter, which will make the comparison easy, and certainly more vivid than any brief and bare summing-up on my part in this
Introduction. I, accordingly, refer the reader to these indications, believing that a close comparison of the two versions will amply repay those interested in this part of the problem.

Without, therefore, dwelling upon the revelations which such comparative study will afford, I pass on to the next point, and ask: How far has Berachya adopted the philosophical theories of Adelard, or rather introduced them into his “Dodi Veneschdi”? In which points, specifically, do the views of Adelard and Berachya intersect? It will probably be readily conceded that the strongest agreement will be found on the ethical and psychological sides, but that Berachya brings out such points into much bolder relief than Adelard.

To cite a few examples. Compare Berachya’s Chapter XIX. with the corresponding passage in Adelard. He here dilates on the difference of soul in man and brute, and draws the fine distinction between Nephesh, Ruach, and Neshama, which is naturally quite absent in his original. Again, compare Berachya’s Chapter XL, with Adelard’s XXXVIII, and a striking difference will immediately be observed. There is coldness in one, whilst there is warmth in the other. Berachya, in the course of answering the question propounded, takes occasion to soar higher and refers to “the three worlds,” the lower, including plant life and man; the middle, containing the heavenly souls; and the third, inhabited by the ministering angels, from whom is derived the soul of man. Man’s soul, he says, is high above the lower world; and if she leaves the desires of this world, she will rise; he explains further, the composition of the soul, its upward glance, and the great stature of man, ever looking heavenward. This idea is similarly expressed in his “Ethical Treatises”; see my edition, Chs. XLVI. (On man’s dual nature); XLVII. and XLVIII. (The soul’s true essence; and interdependence of soul and body); XLIX. (The “Neshama”); L. (The soul “special and living”); LI. (The soul and body form one agent).

In LXII. (Berachya) and LXIX. (Adelard), as in XI. (Berachya) corresponding to I. (Adelard), there is in different language the clear confession on the part of both, that as the plant is the effect of the Divine Will, so Sun and Moon are God’s creations, implying that, contrary to the view of Plato, all things are created, not eternal. Quoting Saadya Gaon, Berachya says distinctly in the “Compendium”: “The soul is created and renewed, just as other substances are created and renewed . . . it is a pure essence . . . . illuminative in a higher degree than the heavenly spheres and bodies generally.” (p. 88)

As an instance of folk-lore, Berachya introduces into Chapter XIII. the name of Lida as a creature of air, and Salamander as the product of fire. Adelard, on the other hand, does not mention such by name.

Berachya refers to the following names of persons and places in the course of his treatise: Alexander, Aristotle (M. VIII.); Ibn Ezra (M. X., XIX., LII.); Parchon (M. IV., LV.); Hagarites, Arabians, farshmarites, Wise men of Arabia, Wise Men of Tabor (M. IV.); Cusim (M. IV.); and to himself (X., XIX.); Jerusalem, the Land of Cush, Egypt, Land of the Hittites (M. VI.); Tyre, Zidon, Philistia (M. XXXV.); Zoan (M. XXXVII.); The Hor Springs of Tiberias (M. XLVII.); and Rameses (M. XLVII.); Africa and “the Great Sea” (M. VIII.).

If only from a purely philological point of view, it is interesting to call attention to the following (Hebraised) French words appearing in Berachya’s version, and used by him by way of explanation. They are:

- ente, graft (Bodl. 3; M.XIV).
- gois, stomach (Bodl. 5).
- gesier, gizzard or crop (Bodl. 7; M.XVII).
- jaune, yellow (Bodl. 9; M.XVIII)
- perles, pearls (M.LVI).
- grède, ice (M.LVII. "grède est la reine du froid")
- foudre, thunderbolt, (M.LXXI).
- pierre crayon, meteoric stone, aerolite (do.)
- souris, rat (M.LXXII)

Adopted expressions such as semimisericordia (stomach) (Bodl. 5; M.VII) and melanchoïque (Bodl. 4; M.MXV) are noted, and perhaps melancolic (M.LXII) should also be noted.
Adelard I corresponds to Berachya XI, which is twice as long, a paraphrase and not literal.

II-V

VI-VII

VIII-IX

X

XI

XII

XIII-XIV

XVII

XVIII, which is longer.

XIX. B. nearly twice as long, agreeing with Adelard’s theory in the main as to whether “brutes have minds,” but though similar ideas are common to both, B.’s is not a translation, and especially the latter portion, B. drawing his arguments from Scripture, attempting to show from philosophical distinctions between Buceph. Nephesh, and Nechama, that the term “soul” is applied to but man alone.

Adelard also in this chapter seems above his usual proximate level, and puts into the mouth of the Nephew the following words:

“I will gird myself to higher themes... True, I am unacquainted with the idle vaunting of the Greeks, and have not seen the cave of Yulian, yet have I learned by practice to know the tree and dispise the false. I want to discover what you think of human nature. You may magnify as much as you will what you have been saying previously, but if you do not know yourself, I think such things of small account: man’s proper subject of discussion is man.”—(thus anticipating the sentiment of Plato: “the proper study for mankind is man.”)

Adelard XV corresponds to Berachya XX. The two fairly identical in ideas. B. more prolix, speaking of man as called in Arabic “animal of the plain (or vacation)”, and in Greek “animal of rule or measure”—not in Adelard’s original.

XVI

(first part of XX), which, though not much longer, is yet much clearer and fuller than Ad. B. has not the reference to the “old man at Taras in Cilicia (Gr)”, but speaks of the blood-letters in reference to the healing of the body.

XVII

XVIII (pistes Aristotle’s Physics)

XIX

XXI, which is much longer and fuller in detail.

XXII, identical in sense and near in phraseology.

XXIII, fairly identical.
Adelard XXI. (introduces Boethius, not in B.)

XXI (Boethius on sound)

XXII (introduces Boethius "De Musica," "De Consolationes," and the "Topica," also Plato's "Timaeus.")

XXIV (reference to Plato)

XXV-XXVI

XXVII-XXVIII (refers to himself as a citizen of Bath; mentions Plato)

XXIX

XXX

XXXI

XXXII (refers to himself as a citizen of Bath; mentions Plato)

XXXIII

XXXIV (reference to Aristotelian principles)

Adelard XXXVII corresponds to Boethius XXXVIII, an answer to the query which Ad. omits, and refers to explanation of Macrobious.

XXIX, same idea expressed in fairly similar language.

XXXIX, same idea expressed in fairly similar language.

XL, which is longer and different,—the treatment of the question is ethical, and based on Scripture.

XL1, XL2

XL3

XLIV, which has a long preamble leading up to the question; the treatment generally much fuller than in Ad.

XLV

XLVI (mentions Boethius "Consolation")

XLVII

XLVIII

XLIX (mentions St. John, poet and philosopher)

L

L1 (reference to Arctic and Antarctic regions; Caribbean Sea)
Adelard LIII corresponds to Berachya VII, independent treatment.

(Latin, translating from Arabic)

LIV (very brief) ... VIII, much more diffuse; interesting reference to Aristotle's advice to Alexander on sand-filters, not in Ad.

LV ... IX, fairly identical, but more vivid.

LVI ... X. Question not in Ad.; but a few lines at the end identical with Ad. LVI.

LVII, ... XLVI (2nd part, which is misplaced) and XLVII. Not a translation; refers to Tiberian.

LVIII ... XLVIII, story of water-bottle identical, but differently expressed; a reference to Samson and Zidon.

LIX (Station mentioned) ... XLIX, similar treatment.

LX, a more scientific treatment than D. L., (only part of Ad.)

LXI, very bare in comparison with B. LI and LXI (1st part), quite different treatment and phraseology, adds for Bar's explanation of Exodus, 1, 6, and cites other Scriptural phrases on "the world...".

LXII corresponds to Berachya LIII, similar in expression, though free.

LXIII ... LIV.

LXIV ... LV (interview dialogue, citing Tarchon's views, not in Ad. LVI (pars textus following of Ad.) and LVII (fuller than latter half of Ad.'s LXIV).

LXV, (Station mentioned) ... LVIII, similar language.

LXVI ... LX, fuller, citing phrases from Job.

LXVII ... LX expressed in more popular language.

LXVIII ... LXI, more vivid, and truer presentation.

LXIX (reference to Socrates) ... LXIX, similar ideas, but different treatment.

The last two sections of the Budhian fragment (Ch. XXXV and XXXVI according to my numbering) are as far as I can find, tenable neither to the Munich MS., nor to Adelard's original.

The Budhian text (itself is far from perfect, often containing lacunae and slip errors) is a significant source for understanding the development of Buddhist philosophy in the 9th century. The text is known for its rich and detailed treatment of topics such as the nature of reality, the mind, and the path to enlightenment. Adelard of Bath, a prominent philosopher and scholar of the 12th century, was one of the first Europeans to translate and study the Budhian texts, providing valuable insights into the transmission of Buddhist ideas into the Western world.

Adelard's translation is often praised for its clarity and depth, but it is also recognized for its limitations. The text contains fragments and is sometimes difficult to follow due to the complexity of Buddhist thought and the author's occasional use of Greek philosophical concepts. Adelard's approach was to translate the text as closely as possible, maintaining the author's intent and the original meaning as much as possible. This method allowed for a greater understanding of the Budhian philosophy by the Western scholars of his time.
this work, as part of his natural style, expressions from Holy Writ which he seems to have made his own, quite distinct from direct quotations which he cites for purposes of elucidating his subject. I have in most instances indicated such expressions in the translation by the use of inverted commas.

In this volume I have deviated somewhat from the ordinary custom, inasmuch as in place of the usual collection of Notes, I have added textual critical emendations in the body of the Hebrew text, either suggesting an undoubted or probable reading (marked 1. or 2.), or using the round bracket ( ) to indicate that the word or expression therein contained has to be deleted, and the square bracket [ ] to imply that it has been added by me to make sense. I have further included in this Introduction such information as might have been conveyed by way of notes.

I will now, in conclusion, add the following few points to the information conveyed in the preceding pages.

In understanding the term עֶשֶׁר, occurring in the Hebrew of M. XVIII (Bodl. 1), it is interesting to note what Jewish commentators have to say upon the subject. Commenting on Levit. XXII, 20, Rashi explains the word עֶשֶׁר thus: עֶשֶׁר מְעַיּוֹן כַּעֲלֵי הַשָּׁמָיִם. Now עֶשֶׁר is the French sole, a dark spot or speck, a web or cataract in the eye. And the Mishna Beilita has: עֶשֶׁר כְּעַלְכֶּם מְעַיּוֹן אֶחְטָאִים. In the Talmud the term עֶשֶׁר עֶשֶׁר is found in Tr. Bechoroth, f. 38, and Zebachim, f. 85.

Another expression which proved rather tantalising is עֶשֶׁר עֶשֶׁר literally "stones of the Sun" (M. LI Heb.). At first sight it seemed at thought "stones of the sun" meant "meteors," reminding one of the poet's words: "Yonder light is not daylight... It is some Meteor that the Sun exhalas." But whereas in some connections עֶשֶׁר עֶשֶׁר might be another form of עֶשֶׁר עֶשֶׁר (aerolite), from the context of the work before us, it has to be taken as meaning "an atom."

And so I venture to read for עֶשֶׁר עֶשֶׁר in M. LI (Heb.) עֶשֶׁר עֶשֶׁר regarding the present reading an error on the part of copyist. The author himself describes it as something so fine that it is indivisible, which leaves little room for doubting that it refers to the "atom" or "specks of the sun."

Towards the end of M. LXII. (Heb.), the last three lines seem to point to an eclipse of the moon, which can only occur when the moon, the sun, and the earth are in one straight line; but the wording in the text is not quite clear. I have, however, translated the passage, as near as possible, as it stands, not wishing to deal too freely with the text before me. But I might add the following statement by way of supplementing the bald rendering of Beracha's words. He wishes to emphasise that while the sun is in the sign of Cancer at the midsummer solstice, we have intense heat; whereas "during the length of time" in the year, meaning, during the greater part of the 365 days, the sun's heat depends upon circumstances, and is greater or less according to his varying positions. But as regards the moon, her light is (apart from the changes in the course of her revolving round the earth within a month) "exposed to occurrences" which are extraordinary, when she is opposite to the sun (at full moon), and reaches one of her nodes, whenon there occurs an eclipse of the moon. When, however, the new moon gets into her position near the sun at one point of the moon's node, and hides the sun's disc, there will be an eclipse of the sun.

Jewish astronomers of old expressed the idea of the moon's "ascending or descending node" by the words "entering the head or tail of the sun or moon or heavenly Dragon," i.e., the moon's orbit. (See Jehuda Ha-Levi's Kuzari, IV, 35, and the illuminating comment on pp. 347-9 by the Editor, Dr. David Cassel).

If we wished to criticise Beracha's theory, that "if the moon had a light of her own, we could not stand it, inasmuch as she is renewed month by month," it might be urged that if she had a light of her own like the sun, she would always appear as full moon, and would not be renewed at all. She would, in that case simply be a sun of smaller dimensions, and not necessarily revolving round the earth.
As regards the physiological terms and the healing art in general, to which reference is made in the Hebrew text, a mine of information is to be found in the work *Biblische talmudische Medizin* by Dr. Julius Preuss, Berlin, 1911; and for astronomical data, it will be useful to consult Rabbi Levi ben Gerson’s *Milchamot Ha-schem* ("Wars of the Lord"). as well as the *Knesset* by R. Yehuda Ha-Levi, to which I have already referred.

At the head of each chapter in the translation of the Munich Codex, I have indicated the corresponding chapter (as I have supplied it) in the Bodleian MS., and also in Adelard’s original. I have further added the cross-reference to the Munich Codex in the Bodleian MS. This will facilitate materially the comparison between the three versions of the curious, albeit fascinating themes propounded in the *Quaestiones Naturales* of Adelard.

May, 1919.

H.G.

Translation of
Munich Codex (Hebrew).
This is the Book called “Uncle and Nephew.”

I now begin, with the help of God, the Most High, to give heads of chapters of the book called “Uncle and Nephew,” being the questions asked by a nephew of his uncle.

Question I.—Why does a man, when he falls into the water, sink like lead, while when dead he floats upon the water? We should expect the opposite.

II.—Why is the earth suspended in mid-air, and how is it maintained?

III.—If the earth were pierced, where would the stone fall which is thrown?

IV.—Why does the earth tremble?

V.—Why is sea-water salt?

VI.—Why do the waters of the sea spread over many places, and yet within a stated hour return to their original place?

VII.—Why does the Great Sea (the Mediterranean) not grow larger in consequence of the mighty waters, for do not all the streams flow into the sea, and yet the sea is not full?

VIII.—Why is there no taste of salt in the streams when they return from the sea?

IX.—Why do streams grow larger instead of smaller?

X.—Why do not the streams that flow into the sea grow less?

XI.—Why does grass spring forth without having been sown?

XII.—Why are products that spring from the soil called herbs, and not those from fire?

XIII.—Why do not plants grow in air, water, or fire, these being of the four elements?

XIV.—Why does a tree grafted on another bring forth fruit
according to the graft, and not according to the root, which grows
from the earth?
XV. — Why do some animals chew the cud?
XVI. — Why do those animals that chew the cud, when they lie down, crouch on their rear side and bend legs?
XVII. — Why does not the fowl urinate?
XVIII. — Why do some animals see in the night, and others not?
XIX. — Have animals soul or intelligence?
XX. — We know that the ox has horns as instruments of protection, the wild boar has tusks, and the lion talons. Some animals have means of flight, so that they are nimble to flee from the pursuers, viz., their feet, as, for example, rams, conies, and hares. To man, however, the Creator has given something of greater advantage than these.
XXI. — Why are some clever ones forgetful, while at times the fool remembers?
XXII. — What is perception of form, memory, and judgment?
XXIII. — Why is the nose above the mouth?
XXIV. — Why does the hair fall off from the side of the face?
XXV. — Why is one sound heard by many people?
XXVI. — Why can a sound be heard from the other side of a wall, and yet we cannot see through a wall?
XXVII. — Why, of all the organs of a man's body, is it the eye that sees?
XXVIII. — Is breath real or imaginary?
XXIX. — Why has the eye the power to see the stars at once, and to bring them to view?
XXX. — Why does the soul receive the sensation of sight?
XXXI. — Why does one who looks into glass not see his face?
XXXII. — Why is one who stands in the dark not seen?
XXXIII. — Why are not the eyes at the back of the head?
XXXIV. — Why is the nostril the organ of smell, the palate the organ of taste, and the hand the organ of touch?
XXXV. — Why does a man weep at the time of joy?
XXXVI. — Why do both cold and warmth proceed from one and the same mouth?
XXXVII. — Why do people blow into a man's face to cool his heat?
XXXVIII. — How is it that the throat is able to bear greater heat than the mouth?
XXXIX. — Why are the fingers not of equal length?
XL. — Why does a child not walk at once?
XLI. — Why is a man first reared upon his mother's milk?
XLII. — Why does a man contract disease in the act of coition?
QUESTION I.

[Bodl. 31;Ad. XLVII.]

And now, Sire, deign to inform me why a man falling into the water sinks like lead, whilst when dead he floats? we should have expected the contrary, as a dead body is heavier than the living.

UNCLE.

'Tis a hard matter that has been labouring to death in your tenement of clay, yet from the body of the lion's bones hath flowed. Now, my nephew, to answer your enquiry.

Everything depends on nature; in man's inward parts life is stimulated: and it is necessary for the living being to be impressed with the nature of his origin. If you do not recognise this fact, there is a possibility of your remarking that your constitution is changing.

Do you not know that in man's body there are four basic elements, viz., fire, air, water, and earth, each of these being by nature warm, dry, cold, or moist? Everything derived from fire is warm and dry. Now the warm and dry in man's body are enclosed in the gall, and it is the way of the warm and dry to tend upwards in proportion to their power and origin, for they belong to the lighter arrangement. While the warm and dry are enclosed in their compartment, viz., the gall, which is light, they do not give the members of man's body a chance of floating upon the surface of the water. Once, however, the compartment is broken open (cf. Eccles. xii. 6: "Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the golden bowl be crushed, or the pitcher be broken at the fountain, or the wheel be dashed to pieces at the mill."); meaning "the gall," which is dashed against the liver, the source of the blood), the heat and dryness depart to support all the members of the human body, and the lighter element thus free is spread through every part of the body to the various members, and they are borne upward.

QUESTION II.

[Bodl. — Ad. XLVIII.]

Uncle I said within my heart, I would hide my views so as no longer to set my face against thee, lest I weary thee by my questions. But as I applied my heart to desist therefrom, the fire kindled within me, and in the desire to acquire knowledge, my tongue is stirred to ask. Why is the earth suspended in mid-air, and how is it kept there? For the earth bears every weight upon itself, like wood and stone, which hath support but from her (the earth); the air does not support such, since it is heavier in its constitution than they are. Furthermore, air surrounds on all sides. Now if you were to answer that the earth, not deriving its support from the air, must needs fall, according to ocular observation such a plea is untenable.

UNCLE.

I will answer you according to common sense, not according to ocular observation. Understand well. Why should we say that the earth would fall? If it contained within it a cause for falling, we shall fall with it. No, indeed, "the earth is suspended on nothingness"; and in our hearts is implanted the sense to know that the earth is heavy by reason of its basic elemental properties.

Everything is attracted to its original kind; it has a sort of intelligent fondness for it; for all things have a liking for their own kind, and are drawn on to find their support in the matter to which they cling. For example, earthly things incline downwards, by which is meant towards the pole, called the earth's limit, as there is nothing below it; since as regards that part of the earth which you think beneath the pole, if people could walk upon it, their feet would be opposite the feet of those who walk upon our part of the earth, on the middle of the earth's sphere. Now that point cannot be shifted, and is fixed in one place. All formations of the same kind gravitate towards this middle point; and since it partakes of the nature of its own kind, and is not divided or separated from it, it necessarily follows that as all things hasten by reason of their weight towards it, falling objects will fall thither; their weight and momentum cause them to gravitate towards the lowest point, which is the pole, fixed as it is; and they are not detached from the place where they are found, unless parted by force, as when stones are hurled, or trees fell, or minerals dug out. As regards the pole, you cannot speak of anything as above it; by its nature the pole attracts to it every object that has weight.

You will now see that the cause why things fall is not to be found in that which you thought; on the contrary, the earth supports every existing object of weight; and the reason, or prime cause, is derived from that very support which things receive, and not from their elemental properties. But there is a secondary cause which has to be reckoned with, and that is, the object with which it is connected by nature, the lowest point to which it is attracted, than which there is no lower point, nor one that vacillates. It is fixed in the middle of the earth. As for the stars and luminaries, it is their nature to draw their original generating moisture equally from the four sides of the universe.
QUESTION III.
[Bodl. —; Ad. XLIX.]

If the earth were pierced, where would the stone that is thrown fall?

Nephew: I understand part of your words; but tell me, according to your conclusion, what is the lowest point of the globe, the pole, were pierced to the very bottom, so that one could see from the air on the earth to the air beneath the earth, and one threw a stone through the aperture, where would it fall and rest?

Uncle: That which setteth a bound and term to the earth's movement will cause the stone to rest, and it will not go beyond the aperture.

Nephew: Not so; but the stone will rest in the middle of the earth's crust. This I have found in the book on Physics; but I know not why it is so.

Uncle: Those statements are true. I will now instruct thee why they are so; and then thou wilt understand the secret of the stability of the earth, and the problem as to whether the stone goes, and finds its way. This hast often heard that whatever is food of its kind flees from that which is not of its kind. For example, fire, whose tendency is to go upward, being of a higher endowment, flees from dust, which is of the very opposite nature. In like manner, all similar things will rise upward when of the same constitution. Thus, that which appears to thee the middle of the earth, when you pierce that spot alone, the earth actively shuns all other natural constitutions, for it consists solely of the element of dust; while from the point from which you begin to bore to the spot in which it stops, it is composed and made up of the four fundamental elements; and so as regards the middle, as well as below unto the earth's limit, it is compounded of the air beneath, made up of the four elements. Therefore, if men throw a stone into the highest heaven, it will of its own kind. And just as the air above the earth will not send forth the stone, because that which is mixed with it has fire as one of its elements, so will the stone which is thrown not go down, or pass beyond the spot which partakes of dust alone; there in the middle it will rest; for one reason, on account of its weight, seeking as it does that thing to which it is attracted; and secondly, on account of its fleeing from that which it resists, something light, viz., the air, which is above it in pedigree. It, therefore, rests and remains in the spot to which it is attracted.

QUESTION IV.
[Bodl. —; Ad. L.]

Why does the earth tremble? As marrow to my bones, and healing to my flesh, as the cool draught of water to the weary soul, so are thy words understood of all, and afforded wisdom more precious than pearls.

Now tell me, Why does the earth tremble? You said for two reasons; it is a heavy substance, seeking rest. But, then, why should the heaviest of all things quake?

Uncle: Though my tongue may indite ever so wisely, if the ear doth not understand, I might as well sow among thorns, and put forth my hand to the scoter. Such is the case when an enquirer seeks knowledge from a teacher, and the words do not reach his heart.

Nephew: Indeed, my ear and heart are one; and your own words shall prove it. Dost thou not speak in my ear, and say, that when crossing a bridge in the land of Cush, thou was taken off thy legs, and thrown down from thy stand, because the bridge tottered, and the earth trembled, the pillars of which shook violently, and the whole terrain round about, so that the inhabitants of that country said: "It is better to live on a drainpipe." Therefore tell me, whence the cause that makes the earth, the heaviest of objects, the support of heavy objects, quake? I should have thought it would find rest.

Uncle: Quite true. I crossed the bridge; the bridge trembled, and crushed with me; but rising, I pulled myself together, to tell the cause of the rumbling earthquake. Remember, it was that one portion of the earth, and not the whole that trembled; moreover, the rumbling did not proceed from its own natural constitution, but from the atmosphere surrounding on all sides, which is constant and never rests. At times, the wind is in the cliffs and rocks of the earth, entering there and not leaving, until it finds an outlet to return to its kind, which is the air; and when it is unable to do so, for at times hard matter, such as wood and dry earth, oppose it, it makes a strong effort to release itself, and causes the earth to move and tremble. J. Berachy, have found in the work by the sage Ibn Ezra, and in the work by Parshon, commenting on the words of Holy Writ, "He looketh on the earth, and it trembleth" (Ps. civ. 53), the idea that the winds are enclosed in the midst of the earth as in stoves, and from thence they proceed throughout all the world. When the ground is soft, they go forth with ease, as it is said, "And a mist went forth from the earth" (Gen. ii. 6), producing clouds which turn to water; but when the ground is dry, hard, and strong, the wind goes forth with force, and makes
a thundering noise in the earth; 'tis a sign for mortals to quit that spot, and to change their domicile.

Let him rejoice who investigeth the truth with a garb white as snow, even for bondmen and bondwomen, those shaven and shorn (of knowledge), sold as they are for ever as slaves to ignorance, listening to knowledge which is not remembered by them, he saying, For such I shall not fail to make of my heart a staoreshouse holding the treasures of learning and wisdom; so say I, thy nephew, unto you, uncle, Give unto me that I may eat thereof!"

**QUESTION V.**

[Bodl. 32; Ad. Ll.] Now, tell me, Why is sea-water salt? Uncle. By reason of the salt which is in the Great Sea (i.e., the Mediterranean), it being wide and long, and receiving the power of the sun's heat as it rushes on. Being so extensive, it is always exposed to the full power of the sun, and catches its rays; the heat stirs the water as it flows to a certain density, and through this heat and density the waters acquire the taste of salt. If you do not believe it, you need only ask the people who live near the sea, and they will tell you that, without any effort on man's part, salt is found in the residue of the waters on the dry places of the rock which are exposed to the sun and stars; while if you enquire of those removed from such places exposed to the heat of the sun, they will tell you they have not seen any salt, and they can only produce it by the agency of fire and big piles of wood. You can judge for yourself that the heat of fire will produce salt in water. If you do not believe me, enquire, and you will find that sea-water in summer is salt, as water may be in winter in the kettle. Hence it shows that the salt taste depends upon heat.

**QUESTION VI.**

[Bodl. 32; Ad. Ll.] Why does the sea spread over many places, and yet within a certain time return to its original place? Thy circuit of knowledge will never be broken; O that it might ever increase and grow more! Thou art of wisdom the father and token; Let me draw from the bucket of thy wondrous thoughts' store.

Now, Uncle, I have seen in a book that came from the land of Cush, and was brought before the Wise Men of Tabor, the question asked, Why do the waters of the sea ebb and flow? Here is a copy of that book.

The Wise Men of Arabia agree that the Great Sea (the Mediterranean), in which the waters flow, surround the whole habitable globe, which is formed like a sphere. Everyone knows that the habitable globe is divided into three parts, while Jerusalem is the navel of the earth; beyond lie Egypt, Cush, the Land of the Hittites, etc. Each portion is called a hemisphere, and one hemisphere contains the two parts of the habitable globe. The Great Sea sends out two floating arms, one head of which overflows from the east, its course being westward, and going the length of the inhabited portion, and the second rushes eastward. These two arms become divided; the sea is reduced, and runs down considerably, until the two arms again meet. In the place where they meet, the waters are raised, so that they stand up in a heap, and they boil in the depths like a kettle; there is a roaring noise of the waves, for each wants to take the course which it began. Consequently, one pushes the other, and is dragged along in the race; and from the force of the impact and momentum which is acquired in the struggle, one beats against the other with great force and noise, so that owing to the might of the crashing, the waters turn backwards. As they come, so they return, and spread hither and thither, and thus it happens that the waters overflow.

Now tell me, Do you agree with this? I am simply repeating what the scientists held unanimously upon the subject. Had I been present, I would have argued with them; and however right they thought themselves, I should have convicted them on two scores. First, that impact of waters would not cause them to recede, but to mingle together gently and without rushing; and Secondly, if I were to agree with them that, by reason of the force of the impact and impingement, the clashing of the waters would always grow greater, so that one set would return by the course it came, and the other similarly, then having to my shame to confess their contention, I would say: The greater the clash when the two arms of the sea meet, the weaker the second impact should be than the first, and the third than the second, until, say, the sixth should become a negligible quantity; for who could believe that by virtue of the four or five clashes the Sea would overflow, so as to return through the length of the habitable surface of the globe? Heaven forbid the thought! No. Scientists understand the nature of the meeting of the two arms of the Sea, and that its ebb and flow do not depend on this.
Now I will give you my opinion. When the two arms of the Great Sea, going from east to west, as I explained, and surrounding, as it were with wings, the habitable portion of the earth, grow in strength, the cause why the Sea ebbs and flows is to be found in the formation of the earth's crust, in its inclines and declines. According to men of science, everything has a tendency to spread according to its potentiality, and to be dragged along, but it cannot cross a place which is too high for it. So it is in the case of the sea and its course, when it bursts forth to go along the breadth of the earth, and it goes on until it reaches a high place which forms, so to speak, a bar and barrier to its advance, saying to it, "Thus far and no further!" "Here you can put down your proud billows." Thus they return until the sea becomes low, finding in the course of their return the opportunity to descend into the nearest valleys, the waters falling with the depths, and turning to their primal havens. This is my view. But I should add the theory of men of science, that the ebb and flow of the sea depends upon the power of the Moon, which presides over moisture as the Sun does over heat. And since there are twenty-four hours in Day and Night, during day-time, when the constellations Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, and Moon have away three times each, the Moon has at least three periods during which she has power to rule, and during that period she has sway over the waters to deal with them as she likes, both as regards their rising and their influence, to limit them.

This seems to me not at all improbable, as I observe at each New Moon. Some say that ebb and flow depend upon the orbit and conjunction of the stars; and what wise men have told, I will not withhold; and thy views not having failed to explain why the sea doth flow and retire, let us feel our way now, and begin to enquire into this theme.

**QUESTION VII.**

* [Bodl. 33; Ad. LIII.]

Why does not the Great Sea, fed as it is by mighty over-flowing waters, grow larger? We have learnt that all streams go to the sea, and the sea is not full; and that is, indeed, no limit to the number that do flow therein.

**Uncle:** My nephew is wise in his own eyes, and wisdom is gift in his joints; but if he were to spend all the days of his life in the endeavour, he could never prove to demonstration that all the streams do go to the sea, except to adduce the words of Ecclesiastes." And just as he cannot prove this, so he cannot prove that some do not go to the sea and the waters return to the sea, and that no sooner produced, they are absorbed. But I am more anxious about the following more remarkable phenomenon: that when the streams go to the sea, returning in their flow, they are carried beneath the earth, and are absorbed by reason of the heat of the sun and stars, some for all time. How does this happen? For, this being the case, would not the sea grow less and become reduced? However, I consol'd myself with this explanation: It is the nature of the sea to restore that which comes within its reach; in this sense, too, we can speak of the sea's utility.

**QUESTION VIII.**

* [Bodl. 34; Ad. LIV.]

**Nephew:** I set this question to myself, and look to the man of understanding to draw the conclusion. If we say that the streams return from the sea, why do they not taste of salt, finding it in the sea in which they mingle? On the contrary, they flow into it sweet, and return sweet; consequently we cannot believe that they are swallowed up in the sea, and that no trace of them is left.

**Uncle:** Even the wise may of a sudden be ensnared through want of understanding, and their learning may leave them through obstinacy, when they do not know and will not understand the laws of Nature, the knowledge of which is extended to those who would be wise; but they prefer to walk in the dark, determined as they are by their own glibby folly. Thou sayest, the thing cannot be, when thou knowest not by observation that which the wise have declared.

I dispute with thee this foolish contention, that the waters return sweet to their original source. Nor need you be surprised at the matter; considering that when they return from the sea, and are carried through the earth's clay, the earth through which they pass with their weight of salt, sinking as lead, acts as a purifier; not that the soil retains their salt and dense particles, but by it the waters become purified and refined, and return to their former state. Now you will know why they are sweet.

**Had you been with Alexander, when he crossed the Great Sea, you would not have been compelled to investigate this point;**

for Aristotle, his teacher, ordered sand to be brought from land not salt, and he made a big mound on the vessel in which they crossed, and he dug for himself in that sand a well, and whenever he was short of something to drink, and they could not drink of the sea-water on account of their salt, they took of the sea-water and cast of it into the well, and the waters returned to their sweet taste. This is no secret at the present day to the mariners of Africa.
QUESTION IX.
[Bodl. — ; Ad. LIV.]

Why do streams grow, and not lessen?
The words of the wise as goads they do nervous; therefore through thee will I write and memory to serve. Thy words will I write, and so I'll remember thy voice; now meditating therein, my heart shall rejoice. And if at the end, it's the gift of a friend, what matters the wound, if to knowledge you're attuned?

Having entered upon this subject of inquiry, let us now probe it to a finish, and investigate its bearings: Whence comes the influence which causes every stream to be borne along continuably, and from one Sea, which even from the day when the world was created, has not diminished in nature?

Uncle: Had you known the beginning of the thing, you would have come to learn its bearings, since a circular object has neither beginning nor end. This applies to the question you are asking, as to whether their circular motion comes from the streams themselves; and if it appears that in their course they roll along as they cover the roundness of the earth, it is their regular course to move in a circuit, so that their flow is the cause of their ebbing. Now once a Wise Man went on the way, and he met a villager sitting waiting upon the brink of the river; it was in the rainy season, and it was thundering most violently. The Wise Man addressed him and said, "Why dost thou remain in the open, and why not go to the destination you have in mind? You are a fool to sit there." And the villager answered and said, "I had intended to cross this ford, and I am waiting for the waters to pass." The Wise One rejoiced: "You are waiting for a thing to pass that goes round and round. You may sit there till the crack of doom." Now, dear nephew, I liken thee to this villager. So far the words of the Wise.

QUESTION X.
[Bodl. — ; Ad. LVII.]

Why do not the streams which flow into the sea grow less?
Lo, I have written for thee what is within the knowledge of the wise. Yet further corroboration may be had from Holy Writ, "All the rivers go to the sea" (Eccles. i. 7), since they descend, water like earth moving downwards, the opposite being the case with fire and wind. In proof of my words that the sea is lower than the earth, I might adduce the words of Scripture, "He calleth to the waters of the sea, and it pours them forth"; i.e., He calleth them to ascend unto the high hill, and afterwards pours them forth. Again, it is written in Psalm cii. 23, "They that go down to the sea in ships." And we have not exhausted the causes, for the waters of the river being sweet, they are lighter than sea-water, which are salt and heavy; and when they come into the sea, they ascend like light on account of the force of the light of the sun and its satellites, and the other heavenly hosts; and they return to the clouds, are thereafter poured upon the mountains, where they are gathered, becoming in turn the source of the springs and the streams, restored to the place whence they originally came. You find by experience brooks dried up, because there has been no rain upon the earth.

Do not be surprised that Ecclesiastes does not mention (explain) about the streams when they return, for he does not explain how the Sun goes beneath; only those versed in the natural sciences do so. These are the words of Ibn Ezra.

I will now return to the statements put forth by the men of science, unknown to men of the time, O Uncle, distinguished as thou art among them and of thoughts full as a pomegranate, for my mind draws in with my heart's eye, as with the pen of a scribe, that which cometh from thy mouth, regarding the waters flowing in a circle, and how they return from the sea. And now with thee my heart quakes day by day "to determine the distinction between waters and waters" to understand their methods; and when I begin to think of the springs, and the founts, and existing sources, I tremble with fear, not knowing what you, my lord, might have to say about them. My heart further trembles when I contemplate level ground and the valley of the south round about the mountains, and land dry for want of water, whilst the mountain high and lofty has springs gushing forth from it; then say I, How does this come about? Or is it that in reality there is no water at the base of the mount, and that even if there were, it cannot get up there?

The Uncle replied: Get my idea into thy heart to understand that the source is from the land of the plain, and that the water comes to the hills from the slopes, so that "it shall be health to thy sail," and speaking to the earth, it will teach thee. For in the bosom of the earth's plain are the sources of water distributed in such wise that by means of various channels they are carried hither and thither as waters flowing lengthwise, yet spread across the earth in breadth, it sometimes happening by chance that they light upon caverns of the earth, surrounded by stones and hard substance covering and resting upon soft earth from above. The waters can consequently not spread along on account of the hard and rocky matter; the result being that they are lifted on high and rise upwards, for the ground above is soft, till one gets to the top of the hill, and on to the course which
is now, as was wont before, worked by man's practical ingenuity and design. You will understand this knowing that man is able to raise water to the top of a hill from a depth of one or half a mile.

This is the reply of the Uncle to his Nephew. The view of the Ezra I have already given above.

I will now begin the dialogue, in the form of question and answer, between Nephew and Uncle.

1. Berachya, son of Natronai, was worried in thought till I girded my loins, and translated these subjects into Hebrew. I found them in the Jewish writings, translated as they were from the Arabs. In them were concealed matters coming from the wise men of our age, and this splendid knowledge of the expert was not even looked at by the eye of the untaught. Now when I saw such splendid wisdom placed in front of (restored to) you in an ugly setting (or, "such a splendid wisdom, with nothing objectionable in it restored to you"), I cleansed it from the hand of the Gentiles, and wrote it out in the Holy Language, which is so dignified in tone.

Now this work is a dialogue between two contemporary scientists, an uncle and a nephew, a context to probe and to test matters, in the spirit of the Scriptural clause, in which one man strives at the other.

The intelligent will understand the application.

**QUESTION XI.**

[Book 1, 1; Ad. 1.]

Why do plants sprout forth when they have not been sown?

**Uncle:** What, my dear, my light and honor? I well know that thy thoughts scatter far and wide all wisdom and counsel, to instruct me concerning plants and herbs, whilst others see but vain and misleading teachings. For I have enquired of many. Why do herbs spring up when they have not been sown; but whither does their reply lead? They destroy the path of thy ways. But thou, my lord, shall be listened to in what thou utterest.

**Nephew:** If thou, my nephew, hast asked a difficult question, thy intentions are nevertheless straight and well-directed toward me; there is sense in them and evidence of attention; therefore keep to thy point, and neglect not to tear off the film of folly from thy heart, so that thou mayest laugh at the fact that for a time thou hast been kept back. By the help of both of us thy query shall be made clear as truth, and on thy account shall God be blessed and exalted, He who doth wondrous things, who hath decreed, and such things happen. Thus it was His will that pronounced the flat, and the chaff of herbs sprang forth without the help of man, some for good, some for ill; man could add to the work of Creation, he could not lessen it. Furthermore, it should be observed, that in the nature of plants there are four things innate, called the four elements, as in man's own body, viz., cold and heat, dryness and moisture, corresponding to fire, water, dust, and wind. Some call these the four roots (bases). It is well known to men of science that in plants the four elements are found as phenomena, even though they are not patent to the eye. And so with regard to the earth upon which we live, from which plants spring; it is compounded and constituted from the four elements aforesaid, even though to the eye of man it appears as if it consisted of but one of the elements, viz., dust. This was understood and proved by the early philosophers. And so in the case of fire, water, and air, each is named according to that which appears to exist in it in a more preponderating degree than the others. Thus, to repeat, we call the substance "earth," because the "dust" element is to be found therein to a greater degree than the three remaining elements; and the same applies to "water," "fire," and "air." And if you fathom the subject to its depths, you will find that "dust" has its physical properties alone, and "fire" has its own, and so has "water." And thus I would reply concerning this matter, that in the very bosom of the earth which we inhabit, there is dust of a distinctive nature without the admixture of the other three parts, at the point which is called "the limit's end," being of a different constitution, and indivisible into parts; the same applies to water in the midst of the waters, there is a portion which is simply water; the same applies to the atmospheres, there is some portion of it which is simply pure air, without the admixture of the other elements; and the same may be said of fire; they are distinguished according to their sources.

The end of the whole matter is this; that in the ground which produces grass and herb are the four elements mentioned above; and we should understand, that while the grass is yet tender in the earth, it is brought forth and made to blossom by the four elements; the ground of dust gives it root, its clods and adhesions being; as it were, the earth's bosom; the heat makes it fresh with moisture, which becomes scattered thither and thither in the lap of the earth and in the mould of clay.

Now the nature of fire and air is to rise upwards, and each of these completes the bringing forth of the grass according to its nature, fire endowing it with heat and dryness, and air with
cold and moisture. By help of these two, it grows and appears above the earth; in fact, it could not exist without the help of the natural qualities of dust, which after all is its mainstay and support in the process of growth. Thus and in this way does it happen that grass springs forth without being sown.

But, Uncle, in what way did you help when, open-eyed as you are, you had not the power to bring to light thy words upon a matter of public contention, people maintaining that plants derive their chief nourishment from dust, and more so than from fire?

Yet if this be the case, I would ask, why is this plant warm by nature and that one cold, since, according to your views, by far the larger portion of the plant springs from dust, which is cold and dry, and therefore we should call it, as you told me, cold rather than warm; there being the four elements in the earth, and it is called "earthy" in consequence of the dust, which predominates in it above the elements air, fire, and water.

**QUESTION XII—XIII.**

[Bold 2, etc.; Ad. II.—V.]

Why are plants called "warm"? Secondly, Why is a growth springing forth from earth more than from fire called "beek"?

**UNCLE.**

In truth, my words shall fall upon thy ears by way of explanation, for this subject is not obscure, viz., that herbs are derived more from dust than from fire, since their place of growth is in the dust; and therefore, thou dost ask me, since they are cold by origin, coming from dust, how is it that thou seest in them nature heat, which implies more fire? Now to reply to this point also. Every object possesses two characteristics, one called greatness (quantity) and the other power (quality); and if a body is treated on the side of its growth, it may also be regarded from the side of the other attribute, power. This you will understand better from the following simile. Look! my tunic is green, and in my ring there is a green stone. The nature in my tunic is as the green in my ring, yet the nature of the green in the stone and its power is greater and stronger than the green in the garment, for the green in the stone comes to it by nature, whilst the green in the tunic is in comparison less in strength, inasmuch as it is artificial, forced by human means to be changed from its original condition. Now if you were to stoop and see the tunic in its entirety, i.e., in its whole quantity, it will seem to you that the garment has more green than the stone, since in size it is larger than the stone; whilst, according to origin and quality, the green in the stone exceeds that in the garment. So with the green herb. Judged by the standard of quantity, i.e., according to its place of growth, you would call it cold; judged by the standard of its original source, warmed as it is by fire, you would say it was warm; for it is not, as you think, that you can discern the fire element in the dust itself; but plants spring primarily from the dust, since the element of fire is but slender.

If this appears trivial to you, it can be strengthened by the consideration of the four elements, and you will, by probing and investigating, and searching the dust to test its quality, come to see why it is called warm.

**Nephew:** Do you mean that in this way plants may be clearly defined? Then I ask: How comes it that plants, since they spring from one and the same dust, viz., the ground (which the Hagarites, Ishmaelites, or Arabsians call "nurse," the Hebrews call "mother of all living," the Cuthmeans call "mother of bodies") may be divided off into cold and warm, dry and wet? For it is known to all that everything grows and flourisheth by the help of that which is of its own class and kind, while it is destroyed and spoilt by that which is of a different kind and nature; and how then can plants come to be so different one from the other, to be either cold or warm, dry or wet, having sprung from one and the same spot, a spot which you confess to be of a single kind? This is absolutely impossible.

**Uncle:** I will now try and see whether you have understanding, as I will answer you in brief regarding the methods of plants; they do not gain growth from the body of the fruit.

**Nephew:** All this is of no use to me, since I see with reference to that which is torn out of the earth, that it is green and fresh in face of the sun, while it is yet in the earth; now it comes forth as a flower, and I cannot call the ground the "mother" of the herb, that strengthens it by its freshness and moisture, since as soon as it comes forth from that which is called its mother (i.e., "having had its day"), its root becomes old, and its stock dies.

**Uncle:** I do not agree that the herb comes from the ground consisting of one alone of the elements afore-mentioned, but that it comes from the ground compounded of the four elements, each, as I told you, of varying qualities as regards cold and heat, dryness and moisture. Can you not see why the herbs were not created in air? In air they would die, the sun killing every flower, every root, every herb that would be above the dust; whilst all that is in the lap of the earth may be likened to a newborn child taking hold of its mother's breasts, and, being nur-
tured by them, will not easily wane. I have now told thee sufficient to be of instruction to one who is fond of knowledge, and who, penetrated with this knowledge, will be heartened.

Nephew: Since thou hast introduced me into the subject, thou must instruct me to the end, for the questions are bound up with difficulties, whilst I walk along the crooked paths, straying from the way of understanding, and to thee my complaining are directed.

Uncle: Heaven forbid that I be guilty of wickedness by your obtaining erroneous ideas through my researches; for all created things come through the act of Him who decrees andcommands, and whose actions are in righteousness—a matter which they understood who grasped the meaning of the motion of the constellations, that their change coincided with a change in the boughs and blossoms, for they depend upon the sun and moon for heat and cold. In my reply you had the utterance of all experts; and so you know what you have not, thus verifying the statement, “Seek, and ye shall find.”

Nephew: If thou wilt put thy spirit in me, I shall not hold my peace nor remain passive and die. Tell me, if thou knowest all, as thou hast said (or, “according to the truth”), whether the plants are created from the earth in which are the four elements; and if it be according to thy statement, why do they not spring forth in the air or in water, or in fire, the other of the four elements?

Uncle: Nephew, is not this the thing which I have said, that all things like plants shoot forth and grow in their natural element, and grow more naturally in the dust than in the other bases of life?

Nephew: Ah, but I have seen flowers blossoming in water. What then becomes of the theory of the four elements?

Uncle: It has been decreed of old that each thing should turn in its way to the source from whence it came; dust to dust, fire to fire, water to water, and wind to wind.

Nephew: Then answer me this further point. We have observed that dust, that is the ground, bears and brings forth according to its natural kind, viz., herbs. Now enlighten me concerning the other of the four elements, fire, water, and air; do they bear and bring forth?

Uncle: You will find that the waters do bring forth abundantly living creatures, viz., the fish; that the air (which is called a substance) doth generate clouds, and it brings forth a creation called Lillith, which inhabits ruins; and fire gives birth to a bird called Salamander. Scientists have come to this conclusion, after having investigated the subject.

Nephew: To thee, beloved Uncle, I am indeed indebted for having gained this information concerning plants, the cause of their heat, why they spring from the earth, how they come to live, and how it comes about that they rise from the earth more than from the other of the four elements, and why they die.

**Question XIV.**

[Bodl. 3; Ad. VI.]

Why does the tree which is grafted on to another produce fruit like the graft and not like the stock, which has its nourishment from the earth?

Now instruct me concerning the growth of trees, for in this matter the fruit of my intelligence is closed. Why, I ask, does the engrafted tree produce fruit like the graft, and not according to the species of the stock which grows from the earth, and spreads lengthwise and breadthwise? How can it be so treacherous to its former species as to give over its strength to the junior, to bear fruit according to the latter kind?

Uncle: O my nephew! Having once ascended the heights of intelligence, who could wish to hide myself from thee? Nay, I will give wisdom to him who would be wise. Understand, you have learnt that the tree which is the graft that is cut off, inasmuch as the saplings are only lopped off from the top, only grows and thrives by virtue of the strength and sap of the graft which is engrafted upon it; and thus it will grow by means of the latter’s freshness and moisture; the root which draws the moisture from the ground will hold back what it requires, and leave to the graft the residue; like that which determines the life-stem of all living beings retains what it needs, and permits the remaining members (of the body) to have what it does not require for itself. But the shoot also increases in growth and flourishes, bringing forth blossoms and buds, producing fruit and branch, and since the fruit is nearer to the shoot, and further removed from the stock, it is in closer relation to the nature and kind of that which is nearer, and further from the species of the root which is more distant.

**Question XV.**

[Bodl. 4; Ad. VII.]

Why do some animals chew the cud?

O Uncle! Having sustained thy reputation for keenness and intelligence, “there is no one so wise and understanding as thou art”; so I said to myself, I would like to know something more about the constitution of animals, but the subject is far from me. Do thou, therefore, instruct me regarding those animals that chew the cud, and those that do not.


Uncle: Dear nephew, let not thy thoughts distress thee. Having thy eyes opened on this subject, understand that among men and beasts there are varying constitutions, some being of a colder, others of a warmer nature; some of a dry nature, others of a moist; snow, too, that the heat of the inward parts grinds the food until it becomes fine; it cooks it and changes its colour, turning to heat the cold found in colder animals, which, in consequence of their coldness, are unable to grind their food, but which, owing to their lack of heat, cast it from their stomach into their mouth, and it does not return until they have first ground it finer than before. This is the way of oxen, goats, and lambs; and these chewing the cud have, therefore, been called "cold," the Goyim calling them "melancholic." You may distinguish these by noticing that their fat is hard and clinging to the flesh, in consequence of the coldness of their stomach, which is not the case with animals that do not chew the cud.

Nephew: I know that horses and asses are warmer than those beasts called "cold"; but what have you to say regarding the ewe-lamb, which is on a plane differing from that of the ass and the horse? Why does it chew the cud more than they do?

Uncle: Because the teeth which they have on both sides help to crush their food and cut it fine, the ewe-lamb being unable, not having an excess of heat, to chew the cud by reason of its teeth alone.

Nephew: I will debate this point with thee, but in all kindness. And if thou art able to answer me, take thy stand and oppose me, but trust me not off in my search. Thou hast said in my ears that all that are cold and dry chew the cud; why then does not man, who is of this species and nature, chew the cud—man, whom the medical profession calls melancholic among animals?

Uncle: Although man belongs to this category, dost thou not know that he is said to be warmer than those animals that chew the cud? You can test this for yourself, since oftentimes man that is cold, whose stomach is very cold, will not digest his food, but it will come into his mouth, or, having intelligence, it will become loathing to him, and he will vomit what he has swallowed and cast it forth.

QUESTION XVI.

[Bodil. 5: Ad. VIII.—IX.]

Why do those animals that chew the cud, when lying down, crouch on their hinder-parts and on their hind legs?
cavity. Now after the sap has been in the habit of passing through its duct, the latter is no longer stopped up. Birds, on the other hand, are not from the start brought up on something moist, only on small stones or produce; they have therefore no sap coming from their food; and when the stone comes into their crop, it closes up the urinal cavity, and of that which they drink and of the gastric juice nothing gets further than their feathers, which retain the moisture. Pluck out of their feathers, and you will find moisture in it.

Nephèse: But enlighten me then, Why have birds no stomach as other animals?

Uncle: Now you are asking a good question. Know that birds are reared on hard food, such as gravel and wheat, etc. A stomach would be unable to grind their food fine enough, for it is only strong enough for soft food; whereas the crop has strength and hardness, which a stomach has not, harder than flint, and like that of a diamond. The crop is intended to crush fine every hard substance, since all its sides are full of sinews from without and from within, and the muscle between the inner and outer sinews is particularly warm. It therefore grinds to perfection all that comes within it.

**Question XVII.**

[Bodi. 7; Ad. XII.]

Why do some animals see in the night, and others not?

O Uncle! Mine ears have listened and understood, nor did I regard it as futile what thou hast delivered concerning the stomach. Do thou then teach me something as regards the sight of animals, as some see, and others do not see in the night.

Uncle: Dost thou not know, hast thou not heard, that there are seven films in the eye, and that there are three kinds of moisture in them; from which proceed the principle of sight? First, the innermost of the three is called the white of the eye, being unusually so, and disperses the sight and brings it out. This is all sight. Secondly, there is the middle part, not as white as the former, nor as dark as the third, which concentrates the rays, and prevents them from being scattered more than is proper, and which, so to speak, holds them in check.

The third is the outer portion, which is darker than the second; and the dark part in it is to collect and concentrate the seeing-power of the second, so as not to permit it to scatter itself according to its will and pleasure; it is also placed in charge of the second, and upon it depends primarily the organ of sight. For this is patent and well known to all men of science, that if the vision were scattered in consequence of the whiteness of the two preceding parts, the eye could not see and make out any small and fine object. And now, since seeing is concentrated by means of this third portion, which in reality is the key to sight, it follows that the bird and the animals that have white in the eye to a greater degree than black, found in the two parts that collect the light, will be able to see in the night, since the white in the eye prevails in the darkness and the gloom more than by day. You may see this in the case of the cat that sees best by night, and cannot stand the clearness of daylight, as it is too strong and rare for it. Your eyes, for example, cannot stand the sight of the sun, but in the night when the sun's light is no hindrance to it, you can see better. I have tested this with many people whose white of eye is more than the dark; when they come across snow, they cannot see at all, or but very little. And you can prove this yourself; when you wish to have a good look at a thing, you strain your sight and press your eyes together, that the rays of sight shall not be dispersed; for when this latter thing happens, you do not look at one object, but you look here and there.

He who would understand will listen; while he who refrains will stand aloof. It is wisdom that gives the character of greatness to the wise.

**Question XIX.**

[Bodi. — ; Ad. XIII.—XIV.]

Have animals a soul or intelligence?

I called thee to mind upon my couch, for from thee have I derived much kindness, and there slumber in my heart some of the things which have been planted by thy wisdom; let therefore now thy reflections be scattered abroad, so as to refresh the memory of them. Make known unto me whether animals have a soul, and whether they possess the power of reasoning or not, for this no man knows exactly.

Uncle: Thou hast justified my answering thee, for the matter which is not on thy tongue thou sayest thou cannot not be enlightened upon, as no man understands the subject. Hast thou not heard that what is doubted by the simple-minded is not concealed from the wise?

In very truth, animals have a soul; for it is manifest that animals have knowledge, and in that knowledge there is either judgment to discriminate that one thing is different from another, or the power does not exist. It is the same with a man who is looking at one coming towards him; he sees him, but he does not
pay sufficient attention to know clearly whether he is fair or dark, or whether he be of a pale or ruddy countenance. I mean this. A thing may be looked at and known by the eye, but not known to the mind, so that if the man were asked, "Who is it that is coming towards thee?" he would not know, since he has but a confused notion of him.

And the Nephew said: Thou hast spoken right, for knowledge need not imply judgment to discriminate between one thing and another, nor need there necessarily be reasoning or intelligence in the matter of touch, beyond the knowledge that something is at the moment being handled.

Whereupon the Uncle rejoined: You are caught in my net; saying, that if they have the judgment to reason, they have not the knowledge to seek flight on account of some object, just as you may look at a thing, and not have the power to sufficiently distinguish what it is, and so you would not try to escape from it, as might occur to you and to others besides you.

Now if animals had not this knowledge and judgment to distinguish and know what they see, how will you account for the following fact: You see a hound running furiously in a thunderstorm, and carried along the ground in excitement, and in the height of his running, he will come back. What is there to account for this? I, therefore, say that it does possess judgment to seek flight, and this faculty cannot come from the body alone; it surely comes from the soul. Again, you may learn it from the voice that is heard. He who listens applies reason in the act; for if he did not reason when hearing the sound, he would do nothing in consequence. You see it in the case of dumb animals; when you speak to them, they attend with intelligence. For if it were not so, they would do nothing of your behalf (when you order them). This is the truth, otherwise you would find no animal come at your bidding.

Now you will see clearly that the hound, when afraid, and hearing his master's voice, will begin to do that which he had not done, or will finish that which he had begun, since he has knowledge arising from his bodily endowment, having its basis in the material, while he possesses the judgment to discriminate, which is resident in the soul. And the animal has undoubtedly the power to distinguish. Dost thou not see that the hound tracks the footsteps of the hurt and runs after it, so that its master shall be pleased with it and rejoice at its feat? Seeing this, must we not attribute it to the power of judgment and discrimination—a faculty resident in the soul? O my nephew, God forbid that thou shouldst not believe this, and only think, as the world believes, that animals have that knowledge without judgment to discriminate!

Nephew: O my very dear uncle! Art thou not ashamed and confounded that thy words contradict one another? You have just stated that animals have knowledge, and in saying this, you confess that they have a soul. Now, is it not a fact that when you smell a thing, you have something apart from that which you smell before? And this occurs with everything that has the "breath of life in its nostrils"; but it is not so in the case of an object that is immovable, as, for example, a stone. It is only so in the case of things that have movement, as an animal; and since such "breath" cannot be thought of without a "soul," you say that the animal has a soul. Furthermore, movable beings have faculties which are divisible, some belonging to the body, others to the soul; bodily faculties tending upwards, being of the nature of fire, some gravitating downwards, of the nature of dust; other faculties, having their seat right and left of the body, front and back, being of the nature of air and water, and the organ of speech being located hindermost (or, traced to others), derived from the soul. And these faculties are found in dumb animals that move about, and therefore I must say, that animals have souls. The end of the matter is, that we can by no means establish to a verity that they have reasoning power determined by Creation as residing in the body and not in the soul.

As a fact, the higher faculties are in the soul of man, so that it might rise up to Heaven, unto Him that gave it; but it is different in the case of the soul of the brute, which is but wound that ascends into air for but a short time, from which it disperses hiser and thither, and vanishes as smoke in a moment, descending downwards.

Now I, Berachya, can arrive at this conclusion by way of Scripture, for the word "soul" is never applied but to man alone, the most convincing proof being found in the verse: "He giveth soul unto the people upon it, and spirit to those who walk therein" (Isaiah xiii. 5). We could not base this plea on the phrase alone which runs: "All that hath the breath of life in its nostrils" (Gen. vii. 22), although it occurs immediately after the reference to man. Furthermore, it is said, speaking of Creation: "He breathed in his nostrils the breath (of the spirit) of life" (ibid. ii. 7), which is the soul, located in the marrow of the forehead, as mentioned in this work.

Now in the creation of animals it is said: "Let the earth bring forth the living soul (nephesh) after its kind" (ibid. i. 24), the nephesh being in the liver; the word itself of the root as occurs in the expression, pkhishem, "And ye shall go forth and multiply" (Malachi iii. 30), being of the meaning "to increase and spring forth," for this reason, that the blood is the soul
into battle. But when the world is quiet, he will understand how to release himself from all this incitance; he will rest after the storm, and be restored to his equilibrium.

Now if such instruments had been fixed to his frame, he would get sick of life, and despair at the sight, having no use for them, all being peaceful round about him. Again, suppose a man were angry with him, or he with another, they would have the common sense to take council together, and by means of argument to come to a compromise and understanding with each other. But as for the brute, who has no power of speech or argument, it is necessary that it have such weapons for defence, so that one might be provided against the other. So far as regards instruments of warfare. Now, if man had facilities in the way of special adjuncts for purposes of flight, so that his feet might be nimble as those of a hind, he might be turned aside from his ordinary course of life, and come to long after and pant for the wind, becoming a man of the wilds, his legs, hands, and limbs being subservient to his eager haste; so that if the despoiler came suddenly upon him, he would have no time to rise and stand up against him, and to rouse himself against his oppressors, and to carry the accoutrement of war on account of his frail nature.

It is for this reason that the Creator formed man of an equable disposition, so that in peace he might be quiet, and in time of war resolute and vigorous.

[Boyd. —; Ad. XVI.]

[Why have men and beasts sinews?
O Uncle, I have proved the fountain of thy thoughts, and am yet not satisfied. Therefore, tell me now, why men and beasts have sinews, and how it came about that they were created before the flesh.
Uncle: Understand, Nephew, that the sinews in man give strength and firmness to all the limbs, being formed in network fashion. Our wisecracks of old knew what they were about when they bound the bodies of man and beast with cords, and placed them in the overflowing stream and in the place over which the torrent of boiling waters passed; and when, after a certain fixed period, they found the flesh gone, and the bones of the body which had been bound fallen to pieces, whilst the sinews remained in their frame of net-work. In this manner they came to know and solved the question about the finer cords, how they were distributed here and there throughout the body.
from the brain; and they taught the blood-letters concerning the healing of the body—to bring down as much blood as was necessary; and further, how the sinews bound the limbs together, and strengthened them by means of small ligaments, "a coating of skin for the clothing of man."

**QUESTION XXI.**

[Bodl. 11; Ad. XVII.]

Why does the clever one at times forget, and the fool remember?

If hidden things have caught me in a trap, the sick at heart and bereft will rejoice; for, Uncle, my heart beats within me when I call thee to mind, adding to my time which is intolerable. Hidden from me is the explanation why many a wise one is forgetful, while he who is not clever has a memory for things. Uncle: Since thou hast mounted the steps of knowledge, thou hast trampled under foot many an error. We know that the power of the soul permeates the whole body, and that there are parts in man's body that receive the nerves radiating from the brain that are more responsive to sensations than others, as, for example, the eyes and ears, for the bones and the liver are not sensitive. The heart thus receives more of the influence of the soul than the members of the human frame, and it is on this account that all these members are subject to it; and whatever the working of the soul in the body, it depends upon the support which the body lends to the soul. The first help is from the brain, the second from the heart, and the third from the other organs. From the brain proceed shrewdness, judgment, discrimination, and recollection. At first, man learns to understand; after this, he comes to form a judgment, so as to distinguish what he has learnt; and then he is able to recollect for years what upon which he has formed his judgment. In the cavities of the brain, on the forehead, there are collected the five senses, and from thence they are distributed, so as to make manifest their impressions. I will explain this with all clearness. The knowledge gained from shrewdness, judgment, and recollection does not proceed from one single cause, but from varied causes. Shrewdness comes from moisture, and memory from dryness; for nothing receives a deeper impress, form, and likeness than dry matter; and the dry matter only receives this impress and likeness easily from the time that it has once received such impress, form, and like-

ness, when the bond between them is not quickly broken and removed. Therefore, he who has a brain will have a good memory, but not necessarily knowledge.

**Nephew:** O Uncle! Don't be angry if I worry you to explain this subject to me in the clearest way possible, so that I come to the very depth of it. I have heard people say that the government of an image or impression in man is three-fold in character: judgment, discrimination, and memory, as thou hast said, and that these faculties all reside in the brain. Now if men of science knew this, alas, the dulled ones! For I have heard amongst the wise men of Arabia and amongst those of Kedar their explanation, as follows: That the form of a thing is really seen in the middle (of the eye), i.e., the image of a man or woman is seen; the eye sees the form; and the judgment to distinguish it resides in the middle of the brain; meaning, that in seeing the form, the brain determines it clearly by the organ of sight, distinguishing what it is, so as to recognise it from the back. Memory, too, is located in the hindmost part of the head, in the ultimate cavity of the brain, the place in which all the other impressions are collected; hence man remembers that which he has seen and determined.

**QUESTION XXII.**

[Bodl. 11; Ad. XVIII.]

What is recognition of form? What is memory? What is judgment?

My request to you now is, How does all this become known to man, born of woman, for how can the working of the soul be known?

**Uncle:** O Nephew, by the man devoid of understanding this is considered impossible, since knowledge is spurned by the fool; but I beg of you to realise that it is no secret to him who first revealed the secret, and you may understand how he came to gain the knowledge. He applied himself to understand why the brain has cavities. He observed a man, otherwise at ease and serene, who had been wounded by a stone on the forehead just in the spot wherein the fount of impressions centres, and from that day onward that man failed to recognise the image. But there remained in him yet the other two faculties. He next met with a man who had been injured in the middle of the brain, and he again was unable to distinguish one object from another. A third person was affected on the side of memory. The fact is, there is but a fine line between these several parts of the brain.

We, therefore, know that the soul is not matter, but that the phenomena of the soul are manifest in material substances.
QUESTION XXIII.
[Bodl. 12; Ad. XIX.]

Why is the nose placed over the mouth?
The tongue of the wise brings healing; and therefore, O lord, tell me why the nose is placed over the mouth, for it is nauseous that the mucus of men should come down into his mouth.

Uncle: I am not wise enough to answer such questions; but understand that nose and mouth are not such important organs as the brain, heart, and liver; they serve, first, to draw down the mucus from the head; and secondly, they have the power to induce the mucus of the head from the right and left side. And since the mouth is one of the organs of the body, and as from the stomach upwards there could be no aperture in all the body other than the mouth, the mouth was placed near to the stomach, so that it might empty the moisture coming from the stomach, and spew it out.

QUESTION XXIV.
[Bodl. 13; Ad. XX.]

Why does the head lose its hair from the sides of the face?
This is the question, Uncle, which I ask of you: it is a big question, and I seek an explanation.

Should not the Creator who made man, and adorned him like the cherub with spreading wings, and left nothing wanting to render him a thing of beauty, have perfected his beauty so as to include his face? And now just because everything is so perfect in him, he is often derided and laughed at on account of his baldness. And if it was natural that he should become bald, then why not have the baldness at the back of the head?

Uncle: If you are clever, you would infer one thing from another; from what I told you before, you can know this very thing. It is through the mouth alone that everything enters the body. In the stomach the food is ground and cooked, as a pot boils upon a fire; and in the passage through which the food passes, its smoke rises upwards; and this passage is nearer the side of a man’s face, and somewhat further away from the back of the head. It is because of the steam rising from the stomach that the pores widen and spread; for the head faces the steam, such is its course; and it is on account of the heat of the stomach boiling like a kettle, that the pores of the head, spreading and widening, send forth the moisture, and the limitation of the pores cannot withstand the strain thereof. It is through this that it happens that young people, being hot-blooded, are specially prone to become bald, for the hair can find no support by virtue of the pores.

QUESTION XXV.
[Bodl. 14; Ad. XXI.]

Why is a sound heard by several people? How long shall seductive paths, increasing their snares, afflict my soul? For if, as they sayest, the subjects about which I enquire are not hidden from me, at all events doubt is engendered in my heart, which over-rules all my thoughts. Therefore, O my sire, extricate me from this net. True scientists tell that every sound that issues forth, that exists, and that is heard, is a matter of atmosphere; and it is known that the air is a material body, and that one body cannot be in different places at one and the same time; and this being so, how can one sound affect the ears of various persons?

Uncle: O Nephew, thou hast drawn this from the source, but alas for the day when, expecting to find your response, you did not sink your bucket; nevertheless, may you find the fruit of your labours at my hands!

Know that the air which exists in the mouth of man, and is expelled outwards by the tongue and by the throat, thrusts from before it that air which was expelled in front of it; and that which is present at any given moment pushes the second, and the second the third, and so on in progression, until the air-waves are recognised by the ears of many folk; these whirls of air are similar one to the other, but they are not renewed ones. You can compare it, if you would understand the point intelligibly, to a stone when cast into the water; it makes a circle, when you throw it, and from that circle a second, third, and fourth circle is produced.

QUESTION XXVI.
[Bodl. 15; Ad. XXII.]

Why can you hear sounds through a wall, and yet not see through a wall?
Nephew: According to your explanation, why then does not a wall of iron, or copper, or stone interrupt a sound; why does it allow it to pass through on the other side of the wall, and be heard? How is it that the air has that force to pass, seeing there is no opening? Furthermore, why in the same manner
can you not see through a wall, for the power of the eye is greater than that of the ear?

Uncle: Hast thou not heard, and dost thou not know, that all bodies are porous? If thou cannot test it by observation, it can be known by this, that sweat passes through stone or metal, and you can be sure of it by the sweat generally, and by the hair, which exudes warm moisture. As regards sound, which is really air, it passes through the pores which are invisible, and is heard by the hearer. With reference to your query as to why the eye has not the power to see through such pores as the ear has the power to hear, dost thou not know that the eye is full of darkness and veiled in gloom, so that it has the power to see only as far as the wall, in so far as the light shines upon it either in reality or by reflection, and does not penetrate (lit. cover) the wall, the light knowing its limitation, "Thus far shalt thou come, and no further"; it has no power within the wall.

**QUESTION XXVIII.**

[Bodl. 16; Ad. XXIX.]

Why does the eye see at all?

Nephew: Since thou knowest all this, having gained it by diligent toil, and thou hast seen nearer to thee than myself to profit, do thou invest me with but one portion of thy knowledge, and instruct me on the point: What is the nature of sight, and why does the eye see?

Uncle: Ask of me, and I will give thee thine inheritance, and will answer thy question while breath be yet within me. Understand that light is, as it were, a rapid and rare form of atmosphere of the nature of fire, and is known to have been created from that kind that goes to make up the two nerves that run from the brain to the eye-cavities, called delicate organisms, and their endings are not found in all the forehead and round about, which is all hard, with the exception of these two very delicate cavities; and it is from them that sight proceeds. Even sight is material, since the air proceeding from the brain is said to be matter, compounded indeed of the four elements, but the element of fire preponderates to a very great extent.

**QUESTION XXVIII.**

[Bodl. 16; Ad. XXIX.]

Is breath real or imaginary?

Let me know concerning the breath of man which comes from his mouth, is it real or imaginary?

Uncle: It is easily understood that it is a reality, since it is made up of the four elements that govern the bodily form.

**QUESTION XXIX.**

[Bodl. 16; Ad. XXVII.--XXVI.]

Why has the eye the power to see, etc.?

O Uncle, while deep sleep settles upon other men, my thoughts trouble me, wishing to know why the eye has the power to see the stars so quickly, and to draw its view from thence without interruption to a greater degree than the mind (has the power to grasp); for with his eyes, man sees them altogether, whilst the mind cannot grasp their number. The eye is thus quicker than the mind.

Uncle: Know that the brain, seat of the soul, according to the majority of scientists, is of an exceedingly cold nature. Some say it is of a warm and wet nature, and knowledge comes from the brain, either very cold, or warm and wet; it therefore follows, that if the eye looks at an object of the same nature as itself, such as the stars are, namely, that of fire, each object being attracted to the gaze of its affinity, the eye has the quicker perception, and this is derived from the soul.

Nephew: And when the eye is closed, why does not sight depart altogether?

Uncle: All things sustain their strength and power by resting, so that the air from which sight proceeds gains in natural strength by resting; its aspect is improved on all sides when the eye is again opened.

**QUESTION XXX.**

[Bodl. 16; Ad. XXVII. XXVIII.]

Why does the soul receive the sensation of sight?

This anxiety shall be to thy gain, and thou shalt laugh at the latter day. For know, Nephew, that the seat of the soul is, as I told you, in the brain, and from it are derived all the sensations and impulses of the will. You know that five senses serve the soul, and they are as follows: Sight, Hearing, Taste, Smell, and Touch. What the eye sees abroad it tells to the soul by means of the nerves that receive the sight, and so with the remaining sensations; for all the nerves of the hand, and all the cords in the various members, pass from the brain. Eyes and ears are the most sensitive of all, with the exception of the heart, all of which partake of the same composition.
QUESTION XXXI.
[Bodl. 17; Ad. XXIX.]

Why cannot a man see his face in glass?
You gain wisdom from the utterance of the wise, though it be concealed from the simple. Now, Uncle, tell me why cannot a man see his face in glass, while he can see it in a mirror made by himself?
Well asked! Hear and understand that the eye is the foci of darkness and gloom; therefore the clear view is on the side of the eye, and the darkness is on the other side. The range of the eye extends as far as the dark part, and not beyond; and what is seen is reflected to the eye, and it reports it. But ordinary glass, which is transparent, sight penetrates, and the thing is not reported to the eye.

QUESTION XXXII.
[Bodl. 18; Ad. XXX.]

Why is he who stands in the dark not seen?
Do instruct me on this point, why he who stands in the dark is not seen by him who stands in the light, while he who stands in the light is seen by him who stands in the dark.
Uncle: First, you should understand and know that light and darkness are the negation of each other; and the eyes, as they look into darkness, find no support or fixity, wandering from the path, and gazing in vain into the air, for by nature they move about, and long for that which is on high. But when they gaze towards the light, from which they originate, since sight is from the soul, which is in the brain, which itself is the light of life, they feast on their kind, looking at the light which by nature was created from the same matter, the onlooker being over against it.

QUESTION XXXIII.
[Bodl. 19; Ad. —.]

Why are not the eyes at the back of the head?
O honoured and beloved Uncle, teach me further, why the eyes of man are not at the back.
Dost thou not know, Nephew, that there are three chambers in the brain—the first for seeing, the second for understanding, and the third for collecting? The first, which is in the middle of the brain, sees an external object, and reports it unto the second, until it grasps it; and the second—the brain proper—reports it unto the third, for the purpose of recording it, the seat of which is at the back of the head; and if the cavities of the eye had been near the third portion, they would have been the seat of memory (not sight).

QUESTION XXXIV.
[Bodl. 20; Ad. XXXI.]

Why does the nose smell, the palate taste, and why is the hand the organ of touch?
O Master, when I considered thy words I found what was right; but when thoughts went astray within me, I sucked the venom of asps, and my struggles became like those of Esau against his brother. Why, I ask, does the nose smell, the palate taste, and the hand become the organ of touch? How does all this come to them, so that one does not do the work of the other? I ask, why? Certain not in any spirit of ill-will; but "If I am not for myself, who will be for me?"
Uncle: My dear Nephew! If doubts rise within thee, leave them alone—a sweeping rain, leaving no food; but I will receive your enquiries, believing you to be perfectly straight; and I place myself at your disposal as a target. Concerning these three sensations, smell by the nostril, taste by the palate, and touch by the hand, understand that each one organ has been designed to do its special work through the medium of objects external to them. Of themselves they could do nothing; the nostril could not, unless there were outside something present to smell, either something sweet like apple and spice, or something unpleasantly unclean, and the air generating fumes from the object present, and that air reaching the nostrils, and thus producing the sensation of smell. It is not, as you thought, that the aperture of the nostril near the mouth is the cause of smelling; for if the hard membrane which is to be found inside the nose were cut, it would yet be able to smell. But as regards the hard part of the nose between the two eyes extending to the palate, called in Arabic, "breasts of smell," if that were stopped, it could not smell at all. It is formed on the plan for smelling, and its passage is to the brain; it is firmer than ordinary flesh, yet softer than bone. All this is so designed, that it can smell quickly and hurriedly; for there is no power in the muscle of the body equal to that in the brain. Such is the organ of smell; and similar conditions govern the other four organs which come from the brain, and reach the palate and tongue, called the organs of taste. There are the well-known nerves which course from the brain to the hand, and become the instruments of touch; for the hand distinguishes
between warm and cold, and this by reason of the brain serves which come from the soul. One does not do the work of the
other; the hand does not smell, for it is not formed on the pattern
adapted for smelling; the nose does not touch or taste. May all this knowledge be welcome to you!

**QUESTION XXXV.**

[Bodl. 21; Ad. XXXII.]

Why does a man weep in the hour of joy?

Silently do I regard my position, and continually is thy law
upon my tongue. Therefore, do thou now enlighten me upon
this point, since thou knowest I have loved thee above all creatures,
and hence also have I loved thy heart's reflections. Now, when
you were in Tyre and Zidon, touring all the districts of Phylitiss
for a long while, so long that we all end up hopes of you, and
I never thought to see you again, and when the good news reached
me that you had got to your destination safe and sound, and I
went to welcome you, and to give expression to the joy of my
heart, oh! how I embraced and kissed you! But why, then,
in the very moment of my extreme happiness, did my eyes flow with
 tears? Whence and why did weeping come, when there was
ever occasion for joy?

**Uncle** : O Nephew, you are trying to trample upon the
honeycomb; while surely thou knowest that good tidings makes
one grow fat; thou knowest too, that joy broadens man's heart,
and engenders warmth in the human frame increasingly in a short
time—a varied form of heat, the fumes of which rise to the brain
at the time, and the moisture which is present therein becomes
reduced, and there is movement in the fresh moisture which begins
to travel, so that water flows from the brain to the first apertures
at hand; thus it is that water flows from the eyes.

**QUESTION XXXVI.**

[Bodl. 22; Ad. XXXIII.]

Why do cold and heat proceed from one mouth?

O Uncle! Let us examine on this head what the wise men
have opined, why from one and the same source do there issue
torth both hot and cold.

O Nephew! Both the wise man and the fool are silent on
this subject. Understand, however, that all the wise ones of
India agree and are clear on this head, that all the winds of
the body come from the lungs; they come one way and afterwards
disperse; their passage does not vary. You should, therefore,
know that heat chiefly coming from the lung hurriedly and without
interception, as quickly rises to the mouth; and when it finds
the mouth open, it comes out hot, as it comes straight from the lung;
but when it is neutralised on the way, coming in contact in the
mouth when closed, and obstructed, through coming into collision
with the wind entering through the nostrils, it turns cold; for
nothing among the four elemental bases of life turns more quickly
from hot to cold than air.

**QUESTION XXXVII.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. XXXIV.]

Why do men blow into the face of another to cool his heat?

Understand that when I was in Zaan in a fixed dwelling
(94., "in a tent that did not wander"), I heard a Wise Man
questioning his fellow, and saying, "I have a great question to
ask." And he began : It is known that everything in a moveable
state becomes warm by its own motion, for this is the way of
all bodies; why then do men race and rush to blow air into a man's
face to cool him from his heat? And this is what he replied :
"'Tis true that all things in motion become heated; it is a
natural law; but the breath in man's body is so very warm that it
ultimately comes out in perspiration through the air travelling
outwards, while the air and breath coming from without, although
it is warm enough to be brought to a man's face to cool the
greater heat that comes from the interior of his body, yet when
the outer air reaches the inner breath, man becomes minus both
of them, neither hot nor cold. On my return I pondered these
things, realising that the questioner was right, and also he who
replied.

And though I heard this, I did not quite understand, since
from my youth I had learnt that all things of one and the same
nature become increased when added together, while those of
unlike kind that do not resemble one another become reduced,
and ultimately neutralise each other. How then can we believe
that the warm wind can cool and chill the breath which is warmer
than itself?

**Uncle** : The man who answered thus came very near the
truth, and I agree with him with regard to his admission. And
when you say, how can the warm breath be cooled by the warm
wind, you may compare it to warm water which becomes cool
by means of lake-warm.

**Nephew** : If you bring me proof from water, I will adduce
fire in proof of my contention. See, you wish to cool a big pile
of wood upon which the wind is blowing and setting alight, and
near it there is a small fire, which you cast into the fire caused by that which has kindled the big pile. Will it not make the fire of the pile bigger, and appear to human eye greater and higher than before, and the greater the strength the greater the heat, because the greater the quantity of wood the larger the conflagration? So I say the warm wind from without adds to the inner heat (of the human body) still greater heat.

Uncle: Your ideas are entirely wrong, when you compare fire to water. Say! what connection is there between straw and corn? Dost thou not know that water is cold by nature, and if you heat it, you expel its original nature, and change it to that of fire? But if you mix lake-warm water with hot, it is a little thing for them to quickly turn to their original character; because fire, being in nature of greater heat than anything else, if you cast into it a little more fire, it is easy to add to its original character, and make it burn all the more fiercely.

Nephew: This but strengthens your contention that lake-warm water cools the warmer, because it is not alike warm in character, while there is some compelling force in the body which causes the cooling; but in the case in which two things allied as regards heat, one hot from within and one hot from without, and there is no compelling power to cool but to increase the heat, for the nature of both is warm, one ought to increase the heat of the other, which would be natural; for it is almost an axiom: Add something of the same nature to a thing, and you increase it.

Uncle: According to your stubborn opinion, the comparison between water and wind does not seem agreeable to you. Nevertheless, the air from without being warm, and the breath within man being warmer still, when the former comes to be driven and blown, and the outer air supervenes and is added to the warmer breath of the body, the latter nates scintis is traced along the path it came, and re-enters the body. The outer air bids its time, but this circumstance does not beg the question of the two breaths mingling; it is simply that the inner one is driven further in, and the outer one is received. It is for this reason that people blow, to chase the warm wind into the body, to bring in the outer air in its place, depending upon the rest of the co-mingling blast, and the power of the other to remain in its place. Such is man's constitution. Do not think that this co-mingling of outer and inner breaths is similar to that of water with water, or fire with fire, in which case one comes in, while the other comes out; for this breath comes into a man's face, and having a cooling effect causes the warmer air to be driven in, and it takes its place, not having attained to its degree of heat.

**QUESTION XXXVII.**

[Bodl. 23; Ad. XXXV.] How is it that the throat is able to bear greater heat than the mouth?

My house-friend did turn his thoughts to me as to the seat of learning, asking now concerning the members of the human frame, and with his questionings bewildering me and mine, so that I alone escaped to give the reply. He asked me: How am I able to bear hotter food in my throat than I am able to bear in my mouth?

Hearken, Nephew, and I will speak and indite words for thee! When thy friend relied upon thee, thou wast unto him as a broken reed; for in such matters thou hastest to infer one thing from another. Hast thou not heard that the organs nearest the heart and the lungs are warmer than those further removed? Thus the throat is nearer to them than the mouth, and it is therefore the warmer in degree; and the warmer organs can more easily bear the heat which is allied to them. And even though the organ of the mouth is warm, the heat of the throat is greater, and the mouth cannot endure its heat, for it is cold in comparison with the outer heat that enters into it. When, however, food enters into the throat, there it is a matter of equal temperature, or near to it.

**QUESTION XXXIX.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. XXXVI.—XXXVII.] Why are the fingers of unequal length?

Uncle! Let us enter now upon a path not to be esteemed lightly, for open criticism is a good thing, and it happens that my faculties have not been sufficiently instructed to meet their needs, else my lips had uttered knowledge with clearness.

Now, therefore, teach me why the fingers do not reach each other, seeing that they are not of equal length.

Uncle: Even in this matter I will open my mouth to you. Dost thou not know why the hand is of hollow shape? Why did you not feel yourself constrained to ask your question in this form? For know, that Creation has supplied man with every requisite, and there is no organ in the human frame so like a vessel as the hand; that when man wants to drink water, he may fill his hand with it, serving as it does the purpose of a vessel; on that account it is hollow in shape.

Nephew: You are teaching me concerning the hollow shape of the hand, but not concerning the fingers.
Uncle: The reason why there is inequality in the length of the fingers is just because the hand is hollow; so that if you bend them in circular form, you hand will be arranged as a perfect whole. It is necessary for the hand to be shaped hollow so as to be able to grasp and hold things. If the fingers were all, say, of the size of the thumb, the hand could not take hold of an object, without its dropping from its grasp.

**QUESTION XL.**

[Boett. 24; Ad. XXXVIII.]

Why does not the child walk at once?

O Uncle, since we are engaged with the conditions of man's formation, let us examine our ways and search to know why the new-born child does not walk, relying upon its feet, like the domestic and wild animals.

Uncle: Pay attention, and you will see that his members are more tender than that of the brute, and he has been created upon the plan that he walk with stature erect and upright, so that he might look upwards towards heavens, which is a very great and different thing from the arrangement in the case of the creature walking on all fours.

Nephew: These two points also are difficult for me to understand, and I cannot grasp them.

Uncle: According to observation and hearsay we know, and it has not been concealed from us, that the Almighty, blessed and exalted be He, created three Worlds, the lower one, formed of various degrees of plant life and such like formations, while man alone who lives therein belongs to the highest degree; the second world consists of the heavenly hosts, the stars and the constellations, and called the middle world; and the third world, high above this, is that of angels ministering to the Creator, the soul of man being created from their effluence, and receiving the higher power according to the grade of the angels' ministry.

We, therefore, know that man's soul is high above the lower world, and is designed to recognise therein the works of the Creator. Those who walk on all fours, however, were not created for this purpose, namely, to acknowledge the works of the Creator; only in the case of man do we find the Scriptural text applied: "Thou didst crown him with glory and honour" (Ps. viii. 6), and this but on account of the soul with which He endowed him, being itself the light of the Angels derived from the light issuing from the Sun.

If this soul leaves the desires of the lower world, it is able to rise by rapid degrees, and to receive great strength from the higher power which it has received by means of the Angelic Light. This is a subject that requires much explanation; yet the wise will understand what I have said from the hints which I have given, that the frame of man is weak, and that in stature he is by nature erect, and that this natural condition is called "Neshama" (soul). Attend to these two considerations, and this will elucidate the cause of man's condition of walking.

It is the higher soul placed in man that endows him with the will to be cautious in his actions, and to strengthen his limbs as an expert would in his business, without his possessing big bones, or the other limbs of the brute creation; but to work with his hands such things as should be done in accordance with the soul's character and its requirements, such as to stitch and to tear, to reap and to sow, to receive and to distribute. For these purposes the worker requires more delicate members for use and labour as he desires, and not such as are on the plan of the animal which has been created for man's sake, such animal requiring big limbs and bones like a bar of iron, strong as beds of copper, expressed in the phrase: "There is much increase in the strength of the ox" (Prov. xiv. 4); it has been created for many purposes, such as to draw things by the yoke adapted for carrying burdens.

I have now made known to you why man has tender limbs; and from this you may infer the connection between the high position and state (of the soul) and the matter of man's erect and tender frame—ever looking heavenward, turning unto Him that created the soul, and to the Source whence she, man's support, was drawn, lest she be defiled and soiled by the dust of the animal walking on fours. She has chosen her place in the head and the brain, saying, "Here will I sit for security"; this is the spot whence she can survey the entire body beneath her, it being her wish to preserve the body in the state in which it had been handed into her charge. From this you may learn that not for nothing did God create man's limbs tender, and his frame erect; and just as man's limbs are well fitted for his doings and his actions, so has the animal of bony dimensions been formed for its work, its "Neshama" (soul) tending downwards, towards earth.

**QUESTION XLII.**

[Boett. 25; Ad. XXXIX.—XL.]

Why is man reared at the start on his mother's milk?

O Uncle, you might seek and not find a man to quarrel with you regarding man's formation, and the purpose, according
to your view, for which his limbs were adapted at Creation, for
the heart of the wise will bear testimony to all this. Now I have
prepared in my mind this strong stumbling-block for you, to tell
me why man is brought up on milk, since it seems cruel, and
a degradation for the mother, nor is the habit proper.

Uncle: May the ears of the deal perceive! Have I not
written for you times out of number, that all things are reared
and strengthened by means of that which is of its own kind? Now
understand, that the child is entirely from the blood of the
woman, and after it comes forth to the light of the world, the
blood in the woman turns and becomes milk, and it is on this
account that the new-born babe is brought up on milk, which
is of its own kind. Now since mankind adopted this habit from
the first, we have to say that it must have observed the habit of
the wild animals and the sea-monsters, which drew forth their
breasts to suckle their young, and men did the same to their off-
spring.

Nephew: Let thy adversary approach, if he would marvel
at thy words, that milk is a child's natural food, and that
it is soon driven off and weakened from it; and if be as you say,
why is milk not good for youth and old age, seeing that it was
their earliest nourishment?

Uncle: For several reasons milk is man's first nourishment;
for the sake of haste, owing to the tenderness of the limbs; as
one thing is necessary for bringing up tender children, and another
for the more hardened youth of years; a third is adapted for
young females, another for more developed ones; some things for
limbs more perfected, and others for those not so well matured.
But I am not the man who wish to assert that woman's milk
would be hard for youth and old age, if the milk of those who walk on fours is hard for them, but it appears cruel.
This is the view of those who feed on it or sip it.

[There is something wanting here.]

QUESTION XLIII.
[Bodl. 26; Ad. XLIII.]

Why does a man become infected in the act of coition?
Deep set in the lap of wisdom are thy reflections, and thy thoughts
come like burning firebrands, therefore do I long for thy words.
Now, therefore, Uncle, tell me why when a healthy man lies with
a woman, and gives her of his infection, she does not contract
the disease?

Uncle: If you wish to know the cause and reason of this
thing, pay attention and understand the nature of man and
of woman. Man is by origin of a warm nature, and woman cold;
and the warmth in man is traceable to his dry endowment, whilst
the coldness of woman to that of her moist endowment. Hence
when the woman receives infected seed coming from that which
is of a character both hot and dry, her cold and wet nature resists
the infection, and admits of no chance of being spoilt, (for no
cold and wet thing will draw to itself the warm and dry). It
therefore happens as regards the seed sown in her, that it does
not lose its character or strength, for at the time when a healthy
man introduces into a woman such and similar dry and warm
properties as they exist in him, in the process of the discharge
the warm goes to warm and the dry to dry; since just as that
which is cold and wet repels that which is warm and dry, being
of contrary nature, in the same manner does that which is warm
and dry attract that which is of a kindred nature.

QUESTION XLIII. [Bodl. 27; Ad. XLII.]

Why do women who are cold, have a greater desire for their
husbands than the latter have for them?

The replies of my Master have rent my questions, and swal-
lowed up my words; and I walk about all my years drenching
my thoughts with thine; and so this question has come to me,
and is like a stone in my heart, until thou bring forth my soul
from this distress.

Why, I ask, does a woman long for the man more than he
for her, especially as you say that women are cold by nature?
According to nature, man should have the stronger desire, since
his nature is warm.

Uncle: The cold in woman has nothing to do with this desire
in her; it is the moist in her which is greater than in man.
Understand, it is for this reason. On account of woman's cold-
ness, her blood cannot become oxidised in her to the same degree
as in man, who is warm. Now the blood longs to get free, and
it is necessary that it be set free by means of man's coition and
by the escape of semen; the semen in woman is but blood of
whitish hue, and it is in consequence of woman's coldness that
she desires the warmth of man; this is the way of cold objects.
You know that serpents on account of their cold nature enter
into a man's mouth while he be asleep, just on account of man's warmth.

Nephew: How is it that the blood is woman is cold, and the moisture greater?

Uncle: The blood boils through the membranes attached to her person, her nature causing her to expel the blood from her inward parts in such a manner as to require the male; and although the man might by the act run the risk of infection, she, on the other hand, does not contract the disease, unless it be through the following three things: bearing children from the man, drawing to herself some poisoned breath of his, or if her natural condition gives her an extraordinarily strong degree of warmth, and her heat is greater than that of women generally, who are cold.

**QUESTION XLIV.**

[Boll. 28; Ad. XLIII.]

Why does man part from life, and die?

My master is trampled upon in the House of the Wise; they plan hidden devices to capture him, and to obtain answers from him. Then make light to answer this questioning of the untutored, and say at once, it is a hardship to part that which has once been joined—this is known of all objects. And yet we are convinced that all is measured out by the rule of righteousness, and the line of equity. Nevertheless, it is the duty of those who would be wise to know and investigate the conditions of this lower world; and to learn by experience wisdom and device, to understand one matter by help of another, and the reason why. And since I have warned you with subjects regarding Life, do not be angry if I dwell upon the subject of Death, and ask you to give some little heed to him who enquires: Why does man part from his life, and die?

I am not now asking concerning those killed, who die untimely deaths, the cause of whose end is known, but I ask about those who die not the violent death by being killed or being drowned. Man is created upon the plan of life, for there is no combination more lovely than that of body and soul, since the soul has set her dwelling according to her desires, and from her fixed abode she looks down upon her whole body to direct it according to her will, as we have already explained. The one is attached to the other, and she sends forth her cords and sinews to hold the body, and they are held fast together. Why then this parting after the soul has acted as the Watchman over the tower of strength? Teach me, therefore, Does this divorce between body and soul take place by mutual consent?

Shouldst thou reply to me and say, This soul is bound to come forth from the body by God's will at the time when He draws nigh to destroy the 'Nephew,' to turn it back again like the clay of the seal, and the very parting bears witness that the soul departs from the body unwillingly, as we see the body in pain, rolling and groaning, lamenting and wretching before it departs, like the parting of two friends, the knowledge of all mortals that they have to die making them afraid of death; if you revert thus, I would say to you: Since the dissolution takes place by Heaven's will, and against man's wish, why does the soul go forth from the body with pain and difficulty, seeing that at birth it joins with the body silently and easily, artfully and without sensation? Why should the dissolution occur amid weeping and groaning, when the mating was so sweet and desirable? Further, why does He allow them to part? It would be such an easy and pleasant thing to keep them together in matrimonial alliance; it would be nothing to make them one. Moreover, it seems such a right arrangement for them to be together. And now, since the parting is against their will, for they have a joint life and pleasurable residence, how comes it that they do not remain together for ever? And if this be by the will of Heaven, then stand and consider the marvels of Him perfect in knowledge and instruction. How hard will this parting be at the time of the end (or, awakening), so hard that they will be too weary to sustain it, unable to bear it!

I have thus made the question more difficult; yea, I have found pleasure in fathoming its depths; and you too will be as gratified as I am, possibly as pleased as you would be with the upright and clear conscience, in turning the matter over and searching it through and through, and you will reach the goal, purifying your heart from all doubts. The first part of the investigation will be, to know in what way the body relies and supports itself upon the strength of the soul, how to find its support for the duration of life, for there are bodies that do not depend for their support and sustenance upon the strength of the soul; there are bodies that at times wander away, and at other times remain. We must therefore know that when the strength of the body fades, the soul loves that body, and in its love for it, it supports it, and keeps it alive. It sometimes happens that the junction of the body and soul is not a mutual suit, nor is their dwelling together, since something repellent is found in them, and the soul has therefore no concern in disappearing from its body, the two loving each other merely as friends, the Creator having made them like such from birth, when they are found to be of one and the same nature. Of such are the bodies in this lower world, created upon the right principle,
being compounded of the four elements plainly stated above—fire, water, air, and dust.

And whatever the soul finds in the body, it is something of equal or nearly equal kind, and so on that account draws near to it and dwells in it, for she is derived from the higher souls, and therefore loves the thing which is of equal character and according to the rule of equity, namely, man’s body. This body requires great caution with regard to the four roots of things, so that, for example, fire should not have a preponderating weight over the three others, and gain the mastery through its nature, or that the weight of the element of dust be not too much; for everyone has a limit and fixed time to live according to the quantity of natural heat and moisture, not the strange fire and foreign moisture, which is the very contrary to his own. Now, whenever the soul finds these four bases of life of equal measure, not one gaining the mastery over the other, or finds it approximating its origin, it is delighted to dwell therein.

There are, on the other hand, certain bodies in the lower world that are not of equal temperance, but are unnatural, like stones and timber that cannot easily catch fire. There are objects, too, in the middle world, namely the heavens, called stars and constellations and luminaries, which are of equal nature, they are Neshamot (souls) that have neither beginning nor end; they cease not in their motion, but move along, some in a straight line, some straight but backwards, yet right in their courses; some descend, others ascend; some hasten, some tarry; and therefore the bodies of men are sometimes equal, and at other times journey from the straight way; they sometimes move, and sometimes rest. The soul is found by them according to what they draw from the four elements, and remains in them in proportion to their resting and reposing in them; but when these elements depart from the body, the component element of fire becomes likened to fire, air to air, water to water, and the bones which are cold and dry return to the dust, their own principle. These are the foundations of the body, just as beams form the foundation of the house.

[Boyd.—Ad. XLIV.]

How does the healthy one spoil his elemental conditions, and how are they wrenched from their healthful state?

Thy word is better to me than the best morsel, at the time when thoughts break through my frame, and release my mouth from the bridle.

And now, Uncle, I will not rest or my less, until I gather the gleanings of thy vineyard, for “my beloved hath a vineyard in his corner,” which his light has planted (or, in which he planted his light), and it has become a fruitful vine to those who have wavered in judgment. Deign, therefore, to instruct me as to how a man first becomes detached from his original health, after, as you say, he was created upon a right model, and strengthened by the four root elements, sustained by proper association, and the body grafted upon the soul; whence the cause that his original well-being takes leave of him?

Uncle: I will make this my secret pleasant to my Nephew, for it is laid up with me, and sealed in my heart,replying briefly, yet not stinting in disclosing my thoughts. Apply thyself to know that everything that destroys man will in turn become destroyed by that which it destroys—e.g., ploughshares, axes, hammers, and hatchets. Dost thou not see as regards the hatchet used in felling trees, in splitting one portion into several pieces, and thus destroying and dividing an object into parts, that its beauty (newness) is changed and becomes spoilt, for by use the iron becomes blunt, and its form is gone; and so with the ploughshare in ploughing, and so with the knife and blade used for bread and meat; as long as they themselves are not spoilt in their employment, they work mischief. This is the way with everything that acts upon another, that self-same object will in time act upon it.

Man’s body works by means of its food, its victuals, which it grinds, and cooks in the stomach, and the food acts upon him, changing his nature and his elemental condition, expressed in the words, “And the grinders cause him to cease” (Eccles. xii. 3). [Barachya’s own reading or application of these two words of the Preacher]. It comes to this, that while the character of food is changed by means of the bodily organs, the nature of the body becomes changed by the food it takes, hinted at in the words, “When thou shalt have ceased to spoil, thou shalt be spoiled” (Isaiah xxxiii. 4). If you examine the matter closely, you will find that such is the case with all things. It thus happens in the same way, that if the soul wishes to rear the body, and to sustain it by means of eating and drinking, it will pull it down by means of the food itself.

QUESTION XLV.

[Boyd. 29; Ad. XLV.]

Why does one who has eaten to satisfaction long for food in a short time?

O Uncle, thou hast made thy Nephew say, “Thou art honoured and esteemed in the eyes of all men.” And now, after all this, there proceeds from thy mouth the statement that the
Why are the living afraid of the dead?

All the members of my body are in harmony with thy counsels, and obey thy words, for they are pleasant; but among them there is a secret regarding the spring of the experience, as to why a living one should be afraid of a dead person, one to whom he had been attached in life-time. It would seem that in death both hatred ceases, and love is lost; then what harm can the dead do to one?

Uncle: He who bringeth the dead to life, and causeth the living to die, has planted the instinct in the heart of all living to love and attach itself the thing that is sustained in its original state, and to shrink from that which is destroyed in its proportions, and there is nothing that maintains vitality like love, or destroys it like hate.

Nephew: This is not unknown to me, and what does this reply of yours teach?

Uncle: You are to understand from my utterance that which you yourself have confessed, that all life is food of life and its continuance for ever; how much more so man, who has the knowledge of higher things and their maintenance in this world? Life is really the association of body and soul; and it is therefore necessary that all living should love this association; and having once liked the association, why should he not hate the dissolution? From hating the dissolution, he comes to hate the factor, which is the body, seeing it, as he does, bereft of the soul. This hate does not arise from the sense of fear in the body—the biggest fool would not think so, but from the thoughts which the parting calls to mind. The wise ones have therefore named this feeling hate, not fear.

Nephew: I just remember what you said concerning the course of the waters revolving in a circle; if this be true, there is no source nor fount in the world which is ever parted (I.e., what the Arabs call "En ")! I mean that, once going round and round, it will never return to its original channel.

Uncle: You have put a difficult question; bring forward your ideas in proper arrangement, and the wise of heart will search and sift them, as they present themselves in the chambers of your thoughts; for many a one seeks, and does not find out why the waters revolving (about the earth) cannot be called "fount" or "spring." And now for your instruction, to make you understand the subject better, I will make this comparison.

The moisture in man's body which issues in the form of sweat is called "a rebuke" (indecent); and so we can speak also of the earth's moisture, which oozes out in many places where there is slackness, and from which drops issue; they are so many sources in the earth's foundations in which moisture exists, and from which mists arise in consequence of the sun's heat, and the earth, compounded of the four elements, is bedewed and sweats; for we know that the earth does not cease to ooz forth sweat and the drops join together, thus forming "the spring." And what is the usual experience in regard to the earth? In summer-time if the slightest moisture issues from it owing to the upper
bees, called "sharon," it becomes dry and parched. They who betray a drink of it have come upon water-holes without finding any water; whereas in winter, owing to the richness of the soil and its moisture, the waters return to their former state.

**QUESTION XLVIII.**

[Bodl. —? Ad. LVII.]

How does hot water come from the spring? Slumbering upon my couch, I spake unto myself, and in the multitude of my thoughts, I was pained to think of the ways of the brooks and their taws, turning backwards and flowing into the river (or, to the mountain) and the valley; but with regard to the hot water (from the stream), I know not why the why and the wherefore. For when I was in Tiberias, I bathed in the hot water of the great river, and I could not understand the cause and reason of its temperature. I, therefore, did put my hand to my mouth, but now speak of this matter till thou givest me to understand the cause of the procedure. 

**Uncle:** Even in this matter I would reply to you, I will not leave you nor forsake you; but as a father giving unto the wise becometh wiser still, so though you will profit, I should not be the loser. As I told you, you should know that the whole earth is a network of mines, which bring forth after their kind, teeming round about with sources of silver and gold, others of copper, iron, tin, and lead: then again, there is the source of the stone quarries or the mines of bismuth, which is a kind of earth inflammable, having smell, is volatile, yellow, with a blue flame, and it is on this account that the water is hot; for as the water flows from the sides of the mine, the springs become hot by contact, just like lime when you throw water upon it, and these have healing properties. If you do not believe what I now say, you should go to such a spot where this water boils, and you will see it boil sulphur-like; then you'll confess to the truth, and find such to be the effect.

**QUESTION XLVIII.**

[Bodl. —? Ad. LVIII.]

Why does water flow from a vessel with a hole in it, when the stopper is on it? Let not my lord be angry, if I speak yet again with reference to the nature of water, for I still have some doubt on the subject. For when we left Rameses to go each one on his way, I did not rest until I came to Zidon, and was detained (or, "entertained") in the house of a high personage; and when it was meal-time, one of her servants came and poured water over our hands out of an extraordinary vessel, which had holes in the bottom, and from the holes flowed the water which was poured over our hands; but it happened that when he put his thumb upon the aperture on the top of the vessel, the water remained, and did not come out, but when he removed it from the vessel's mouth, it flowed. When I saw this, I thought that the mistress of the house was a witch, for so did her servant say. The thing went forth from my mouth, and all who listened to me laughed at me. Then said I to them, teach me and I will be silent; but not one of them enlightened me on this subject. Now, therefore, O Master, tell me if I have made a mistake in calling her a witch; or does this thing proceed from natural causes? I have laboured much to understand this, but have failed.

**Uncle:** He desired to be put in chains for attributing the virtue of the vessel to witchcraft, since this did not come about either by the skill of the mistress of the house, or by the skill of the servant, who poured the water over thy hand from a vessel, which from the first was brought out by its maker in this fashion. Hast thou not heard that the root-elements of the world, namely, fire, water, air and dust, have a way of associating, and you do not find any action of one unassociated with that of the other; and when they work in unison in any case, they hold fast together to the finish, and there is no empty spot (vacuum) in which one of these would not be. Now, not one of these elements is nearer in character to water, to take its place, than air, and for this reason: Water, like air by nature, is flowing and wet, which is not the case with fire; for even though it moves, it is dry, whilst dust does not move. It is, therefore, proper that air should take the place of water which moves, and it wet like itself; and when water runs along from its place, and turns into its way, it is necessary that the other, namely air, similar to itself, should fill its place immediately. Now if water be stopped and its second comes, seemingly to take the place of its associate to which it is attached and which is unable to come there, that element which wishes to come forth cannot be released, for it cannot find an outlet. Now, when the servant in pouring out makes a way for the air to enter the vessel, the water would come out, and air would come in; but when the entry of air is stopped, so that it cannot get into the mouth of the bottle to be in the place of water, then as the two natures are so bound together as to change places with each other, how can the water come out of the vessel? For as the air comes in, the water comes out; provided that the holes be not too wide to bear the weight of the water.
The wise of heart will rend the enclosure of his heart, so that wisdom laid up within him might enter in its place; and he who has crushed thy chief points shall fill his mouth with gravel, since they are all straight, and easily understood.

Now, dear Uncle, we have discussed concerning fire, and water, and dust. I would now inculcate my remarks concerning the wind. I will speak so that it may profit me: the subject of the winds worries me, to understand whence they come. Do thou, therefore, now speak prophet-like concerning the wind.

**QUESTION XLIX.**

[Bodl. — ; Ad. LIX.]

Whence come the winds?

**Uncle:** "I am not a prophet"; yet, after much toil, I have learnt something of the nature of the wind; and to thee and thy likes I will tell, for neither price nor reward, that which has not been hidden from me.

Winds come partly from the earth, and partly from the water, as is patent to the eye. They do not come from the deep sea. When the sun passes beneath the earth during the night, the earth becomes heated, and from the slack places there proceed moisture and heat; a mist rises from the ground and from the waters thus warmed in the night by the power of the sun and stars. Even with the rising of the billows of the sea, its waters are shaken up, and the air is increased, so that it rises, and is carried up on high like smoke. This air is dense, and accordingly, in rising, moves bither and thither. I call this air "dense" for this reason, because there is atmosphere which is "light," namely, that which is nearer the firmament, in which there is no wind, moving as it does by virtue of the wind nearer the earth; for where there is stillness, there is no wind.

**QUESTION L.**

[Bodl. — ; Ad. LX.]

Whence comes the first movement of the wind?

**Nephew:** If it be as you say, that the wind has its movements from some outside source, it necessarily follows that air moves even when the wind is still. Now see, if you find the air still, and the other is moving or still, if it be very still, it will not rob the other of its quietude to set it in motion. This being so, that which moves does so by force of another which is itself set in motion, and that other moved by a second, and that second by a third cause, ad infinitum. Then the movement of the air is without beginning.

**QUESTION LI.**

[Bodl. — ; Ad. LXI.]

Can a small object (an atom) set other things in motion, since a thing that drives is not finite?

**Nephew:** You tell me that original creation is not moved, how then can it move other things, itself being still? On this matter I am in the dark; for the thing that moves and chases another thing must move by virtue of its motive power in acting upon the subject moved from its position, and becoming settled down and resting in some other position when at rest, in the place from which it has chased some object in consequence of its usurping the spot. If this be so, then a finite object which, on account of its tiny size, is indivisible, like the atom (I recd Aben-Hiskhemesh), tell me if, when it be moved, all similar things are moved; for there is no particle which has not its own place, and according to what you say, it will go on moving other objects ad infinitum. If this be true, it follows that the wind, once having begun to set things in motion, has no end and limit to its moving and driving power.

**QUESTION LII.**

[Bodl. — ; Ad. LXI.]

Whence comes stillness and rest?

**Uncle:** My nephew should in his impatience during the twilight of his learning, suffer his light to measure his path, speaking as he does to gain knowledge, and to increase his strength.

In truth, the wind does find a limit to its power of setting in motion; and I still hold fast to my statement that everything which itself moves and wanders about will move and chase other objects, although this movement will not be lengthwise, from end to end, but orbitically, revolving in a circle to the place from which it goes forth to move. And this motion of the wind being
circular is similar to the motion of the waters which go round in a circle; and concerning your statement, that once setting in motion, there is no limit to its activity, understand, that it will be limited by the blowing of another wind, when the latter comes to meet it, and pushes it along, so that it is unable to pass. Hence the cause of the Sun’s species (atoms) and of the wind carrying out their movements and settling down in circles.

Now this wind which is overcome by impact will be again chased by another to which it has to give way, and this is the characteristic of the Sun, for each wind-blust pushes another; and it accordingly happens that the movements interrupted in places in the waters are necessarily resumed, until they push on together, and by their overwhelming power find their rest and calm, when once meeting again they are quiet after their motion. This is the utmost limit of the winds, when they find rest.

from the impinging of these “specks of the Sun” that go round in a circle, you may learn this thing, that they are thrust along by the force of something else which thrusts it along, since a small single object could not impart its motion to all of them, and the motion once begun will find its limit, as I have explained to you.

This was the interpretation given by the Uncle to his Nephew, an explanation which will be understood.

In the same way does Ibn Ezra explain the words of Ecclesiastes (i. 6): “It surrounds and goeth,” for the wind surrounds and then at length goes on, and to its circuits doth the wind return; there is no sense in explaining it that the whole verse refers to the Sun, and that the word Rush, “wind” or “corner,” for then it should have said simply Ha-rush, meaning “direction” or “corner,” not “shab Ha-rush.”

Now the winds depend on the Sun; for when it is South, the south wind is on the increase, and when in the Northern corner, the north wind.

Experts in navigation, acquainted with the origins of winds as coming from the Sun, have found convincing proofs that the Sun goes round and round, as is borne out by Ecclesiastes (i. 5): “The Sun shines forth . . . and hasteth to its place”; thereafter “The wind turneth about continually in its course” (ibid., 6), which means the wind by itself; then comes a reference to the waters: “All the streams flow to the sea . . . therethrough they go again” (ibid., 7). In these clauses you have three out of the four fundamentals of the earth’s composition, namely, fire, water, and wind; the fourth having been referred to before in the words, “the earth abideth for ever” (ibid., 4).

Now these four fundamental elements are mentioned in their respective places, but people pay no attention to the fact.

Already in the Book of Genesis (i. 1-2) “fire” is implied in the expression “heavens” (Shawayim, composed of Esh and Mayim); “air” is identical with Ruach “spirit,” used in the creation of heaven and earth, when it says, “The spirit of God was hovering,” etc.; then comes “upon the face of the waters.” In Job, too, (Ch. xxvii. v. 25, 24): “When he maketh a weight for the wind, and meeteth out the waters by measure”, “for He looketh to the end of the earth.” “Who hath directed the Spirit of the Lord?” (Is. xi. 13) Then in Proverbs we read: “Who hath ascended up into heaven and descended? Who hath gathered the wind in his fists?” (xxv. 20). “Who hath bound the waters in his garment? Who hath established all the ends of the earth?” And so in Ecclesiastes, as I mentioned: “The Sun riseth,” etc. (i. 5).

I have recited these passages to add additional support to the arguments adduced in this work, in which the scientists have applied themselves to speak on the subject of the origin and surfaces of matter. It is no light theme, since from them are derived all created things and their forms.

Question LIII.

[B.rod. — Ad. LXII.]

Why does the wind blow round about the habitable parts of the globe more than about the firmament?

Nephew: He who doth not regard thy words has indeed lighted upon evil conditions, inasmuch as deepest lore is revealed unto thee: and it is on this account, in consequence of thy vast knowledge, that my heart is firmly set. Teach me, then, why the wind blows round the habitable parts of the globe more than round the sky; for thou hast spoken in my ears, saying, that the wind moves by reason of its nature and of that similar to it; and if this be the case, it does not move higher than that which its own nature demands. And, therefore, when you say to me that the wind encircles the habitable earth, I ask: Is it fond of separating itself from its place, or does it love it, namely, the earth and water, from which it springs, according to your statement? If it be attached to its original place, why does it separate and rise from the earth at all? And if it is not, why does it not ascend to the skies?

Uncle: If my Nephew has come to investigate the nature of the wind to know its course, having applied himself to understand, and to bring relief to himself (for your question shows lack of knowledge concerning the origin of this phenomenon), then all I can say is, that in writing on the subject of winds,
I stated air comes partly from earth, and partly from water; and there is further superadded something of the nature of fire, to produce sound; so that when the characteristic of sound attaches to it, it approaches the fiery element, which is proportionately light, in consequence of all the moisture that abounds in it; whereas the colder elements do not leave it to rise upwards, namely, water and dust. Thus there is in wind some characteristics that weigh it down by reason of its "cold" and "dense" moisture, and some lighter element in consequence of its "warmth"; hence, when it has to more about, it is unable to rise through weight of moisture, and it is unable to descend through the lightness of the warmth in it; and thus prevented, it hovers over the face of the waters, and round about the habitable portion of the globe.

**QUESTION LIV.**

[Bold. — I. Ad. LXIII.]

Whence comes the force of the wind to produce sound?

Thy words are longed for by me more than any desirable object; and I place the edge of a sharp sword to guard them, while you inform me concerning the source from whence winds rise, their movements, their shock, and their ceasing. I marvel whence the force of the wind to be able to splinter and break rocks in pieces, and with such great thundering noises.

Uncle: I pity you, indeed, if your sturdy fence is beaten down by reason of the destructive tempest, and you know not whence the force and power of the wind to overthrow such fences. Understand, therefore, that the force of the wind is derived from its weight and speed, when it has once been botten up for some long time in the earth and has not found vent for itself, settling there in stillness till there comes the opportunity for its breaking forth. Everything subject to separation ultimately comes forth only by force, when being detained for a length of time, and then, in being released, it makes a thundering noise; whereas if it lodged there for but a short time, it comes forth quietly.

**QUESTION LV.**

[Introduced by next.]

This is the dialogue between Uncle and Nephew.

The author Parchim came near to the right explanation when he dilated on the subject, and gave a popular interpretation in the following form: Vapour, when rising from the earth, does not come from the rock or hard mountain, nor from dry and arid soil, where there is much traffic, but only from slack spots like ponds and meadows, and from the sides of the earth; for when the sun goes beneath the ground in the night it warms the earth, which is itself like fire. It is on this account that thick vapour rises from it, and the wind brings it to all the corners of the world, becoming like a strong garment, and moves it as a ship is tossed; and from that motion arise sounds and thunder.

I have further heard that, owing to the rains which are in the firmament above the sky formed from the world's atmosphere, when great heat is generated, the lower sky is warmed by the heat, and the rains flow upon it from the sky above it, and make the sound "Tuk, Tuk," as when iron becomes white hot by fire, and water be dropped upon it.

You can know that this is true, since such noises do not come in winter-time, only in summer, and always after intense heat, and near the rain season. Should they occur in winter, it is through the heat owing to the cooling of detached air; but on this point he has expressed no view, only concerning noise and thunder; he has not spoken with regard to the fury of the winds.

I will now return to the dialogue between Scientists, the explanation on the subject given by the Uncle to his Nephew.

**QUESTION LVII.**

[Bold. — I. Ad. LXIV.]

Whence proceed noise and thunder?

Great are have been the searchings of heart on the part of my Uncle, for his is not fatty and clogged, yet there is a subject which men have not touched upon, and which has also not entered the chambers of their hearts, namely: Whence comes the noise of the thunder? Dost thou know how it comes about that when they have sway over the earth, the people are affrighted at the sound, their hair standing on end; and not human beings alone, but even domestic animals, when they hear it, return to their homes; and as for the wild animals, they stick close to the oak trees; and as for the birds, they avoid the air, and they hide in the forests, and in the thick foliage. There are also objects that find their shelter in some other substance, in the very heart of that substance, so as to do their work. Such are pearls, when they hear the noises before their work is finished; they leave off, and fleeing, hide themselves in the deep sea, and do not return until the noises have ceased. Now cannot thou unravel from thine own understanding this problem, and enlighten me on it, being the one person in the world to know it?
Or, dost thou share the views of the rest of the world who know nothing of this thing, the conspiracy (of silence) being so strong and hard, thou being associated with them?

Uncle: Why thus pursue after me? What is the matter that you assemble against me? This has broken the staff of the wise; it is therefore hard to explain to you, unless your heart induces you to believe; but if you will direct your heart to me, you will understand it before you lie down; and as for him who is prepared to meet my views, he will dwell securely, free from worry.

The matter is true beyond doubt, and there need be no palpitation of the heart; that the air which comes from the earth is, by virtue of its natural sweat, raised on high above the earth. This you can verify by observation. There is the fine mist, the thicker vapour mid-way, and still thicker, and then the most dense, in proportion to the quantity of sweat issuing from the ground which produces moisture. To repeat, there is the mist thick as mud; there is the finer; and the thickest of all, which when rising above on to the highest places, is killed by the cold which issues from the atmosphere, the sweat once again becoming cloud.

But if it should happen that the cold air meet the mist, which in reality is sweat, then when the cold wind the air which comes from the sweat would be turned to hard frost; and this frost, coming from the cold, would expand far and wide in the air, and be maintained by the lower atmosphere that keeps it up so that it will not break. Should it, however, happen, either that it meet a strong wind, or in summer-time heat without wind, then the frost would be melted by the strength of the heat or broken by the strong wind; and when the wind reduces it, so that it find no hold, it will then melt, and fall. You can both feel this, and observe it by the eye: for in winter when the noise comes, your ears will tingle when it breaks and thaws, and similarly in summer when it melts, your ears will hear it.

Then if from such causes thunder and noise arise, be not surprised at the occurrence; for you can observe the clouds with the eye, and by feeling you can distinguish the frost at the time when the wind blows, and it melts when cracking. These things will, therefore, not appear to you so very strange, since you can hear them with your ears.

But know, that what has influenced thee is thy ignorance of the origin of things, which has closed thine eye from seeing, and thy heart is too poor to understand—the cause of so many people stumbling. For the heart enveloped in gross darkness, and not arriving at true perception, is continually groping about like a blind man in the dark, for he does not put faith in the words of the wise, who see things with their mental vision and with their physical eye.

Therefore, look well to the problems concerning the origin of things, so as to understand how they follow their own courses; be no sluggard, unwilling to gain knowledge, deeming it such a heavy burden. I have found many such, who when I spoke to them, paid no heed to my words, nor did they incline the ear, and so my word went forth abroad, mocked at in the world, they talking nonsense in explaining the way of the thunder. And if you wander after them, you will become as one of them.

QUEST: lvii.

[Boed. — Ad. lxiv.]

Whence come frost (or hail), called grile, after thunder? Nephew: He who listens to thy words will rejoice, but he who mocks at them, trouble will overwhelm him. Correct me then in thy love, but consider me not a nuisance, when I take courage, and apply myself to the acquisition of learning and knowledge, justifying to myself the words which I speak (or, thou didst speak) with regard to Koheleth and the origin of air. But as regards the frost coming from the air (as you told me), I cannot understand it, nor come to a decision, as to how the air can carry it; and if it be broken up, as you say, why no big pieces are visible.

Uncle: You have the right on your side, as I was too brief in my explanation. But now I ask you to ponder the way of frost, its original causes and effects. Have you ever seen, after the noise of thunder, the frost called grile? Nephew: I have often told you that I have seen it.

Uncle: I have frequently seen frost like crumbs, and man and beast killed in consequence of their dropping from the air. And now do you know the cause of this, and whence come these morsels of frost, called grile? They come from the numberless cloudbursts of the dark, when the air coming from the sweat of the earth is broken, and it turns to cloud (becomes cloud), and is turned to ice. And when the portions are crushed and beaten very fine, and they come down upon the earth, which is their destination, if the air near the earth is cool, then the wind cools it, and "scatters the hoar-frost like dust," as ice called grile; but if the air be warm, the morsels of ice dissolve, and they turn once again to water, but creatures do not grasp that it is mere water.
Hence it happens that rain or bits of frost, called gyle, come after the noise of the breaking of the ice. Now keep this in mind, and do not be troubled about it; for it is not that small pieces are produced in the sky when you see them falling, and that they return, but that ice was extended overhead, and by the impact of air it is broken into the shapes found on the ground, remaining in that state in proportion to the temperature of the earth.

**QUESTION LVIII.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. LXV.]

Whence the lightning-flash at the time of thunder?

The lips of the wise scatter knowledge; so I trouble you at intervals, time after time, you whose pleasant words are as honey from the comb; I long to know, and I am never tired of hearing this honey of honey. For this reason I beg you to instruct me: Whence comes at the time of thunder the flash of fire, lightning, that lights up the world, and all that are beneath the heavens see sparks of fire escaping? True, I have heard many dilating upon the matter, but their reasons do not hold. And, therefore, I cannot justify their statement.

Uncle: This is a question which has a right to come into the very courts of the wise, and to reach them in the innermost temple of knowledge, namely, confirmation of the origin and nature of the thing that gives light to the eye of man. At every impact of two objects that rush towards each, by the very fact of their rushing there issues first as a result of their impact that which is light in their composition, and the light elements inherent in the nature of cloud takes the form of fire, inasmuch as cloud is a combination of the four elemental properties, the lightest of which in every body is the element of fire; it therefore follows, that fire comes forth through the forces of the impact of the bodies, and it sheds its light to the corners of the earth. In the tent of the middle atmosphere, the impact of the bodies, i.e., the clouds, strikes the structure of the firmament, and owing to their impact, lightning and a flash of fire are emitted.

**QUESTION LIX.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. LXVI.]

Whence come fires after thunder, and why do they not fall always?

Nephew: Wherefore does there not come after all thunderstorms the noise that splits with flames reaching to the sky, and burning and sewing down things, known by the name of poldeor? Surely several sounds are heard in addition to it. And lest thou shouldst think me a fool, I shall not be silent, so that thou shouldst not gloat over me and say, I have put him off with a word.

Uncle: You seem to me to be an ambush-man, stabbing as with spears; yet I will not be afraid of thy voice, I will rather reply to you gently, so as to extirpate you from the band of fools, causing you to apply your heart to the learning of the wise. There is no noise like that of the thunder called poldeor.

Noises are divided into three classes, and there is but one of the nature of fire. One divides and cuts everything it meets; the second burns like burning iron; a third breaks like stone. From these three different natures, you will understand how it happens that when bodies meet and come to clash, sometimes it is stone that comes down, sometimes fire, and sometimes air. If bodies meet in which there is nothing but wind, only air issues from them, in which case there is fatal danger, when it descends upon the inhabited parts. And when it happens that bodies meet fire in those clouds in which there is ice, as we remarked, and the clashing in contact is great, there issues fire from them, which is light in nature; while if the clash is slight and weak through the contact, there issues something of the nature of stone, which Greek scholars term "serifon" (Σαριφιον), shaped like the stag and ram, and it breaks the ice.

So explain the wise men. But I, the copyist, say: We find it expressed in Scripture thus: "Out of whose womb came the ice? And the hoary frost of heaven, who hath given it birth?" [Job xxxviii. 29]. This is what God spake to Job; and without this utterance, he would not have known it. But in the words of Elisha, it is said; "Out of the chamber cometh the storm" (which means in the winds); . . . "By the breath of God ice is given." [Job xxxviii. 9, 10].

It is not proper for men of humble and obscure rank to multiply words on this point, much or little, from their own ideas; for even in this which I have written, I have gone beyond my knowledge in the attempt to understand the nature of the atmosphere, when it becomes spott and repellent. Such is my explanation.

**QUESTION LX.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. LXVII.]

How do thunder and hail obtain the force to pierce an object? Since you made a beginning with the origin of sounds,
I would gather the following additional information and ask: Whence does there proceed the mighty force which sends forth from the contact of clouds a substance, whether of the nature of fire or air or stone, mingling with the dust a thick atmosphere as it sweeps a long distance, and descends round about the earth, sometimes destroying cedars, throwing down towers, burning houses, and penetrating into the crust of the earth; and there is no one to oppose it?

**Uncle:** Give me a little respite, and I will tell you, and you may profit by the utterance of my lips. Understand and see that any object which, in meeting another, has the hold upon it, and is able to pierce and break it, does so by virtue of the momentum which it gains in its course more than by any inherent force within it. You see it in fighting, how riders pierce a thick shield with a small lance, one even not tipped with iron. Again, it often happens that the speed of horse and rider is of greater avail in the conflict than any particular strength in them; it is the speed, you see, which counts in favour of the rival, and is in proportion to the strength of the thrower. Here you have the reason for your question, why, in consequence of the force of the impact of two bodies, the speed and the flight have the power to pierce, whether it be fire, air, or stone.

**QUESTION LXI.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. LXVIII.]

Why is not the sound of thunder heard before the light is seen?

Having once applied myself to these matters, I am desirous of knowing them from end to end. When you say that it is due to the impact of two objects that the sound comes first, and that the sound takes the form of fire, and this distribution of fire is which consumes things before our eyes, you imply that the fire comes after the thunder, since it is only after the crash resulting from the impact that the fire issues forth; then I would say: Why is the fire seen before the crash is heard? How will you account for the theory of cause and effect, when from the contact of objects fire is produced, realising that the sound is only heard after the air has been disturbed?

**Uncle:** Your heart has spewed out some little folly; your hardship is great through your undigested matter; nevertheless, if you determine the subject for yourself in its right light, you will cause all this vain meditation, resulting from your thoughts, to be overcome: for it is not right to look for the explanation of the cause and reason of things in nature simply in their chance meeting or force of impact, but as brought about by the force and pressure of the natural laws of sight and hearing. Now, to extricate you from the chance of stumbling, I will make the following comparison; for every one, however hard, should be willing to grasp a subject when presented by comparison. You are standing upon a high and lofty mountain, and see at the foot of the mount a man heaving wood or breaking stone; you see in the twinkling of an eye his hand inclining to cut, whereas the blow only comes a moment later. So is this matter. Thick clouds run between us and the place where the clouds meet, which robs us of the power of hearing it at once, but these are unable to shut out the flash of fire that flashes to our eyes; this, however, is quite a natural thing; for the perception of the eye is keener than that of the ear, although the moment when the flash is seen is the same moment when the thunder takes place. The eye, however, sees things at a distance, whilst the atmosphere conveys the sound to the ear, and its passage is slow, not reaching the ear till after the lapse of a moment.

**QUESTION LXII.**

[Bodl. —; Ad. LXIX.]

Why has the Moon the lesser dominion?

If I be in thy sight as a boor, and my errors, enough to make one shudder, it is because there is not one among men with an open ear, whose protection you can secure; so if I do ask some little foolish question, close your eye, and shatter it like a potter's vessel. See, we have talked about the earth below, and its characteristics; next, it was our duty to ascend in the scale, and speak concerning the air which intervenes between us and the sky, and its natural condition; and now I'll turn and attempt a complete ascent to the heavens, since the sapper which is difficult my heart shall open, as I run after thee to listen to thy statements.

Now this question stands forth first: "Why is the moon circumscribed in her rule and in her beauteous light more than the plexus of stars and sun?" Why, in fact, should she not be equal in dominion? On this point I set my thoughts towards thee, and shall be corrected by thee. For I say, the world is made either from something within itself, or out of something that is existing. And if the moon, which is one of the largest creations, began its existence through some matter, why was her complete circle narrowed, considering, too, that she is nearer to us than the sun and stars, which have not grown less in size than what they originally were?
Uncle: Now you have crossed forts and watch-towers, and broken the doors and bolts of intelligence by reason of strength and power; therefore dost thou go forth with a high hand; nevertheless, there are still left horns (of difficulties), these thou canst not break. They are the two questions which you ask: Whether the moon was created out of itself, or out of some other matter. You may select whichever of the two you please; but do pay attention, and see why the moon was created, and do not consider what it was prior to its formation.

I have heard people lamenting and saying, Why is the moon during all the days of her rule not complete? meaning, Why is it not a perfect round? We should have thought that it might always be round, and necessarily giving light from its own self, and not from some other object. But it is not so; for its light is entirely derived from the sun above it; and when she gets near the gazer of the sun, and appears to us obliquely, in proportion to its nearness, its light is reduced to a third, fourth, or half. Hence the cause of its reduction in size. You also know that drought and great heat prevail in the world when the sun is in the constellation Cancer, and that the sun rules for 365 days and more; therefore its heat is variable in the longer interval, as you only experience its chief power in Cancer. Had the power of the moon come from herself, we should not have been able to stand it in the world, inasmuch as her rule is renewed month by month.

It is for this reason that the Creator, blessed and exalted be He, who fashioned the moon, did not endow her with force evolved out of herself, but fixed a period for her to renew herself, namely, every month, to be larger or smaller according to her aspect towards the sun, from which she derives her power. As for the sun, his form remaineth, and does not depart. Not so the moon; being in the lower degree, she changes her light according to her distance from the sun. The light of the moon is subject to extraordinary occurrences when it enters upon the earth between the moon and the sun, in the head or tail of the heavenly "Dragon" (i.e., the moon’s orbit). You will not see the sun in the day-time; and in the night, when she gets in position over against the sun, the light of the moon will be wanting.

Finis, Finis, Finis, Amen, Selah!
TRANSLATION OF BODLEIAN HEBREW MS. (2135 Neub.)

Now these are the questions put by a scientist to his uncle, who was a great man of science.

1. (M. xi.)
O, Uncle, my light and honour! I know that counsel and wisdom are in thee to afford me instruction; now, Why do grasses spring up that have not been sown?
O, Nephew, because God Almighty does wonders: He it is who decreed, and things came about, since He doeth all that He wills. He saith and decrees: "Let the earth bring forth grass, herb yielding seed (Gen. i. 11)," and in accordance with this decree, herbs spring forth unsown and without the help of man, some for good, some for ill, nothing to be added to God's decree.
Then why should not other products and objects, by means of which human beings subsist, grow without man's aid?
O, Nephew, understand that it is because of the decree which He pronounced and the curse concerning the first man's sin, when God Almighty exclaimed, "By the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat bread. . . . Thorns and thistles shall it (the earth) bring forth to thee (Gen. iii. 1, 18)."
It is for this reason that products do not spring up without the help and toil of man.

2. (M. xiii.)
O, Uncle, why do herbs spring forth from the ground in consequence of four bases, seeing that they are cold and moist, warm and dry, corresponding to the conditions in man, derived as he is from fire and water, dust and wind, scientists and philosophers saying, that earth and dust are cold and dry, fire warm and dry, water cold and wet, and air warm and wet?
Now herbs, composed of four bases, how can they spring from the ground which is cold and dry?
O, my Nephew! It is well known to scientists that grasses do come from the four bases, and so does earth come from the four bases, and so fire, and so water, and so wind, all come from
these four bases; but with this understanding, that as regards the dust of the earth, the cold and dry elements preponderate more than in the other of the three bases, since the ground was created cold and dry. It is in proportion to the nature of the earth from which it springs whether it be warmer or colder, or more moist or dry, that determines the kind of herb that springs forth from the ground.

And so the command, "Let the waters bring forth abundantly, etc. (Gen. i. 20)," refers to the rearing of fish; and since they are brought forth from the waters, and since each one is created from the four elements, each of the four creative elements could not by itself bring forth anything and cause it to rise, or, either fire or water, dust or wind. Things, therefore, sprout forth and grow from the four bases wherever they exist in larger quantity, each one according to its species.

O, Uncle, you have told me with reference to the production of herb from the ground; but what about the other three elemental sources, fire, water and air, what do they produce and send forth?

O, Nephew! I answered you with regard to waters that they bring forth a living creature, namely, fish, produced in the water; as regards the wind, which is air and cloud, it rears the creature called Lich, which dwells in ruins of houses or cities; and as for fire, it produces the bird called "Salamander"; medical men agree on this point.

3. (M. xiv.)

Uncle! Why does a tree engrafted with another tree called eust, when producing fruit, bring forth fruit of the kind of the tree and not of the graft, the growth of which is from the earth, its roots spreading broad and long? How can the fruit deal so treacherously with its origin as to take its strength from the smaller tree, and not bring forth from the larger root?

O, Nephew! Thou knowest that the branch (7) of a tree, i.e., the root, when cut, will not rise and grow, and the root which produces the sap will only retain as much as is necessary, leaving the rest to the graft, just as the nephesis (vital part) of each living being retains what is requisite for it, emitting to the other members what it does not require for itself. The graft, however, with which the tree is engrafted causes it to grow and rise, to bring forth buds and blossoms, producing the growth of fruit; and because the fruit is nearer the graft and further removed from the root, it partakes of the nature and species of that nearest to it, and is removed from the character of that which is distant from it.

The following has reference to beasts and birds:

4. (M. xvi.)

O, Uncle! Give me to understand why some animals chew the cud?

Nephew, know that there is a difference in the constitution of man and beast on the side of coldness and warmth. Through the heat of the stomach the food is ground until it becomes small; this is the case with oxen and sheep, goat, hart and ram. Therefore medical men call such animals that chew the cud cold by nature, the Goyim calling them melancholeic.

O, Uncle! If the animal chews the cud through cold, why do not such as the horse and ass, which the doctors call cold melancholeic, chew the cud?

Nephew, it is as you say, that they are cold, only they are warmer in degree than the animals afore-mentioned, viz.: oxen, sheep, goat, hart and ram.

There are, moreover, further evidences of animals not chewing the cud, namely, when they have teeth upper and lower, so that they can grind their food well.

O, Uncle! You said that every cold and dry creature chews the cud; why, then, does not man, of a cold and dry nature, chew the cud, seeing that the doctors call him melancholeic?

Nephew, there are human beings cold and dry by nature, and yet in spite of this, they are warmer than the animals mentioned above. But you sometimes see people who, through an excess of cold in their stomach, do not masticate their food, so that it comes back into their mouths, and they spit it out. It is because man has the knowledge to recoil from the food which he has once swallowed, that he spews it forth.

5. (M. xvi.)

O, Uncle, inform me why animals that chew the cud, when lying down, crouch on their hinder parts and hind legs?

It is, Nephew, because all animals have the most part of their fat on the side of the heart and downwards, like the ox, and such as are cold and dry; and the liver it is which weighs it to one side, and through its weight it lies on the side of the liver, which is rearwards.

But, Uncle, if such animals as mentioned lie down on their rear on account of the weight of the fat, why do they not rise on their fore-part, which is the easier for kneeling, for in the case of animals, "as they lie down, so should they rise up."

O, Nephew, know that all animals that have fat chew the cud, and the cold fat weighs them down; and because they have fat particularly thick, and loins strong, and because of this being
fixed, they lie on the side which is behind the liver, and their stomach becomes warmed from the cold which had weighed it down; thereupon, in consequence of its extra warmth, it is more easily strengthened.

6. (M. xvii.)

Uncle! Why are the habits of some animals different from other domestic and wild animals? I mean, all of the latter drink and urinate, while every winged-bird drinks and yet does not urinate.

Know, my nephew, that all domestic and wild animals are reared on milks, and the milk is derived from the juice of plants and the moisture in foods; the milk forms material for urine, water poured out upon the ground, and produces sap in the passage of the bladder. Having once formed this material, the aperture is no longer stopped up.

Now, the bird does not have milk to begin its nurture, nor does its growth come from such things as have moisture, but from small stones or grain; and when the stone or produce comes at first into its interior, it closes up the place (or cavity) of the water, and the moisture within it does not reach the closed place. By reason of the sap, the feather grows, and the sap enters into the growth of the feather. You will know and understand this by squeezing one of their feathers, for you will find moisture in the hole of the feather in which the feather grows, and the sap will issue forth as the feather grows.

7. (M. xvii.—cont.)

O, Uncle! Why have some birds stomachs, called goz, and others gizzards, called gadshar?

Understand, Nephew, that no birds reared from the earth have a stomach, for it would be of no use to them, but they have a gizzard, which is stronger and harder than a stomach; for the gizzard is made to grind small every hard thing, being as it is full of smallnose from without and within, and muscle between the inner and outer sinews. It is exceedingly strong, and therefore crushes everything that enters it. But the stomach has no such strength; it is only able to grind fine food.

8. (M. xviii.)

Uncle, why do some animals and birds see in the night, while others do not?

Thou knowest, Nephew, that the eye has four skins (films), in which are found three substances: moisture from which proceeds sight, called "specks" (mucosa); the first is white, by means of which sight is distributed, and it is all sight; the second, upon which sight is concentrated, so that it shall not be dispersed, which is not as white as the first.

[Something wanting in my copy—added by the copyist.]

9. (M. xviii.—cont.)

Uncle! How comes it that the white of the eye changes to yellow? We should not be surprised if it changed to red, since when there is too much blood, it goes to the eye.

Know, Nephew, that the liver is the fount and source of the blood; and the red gall attached to it draws the moisture and the waste from the blood of the liver. Now if the gall be too full, or it be poured into the liver, and some of the fluid becomes mixed, and spreads and disperses through the whole body and in the eye, then the white of the eye appears yellow, because the organs are weakened through the change in the blood. Hence King Solomon's words: "Thou art beautiful; thou hast doves' eyes." (Song of Songs iv. 1), for you can judge from the eyes as to the health of the body.

10. (M. xx.)

O, Uncle! To me it seems a great wonder, as to why the beast has an advantage over man; for beasts have instruments of defence fixed to their frame, while man has not, or they have means of flight. See! the ox has horns, which is its instrument of warfare; bears have tusks, which are theirs; the lion has claws wherewith to fight; in like manner many other animals have various means of protecting themselves; rams, conies and hares, * * * and many others have nimble feet, which enable them to escape from their pursuers. Man, however, has none of them.

Understand, Nephew, that the Creator has given man an advantage, inasmuch as He has planted in his heart the instinct of device and prudence, and faculties of counsel, to catch all such animals by his designs, to seek out instruments of defence in warfare, or to search for peace with his foes, to allow good understanding to supervene, and to take sweet counsel together. But animals being devoid of the powers of speech have need of weapons for flight and defence.

Now, if man had such weapons attached to his body, he would despair on seeing that in peace-time there was no opportunity for using them. Again, if men were fleet as the stag, man would set his mind and be bent upon becoming a wild person,
and he would pay no attention to become a man of intelligence, capable of appraising knowledge and understanding his Creator, while his thighs and legs and the members of his frame generally would take the place of weapons through their racing; and if the despoiler or war itself should come upon him suddenly, he would not be able to rise and stand up and bear arms in the fight, when it is needed. Therefore God has created man upon this plan, so that he be quiet and at ease when peace reigns, and yet able to equip himself when the time of war demands it.

11. (M. xxii.)

O, Uncle, it is hidden from me why a man of ability forgets, and a fool remembers things.

Understand, Nephew, that the heart, more than any of the other organs of the body, receives the whole power of thought and of the soul, and therefore all the members of the human frame are subservient to it. There are parts in the body which contain cords emanating from the brain to the eyes and ears, and all of which serve the brain and heart; in this way, that one comes from the brain, a second from the heart, and the third from the remaining members. In the brain there are four compartments; the first about the forehead, which is the store-house for faces; then the store-house of feeling; then that of memory; and lastly that of touch. The brain is, as it were, a spring to water the whole body, by means of the spinal cord which comes forth from it, similar to a stream which comes forth from a spring. All the chambers have marrow in them like to its original source; in the forehead there are two cavities in which are concentrated the faculty of perception, and from whence starts the thinking power.

I would now explain to you that understanding proceeds from "the form." When a man sees a person or a horse or an animal or any other object, it is by means of the store-chamber of faces that he comes to understand whether it be a man or beast or some other thing, and what its name is; whereas if this chamber be damaged by a knock or wound or any such accident, he may observe, but he will not recognize, the object.

All this knowledge comes from the moisture in the marrow of the respective compartments; and of all that he observes and recognizes he forms a clear judgment by means of sight, and he distinguishes what he observes, and subjects the store-chamber of sense to judgment and feeling for the benefit of his body.

Now if the chamber of sense be hurt, the patient could not feel or perceive anything, and would be like the beast.

Whatever a man has judgment upon, the store-chamber of feeling gives it practical effect by virtue of the chamber of recol-

lection, in which memory resides, and sets a seal upon all that the man’s eyes see and his ears hear, observing in order to recognize, and to form a judgment, by means of the other store-chambers. Now this particular marrow is drier than that of the others, so that whoever possesses dry marrow will have a retentive memory, while he will not have cleverness, for the latter proceeds from the moist marrow of the brain.

12. (M. xxiii.)

Uncle! Why is the nose above the mouth; it is, indeed, objectionable that the mucus of man should run down upon his mouth?

Because, Nephew, there is heat in the marrow of the head, and mucus flows down from the marrow, the nose is placed near it to bring down the mucus from the right and left by means of two apertures in it, lest the nauseous part which comes down from the marrow in the head descend into the mouth. And since the mouth is on one side of the body, and there is no opening from the body (upwards) to the mouth, the mouth is placed near the stomach of the body, to bring down and spew out the mucus of the stomach.

13. (M. xxiv.)

Uncle! Why does the hair of a man fall off in front and not from the back?

Nothing, Nephew, enters the stomach of man’s body but through the mouth. The food in the stomach is ground and cooked as in a kettle upon the fire; the smoke then ascends upwards into the head through the openings, this way being the shortest cut to a man’s face, and further by the back of his head. Know, too, that in the stomach, which boils like a kettle, the pores spread and widen, and through it steam passes with the moisture, so that the hair is unable to stand the smoke that rises through the widening of these pores or apertures. It is for this reason that it happens that young men who are over-heated become bald, the hair being unable to obtain a hold in them in consequence of the smoke and heat that rise to the head through the width of the pores.

14. (M. xxv.)

Uncle! What is the nature of sound that comes from man?

Know, Nephew, that the voice or sound that comes forth just as the soul (Nishmah), is simply air, as you observe in the case
of any instrument. Furthermore, the air existing in man’s mouth, and expelled outwards by the tongue and throat, is simply air coming out.

15. (M. xxvi.)

Uncle! Why can you not look through an iron, copper, or stone wall, seeing that the power of the eye is greater than that of the ear, and man is able to see at a distance that which he cannot hear?

Understand, Nephew, that sound, which is air, passes through pores which are not visible.

Then, Uncle, why has not the eye the power to see through such apertures, as the ear has the power to hear through them?

Because, Nephew, gloom and darkness are enemies to the eye, and the eye has power to see the wall, as the light of the sun shines upon it; but it cannot see through the wall: this the eye is unable to accomplish.

16. (M. xxvii.)

Uncle! Teach me concerning eye-sight; why does the eye see?

Know, Nephew, that in the brain there is a very rare air created from the species of fire, which comes down through the two nerves that proceed from the brain to the apertures of the eye, and these are called organisms; so ending of them appears in the whole forehead and its surroundings, all being hard, with the exception of these two openings, which are exceedingly delicate. From these come sight, which is also called an organ. Furthermore, the eye is composed of the four basic elements, though the fiery exist in it to a greater degree than the other three. Now as to why when the eye is closed, sight does not altogether disappear, you must know that whenever any object rests, it gains strength through resting; and so the air from which sight proceeds, when it stops looking hither and thither, is by that very cessation strengthened in character when once again the eye opens.

17. (CF. M. xxxi.)

Uncle! Why does man see his face in glass?

Know, Nephew, that gloom and darkness are enemies to the eye; hence pure sight is on the side of the eye, and darkness on the other side. The eyesight extends as far as the darkness, no further, and it then returns to the eye, reporting what it has seen. But the glass which is clear on both sides arrests the object seen, and does not bring it back to the eye.

18. (M. xxxii.)

Uncle! How is it that a man, standing in the light, is not seen well by one standing in the dark, while they standing in the dark see well those standing in the light?

Dost thou not know, Nephew, that light and darkness are foes, and that when the eye gazes at the darkness it finds no support, and wanders from its path. But when the eyes look at the light, from which they are derived, since sight is from the Neshamah (soul) in the brain, which is the light of life, they rejoice in their fellow-creation, and the same when they gaze at the stars, which are equally of the same nature, since they are of one and the same creation.

19. (M. xxxiii.)

Uncle! Why are the eyes in front, and not at the back of the head?

Thou knowest, Nephew, that the brain consists of three parts, and that whatever the eye sees it reports to the Neshamah which is in the brain, by means of nerves. The first chamber is that of observation, storing that what the eye sees; the second subjects it to the judgment of sense; and the third commits all to memory, and puts the seal on it. If, however, the eyes were at the back of the head, remembrance would depart.

20. (M. xxxiv.)

Uncle! Why is the nostril the organ of smell, the palate that of taste, and the hand the organ of touch, so that one is not able to do the work of the other?

Because, Nephew, it has been so ordained that each should but do its own work. The nostril will not smell, unless it finds some external object to smell, whether it be bitter or sweet, a perfume or apple, or something nasty, since smell comes from the atmosphere existing without, which atmosphere reaches to the nostrils, and they therefore perceive the smell. Now the nose is planned by creation for smelling; for the nose has length, and it runs to the brain, in which lies the Neshamah.

The same applies to the things which come from the brain to the palate and tongue, and to the hand called “the instrument of touch”; the hand is able to distinguish between cold and wet, and warm and dryness; the palate and tongue taste through the nerves of the brain, wherein the Neshamah resides.

21. (M. xxxv.)

Uncle! When the heart of man would be glad, why do tears
flow from his eyes when he has some joy, and whence comes weeping?

Know, Nephew, that gladness broadens man's heart, and it brings forth, begets, and generates in a brief period of time warmth, and that warmth is of varied character; and for the time being its steam and moisture ascend to the brain, and being moist they drop from the brain to the porous openings in the head, and along that way water descends into his eyes, and his eyes drop tears.

22. (M. xxxvi.)

Why, O Uncle, does both warm and cold air come out of man's mouth?

Understand, Nephew, that wind from the air goes in and out of the body round about the heart; and from the heart it goes to the veins which pulsate like the billows of the sea, and the soul thrusts off the heat, and draws the cool air from it. Hence when you press the pulse, it is found that the wind which has already entered the body, and leaves the body immediately through the mouth, is very warm; and that wind which man draws from the air into the mouth, and breathes out before it enters the body, is cold, as you see in the article named a bellows (scower, sower), with which they blow the fire.

23. (M. xxxviii.)

Uncle, how is it that the body can stand hot food more than the mouth?

O, Nephew, thou knowest that all the members nearest the heart are warmer than those further away. Now the throat is nearer to the heart than the mouth; hence in degree it is warmer, while the mouth and tongue are colder, they being further away from the heart. When, therefore, the mouth and tongue taste food which is hotter than is right, they cannot bear it; but as soon as it enters the passage of the throat, which is warm, it is able to bear it. You can see it yourself in the fact that if your hand is warm, you cannot touch even cold things, and if your hand be cold, and it touch something too hot, it cannot bear it.

24. (M. xl.)

Uncle, why does not the new-born child walk at once, like domestic and wild animals which, immediately at birth, walk on their feet?

See, Nephew, man's frame is much more delicate than that of the animal, it having been planned so by Creation that man should walk with upright posture, looking heavenward, inasmuch as he was created out of the Spirit of the Creator, and the Soul is desirous of understanding her Creator.

The life of the animal, on the other hand, descends downward towards earth, and therefore the Creator created it with big limbs, each one according to its burden, designed to serve and minister unto man; hence his large and hardy frame.

25. (M. xli.)

Uncle! Why is a child first reared on his mother's milk; it seems an unclean method?

Thou knowest, Nephew, that the birth of man is from the blood of the woman, and that after he comes forth to the open, the blood of the woman turns to milk. He, therefore, thrives upon his mother's milk, which is of his own being. So also do animals suckle their young. Now, why is this milk not good for youths and men of age, seeing that milk is the earliest diet of man's upbringing in consequence of its being quickly digested? For this reason, that one article is necessary for tender children, another for youths, the members of whose frame are developed, and another for older ones of stronger constitution, who require nutritious food, so that they shall be able to do hard work.

26. (M. xlii.)

Uncle! Why does a healthy man become infected when he lies with a woman with whom a diseased person had been lying, whilst the woman herself with whom this diseased one had been lying, is immune from infection?

Understand, Nephew, that man's nature is warm and dry, the woman's cold and wet. Therefore when the woman, in her nature, receives the seed of the infected one, warm and dry, the cold and wet nature of the woman expels his disease, and does not give that seed a chance of destroying her natural endowments, for no cold and wet thing can attract to it the warm and dry, while the semen once sown does not lose its character and force. Now, when a healthy man comes upon her, it happens that he draws upon himself the infection through the dry and warm in himself and that of the infected one which was warm and dry, similar then to his own endowments; for the warm and dry attract the warm and dry, being of one and the same nature, while the cold and wet repel their opposites, not being of the same nature.
 Uncle! Why does the female, though cold by nature, long for the male, seeing that men have their desires owing to their excessive heat?

In consequence, Nephew, of her cold nature the female longs for warmth, while male longs for the opposite, i.e., to cool his exuberant warmth; the moisture in woman and the menstrum, cannot, owing to her coldness, be expelled within her in the same way as it is in men who are warm. The blood, therefore, longs to come forth, and of a necessity it does come forth as the natural effect of union, although it happens that when a man, tainted by contact with a woman with whom one diseased had lain, copulates with that woman, she does not draw to herself the infection, unless under three conditions, viz. that she gives birth to children from the infected one, or she draws to herself the breath that comes from the mouth of the diseased one, or that the woman becomes extraordinarily heated through copulation.

28. Uncle! Why does man part from life and die?

My question does not refer to those killed or drowned, for this naturally follows.

Nephew! The soul in the body is created by the Almighty; it, therefore, longs for the rule of proportion found in the human body created from the four bases—fire, water, dust, and wind. Now, as long as the soul is in the body, and these four elemental properties exist in the right corresponding proportion, warmth against cold, and moisture against dryness, one not preponderating over the other, or as long as these four creative agencies are fairly nearly balanced, the soul is rejoiced and finds pleasure in her (the body), so that body and soul become like two staunch friends. But when one of these elements preponderates over the others or over two, and they come into conflict with one another, so that one of them gets reduced, the soul then is unable to remain in the body for even an hour. If one of the four becomes so low as to be wanting, the soul quits the body without delay, just as a man flees from before his enemy.

30. Uncle! Why does the living one fear the dead, whom he loved as his own self, and as soon as he dies, his love for him vanishes forthwith?

Understand, Nephew, that the living love everything that maintains its character, and hate that which loses its original pattern and usefulness in the world. So it is with the living condition called the association of body and soul. It necessarily follows that the living one loves this association; and once having loved it, it hates the dissolution. Now, after the soul has divorced her, why should she live in the body, which she hates and fears?

But it is only the veriest fool who will think anything of such hate as this.

31. Why, Uncle, when a man falls into the water, does he go down into the depths of the water, while when dead he floats on the surface of the water, and you know that a man dead is heavier than one alive?

Understand, Nephew, that man is created out of four elements—fire, water, dust, and wind. The fiery creative agency, warm and dry, is enclosed in the red gall, and its nature is to rise upward; now when the gall is opened, man dies, for the creative agency of air and fire depart from him, and the dust and water portions descend downwards; consequently, the dead are heavier than the living. According to my idea, it is because the body being hollow, it floats upon the face of the waters.

32. Uncle! Why are the waters of the sea more salt than other waters?

Because, Nephew, the sea is great and wide, and receives the force of the sun's light, and that of the satellites and all the heavenly hosts. On account of its width, it receives all the heat from the sun that shines upon it; and through the sun's heat, the man is in good health, his food is easily digested according to the right way, and his whole frame and its members are nourished. But when heat, which is fire, prevails in the body over the other three, the food is instantaneously masticated and digested, and after a short time, owing to the heat of the fire in him, he becomes hungy, because the food which was masticated did not nourish the members properly, and in the same manner as at first; hence he becomes a victim of sickness.
waters are turned and become thick, receiving the taste of salt. Now, if you enquire of the peoples inhabiting near the sea, they will tell you that, without human effort, they have found the waters left upon the rocks turned salt, owing to the spot being opposite the glare of the sun; while, on enquiring of those removed from that spot, and not opposite the heat of the heavenly hosts, you will learn that they do not have salt ready for them in this manner, by the force of fire or great confusion. You will see, too, that salt may be derived from sweet water by means of heat and fire.

33. (M. vii.)

Uncle! Why do all streams go to the sea, and yet the sea is not full, for one cannot estimate the sum total of the rivers? You should know, Nephew, that just as some rivers go to the sea, in like manner it may be said that some of them derive birth from the sea; as it swallows up, so it gives forth; the waters are carried along under the earth, and are swallowed up by it, and it is in the nature of the sea to restore what is in it; this is the sea's vitality.

34. (M. viii.)

You say, Uncle, that the streams return from the sea, and no trace of salt is discernible in them; it is found in them when they are mixed together; going to the sea sweet, they return sweet.

Do not be surprised, Nephew, for the waters are carried along in the earth's clay, in the lap of the earth, which is not salt; and what they receive of the waters drops from them in the course of their difficult passage; the salt and the clods sink; and being kept back are refined, so as to return to their original sweetness; but if they pass through earth which is salt or turbid, they remain so. You should know that when Alexander crossed the Great Sea, Aristotle, his teacher, bade him carry with him sand from a land not salt, and he placed a big mound on a vessel, and made a sort of well in the sand; and it came to pass that when they were short of drink, and could not drink of the sea-water, for it was salt, they took of the sea-water and cast it into that well of sand, and it came out sweet.

35. (M. —)

Uncle! Why are headaches or other bodily ailments more apparent in the urine than in the excrements, knowing that meat and drink enter the body by way of the gullet?

You know, Nephew, that the excrements are the waste of the food that enters the intestines, the remainder being converted into blood; and that blood nourishes all the members, each according to its importance—the heart, the brain, the liver, the red gall, the millet, the kidneys, the sinews, and the fats—by means of small nerves; all the water separated from the other blood, from which the organs derive their nourishment, going down to the bladder, and entering it; it retains that water; and this is which is turned into urine.

36. (M. —)

Why, Uncle, does the vein of the pulse beat more than the other veins, which do not pulsate; and why do we learn from the pulse whether a person is hot or cold, wet or dry?

Know, Nephew, that when the Almighty created man, and breathed within him the breath of the spirit of life, that spirit being warm and moist, surrounding the heart, sustaining and strengthening it, coursing through the veins that beat, and as it enters the veins, so going forth to the heart, and thence coming out again by way of the mouth—this is breath. Now, since this is very warm, it must necessarily come out, so as to introduce another breath, cooler than itself, coming and going like the waves of the sea. In these veins that pulsate, there is no blood as in the other veins, but there is a vein full of the spirit of life surrounding the heart; and physicians can tell, when they feel the pulse, the force and strength of the heart, and whether it has warmth or cold, moisture or dryness.

Finis.
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Chapter.
I.—Why do plants grow without any previous sowing of seed?
II.—Why are some plants called hot, when all are more earthly than fiery?
III.—Why do plants of opposite natures grow in the same soil?
IV.—Why do not plants spring from water, air, or fire, as they do from earth?
V.—Do creatures of airy nature live in air and of fiery nature in fire, just as creatures of earthly nature do in earth?
VI.—Why does not (I!) the fruit follow the nature of the graft?
VII.—Why do some animals ruminate and others not?
VIII.—Why do all ruminants lie down hind-lie-part first and front part afterwards?
IX.—Why do the same animals get up front-part last?
X.—Why some animals which drink do not urinate.
XI.—Why some animals have a stomach and others not.
XII.—Why some animals see more clearly by night than by day.
XIII.—Have the brute-creation minds?
XIV.—Has opinion its foundation in the animate body?
XV.—Why human beings do not have horns.
XVI.—What method was adopted to discover the contexture of veins and sinews?
XVII.—Why men of good abilities have weak memories and the converse.
XVIII.—How the seats in the brain of fancy, reason, and memory have been discovered.
XIX.—Why the nose is situated above the mouth.
XX.—Why men go bald in front.

XXI.—How we hear sounds that reach us.

XXII.—How is it that sound in its passage makes its way through any obstacle whatever?

XXIII.—The right theory of sight.

XXIV.—Whether visible breath is a substance or an accident.

XXV.—How can this same breath in so short a time travel to the stars and return from them?

XXVI.—How is it that, while the eye is shut, the visible breath is not left outside?

XXVII.—Why the breath does not hinder itself in going and returning.

XXVIII.—How the mind receives shapes from the breath.

XXIX.—Why this breath, while reflected from a mirror, is not in the same way reflected from a glass of perfect whiteness so as to reproduce the face.

XXX.—Why it is not as easy to see from light into darkness as it is from darkness into light.

XXXI.—The nature of smell, taste, and touch.

XXXII.—How is it that joy can be the cause of tears?

XXXIII.—How it is that we blow at one time cold, at another hot air from one and the same mouth?

XXXIV.—Why fanning does (not) produce heat.

XXXV.—Why it is easier to grip down very hot food rather than to hold it in the hand (hot).

XXXVI.—Why the fingers are of unequal length.

XXXVII.—Why the palm of the hand is hollow.

XXXVIII.—How is it that human beings cannot walk as soon as born, while brutes can?

XXXIX.—Why human beings are reared on milk.

XL.—Why milk is not suitable to humanity in youth or old age.

XLI.—Why if you have intercourse with a woman after she has lain with a leper, you will catch the disease while she will escape.

XLII.—Why women, though colder than men, are yet more wanton.

XLIII.—The reason for the universality of death.

XLIV.—Why man, having once been formed in equal proportions, is now robbed of that equality.

XLV.—Why we should need food either so frequently or at all.

XLVI.—Why the living are afraid of the bodies of the dead.

XLVII.—Why if a living man fall into the water, he goes to the bottom, and yet, if he be drowned, comes to the surface again a few days later.

XLVIII.—How the globe is supported in the middle of the air.

XLIX.—If a hole were made straight through the earth, in what direction would a stone projected into it fall?

L.—What is the cause of earthquakes?

LI.—Why sea-water is salt.

LII.—The cause of the ebb and flow of the tide.

LIII.—Why the inflow of the rivers does not increase the bulk of the ocean.

LIV.—Why some rivers are not salt.

LV.—How rivers can have a constant flow.

LVI.—How springs are found on high ground.

LVII.—Whether such things as real springs exist.

LVIII.—Why if a vessel be full and its lower part open, water will not issue from it unless the upper lid be first removed.

LIX.—How winds arise.

LX.—What is the original cause of the movement of the air?

LXI.—Whether when one atom is moved, all are moved, since whatever is in a state of motion moves something else, thus setting up infinite motion.

LXII.—Why winds travel along the earth’s surface and not in an upward direction.

LXIII.—Why or whence it gains its tremendous power.

LXIV.—The cause of thunder.

LXV.—The cause of lightning.

LXVI.—Why lightning does not always accompany thunder.

LXVII.—What is the force by virtue of which lightning penetrates structures of stone and brass?

LXVIII.—How is it that it is not at the same time, or always, that we hear the crash of thunder when we see the lightning?

LXIX.—Why the moon is devoid of light.

LXX.—Why a sort of perpetual shadow broods over it.
LXXI.—Why the planets and, above all, the sun do not keep to their course through the middle of the aplanos without deviation.

LXXII.—What reason or necessity makes the courses of the stars contrary to the aplanos?

LXXIII.—Whether the stars really fall when they seem to do so.

LXXIV.—Whether the stars are animate.

LXXV.—Granted that the stars are alive, on what food do they live?

LXXVI.—Ought we to regard the aplanos as an inanimate body, a living thing, or a god?

ADELARD OF BATH’S PREFACE TO HIS VERY DIFFICULT NATURAL QUESTIONS.

On my return the other day to England, in the reign of Henry, son of William,—it was he who had long maintained me abroad for the purpose of study—the renewal of intercourse with my friends gave me both pleasure and benefit.

After the first natural enquiries about my own health and that of my friends, my particular desire was to learn all I could about the manners and customs of my own country. Making this then the object of my enquiry, I learnt that its chief men were violent, its magistrates wine-lovers, its judges mercenary; that patrons wereickle, private men syctophants, those who made promises deceitful, friends full of jealousy, and almost all men self-seekers: this realised, the only resource, I said to myself, is to withdraw my thoughts from all misery.

Thereupon my friends said to me, “What do you think of doing, since you neither wish to adopt this moral depravity yourself, nor can you prevent it?” My reply was to “to give myself up to oblivion, since oblivion is the only cure for evils that cannot be remedied; for he who gives heed to that which he hates in some sort endures that which he does not love.” Thus we argued that matter together, and then as we still had time left for talking, a certain nephew of mine, who had come along with the others, rather adding to the tangle than unravelling it, urged me to publish something fresh in the way of Arabian learning. As the rest agreed with him, I took in hand the treatise which follows: of its profableness to its readers I am assured, but am doubtful whether it will give them pleasure. The present generation has this ingrained weakness, that it thinks that nothing discovered by the moderns is worthy to be received—the result of this is that if I wanted to publish anything of my own invention I should attribute it to someone else, and say, “Someone else said this, not I.” Therefore (that I may not wholly be robbed of a hearing) it was a certain great man that discovered all my ideas, not I. But of this enough.

Since I have yielded to the request of my friends so far as to write something, it remains for you to give your judgment as to its correctness. About this point I would that I felt less anxiety, for there is no essay in the liberal arts, no matter how well handled, to which you could not give a wider range. Grant me, therefore, your sympathy. I shall now proceed to give short answers to questions put by my nephew.
Here begins Adelard's treatise to his Nephew.

You will remember, Nephew, how seven years ago when you were almost a child in the learning of the French, and I sent you along with the rest of my hearers to study with a man of high reputation, it was agreed between us that I should devote myself to the best of my ability to the study of Arabic, while you on your part were to acquire the inconsistencies of French ideas.

Nephew: I remember, and all the more because, when depar- ting, you bound me under a solemn promise to be a diligent student of philosophy.

The result was that I applied myself with great diligence to this study. Whether what I have said is correct, the present occasion will give you an opportunity of discovering; since when you have often set them forth, I, as hearer only, have marked the opinions of the Saracens, and many of them seem to me quite absurd; I shall, therefore, for a time cease to exercise this patience, and when you utter these views, shall attack them where it seems good to me to do so.

To me it seems that you go too far in your praise of the Arabs, and show prejudice in your disparagement of the learning of our philosophers. Our reward will be that you will have gained some fruit of your toil, if you give good answers, and I make a good showing as your opponent, you will see that my promise has been well kept.

Adelard: You perhaps take a little more on you than you ought; but as this arrangement will be profitable not only to you but to many others, I will pardon your forwardness, making however this one stipulation, that when I adduce something unfamiliar, you are to think not that I am putting forward an idea of my own, but am giving the views of the Arabs. If anything I say displeases the less educated, I do not want them to be displeased with me also; I know too well what is the fate which attends upon the teachers of the truth with the common herd, and consequently shall plead the case of the Arabs, not my own.

Nephew: I found you.

Adelard: I think then that we should begin with lighter matters, and if here I fail to give you a reasonable account, you will know what to expect in more important subjects. Let us begin then at the bottom, and so proceed upwards.

CHAPTER I.

WHY DO PLANTS GROW WITHOUT ANY PREVIOUS SOWING OF SEED?

Nephew: Since you distrust yourself, I see that you want to sharpen your wits by dealing with smaller matters. I will therefore make the start of our disquisition with plants which have their roots in the earth. I ask, then, how do plants spring from the earth? What reason exists or can be given, seeing that the surface of the earth is at first level and motionless, what is it, I say, that stirs there, springs up, grows, and puts forth branches? For though, if you like, you can collect quite dry soil, and after carefully reddling it put it in a pot of earth or brass, yet as time goes on you will see a shoot springing up, and to what are you to ascribe this save to the wondrous effect of the wondrous Divine Will?

Adelard: Will on the part of the Creator there certainly is in the springing of plants from the earth, but it is not divorced from reason. That this may be quite clear, I grant that plants spring from the earth, but not from pure soil; it is assuredly a mixture of such a sort as to contain in each of its particles, which indeed are subject to sense, all four elements with their qualities. Most certainly these four samples compose the one substance of the universe in such a way that the component parts exist in each compound, but yet never in such a way as to be apparent to the senses. The fact is, that we mistakenly call the compound by the name of its simple, for no one has ever touched earth or water, just as no one has ever seen air or fire. The things which we apprehend by our senses are compounds,—not themselves, but made out of themselves. Hence as the philoso- pher says, we ought to use not the terms earth, water, air, fire, but instead earthly, watery, airy, fiery. Therefore since in your earthly matter, no matter how subtly purified, the four elements necessarily exist, there arises hence a sort of compound, mostly earthly, to a less extent watery, less still airy, and least of all fiery: it owes to earth its power of cohesion, to water that of spreading; to air and fire the tendency to rise, for unless fire were contained in it, it would have no power of upward movement, and unless water or air, no power of lateral expansion: while finally, were it not for earth, it would have no coherence.

Hence it is that the things combined with wondrous subtlety in your dust, come forth into the light. However, that you may understand the matter with entire clearness, I place the cause of this process in the exterior elements arousing and drawing forth their like, and by their qualities driving it out: hence the inferiors,
CHAPTER II.

WHY ARE SOME PLANTS CALLED WARM, WHEN ALL ARE MORE EARTH THAN FIERY?

NEPHEW: No doubt the man with a mere smattering of philosophy but no thorough training in it, will regard your answer as satisfactory, but not so I; nor will you thus escape me. I grant that plants spring up because some cause drives them forth, and put to you next the following question. Since all roots of this sort are rather earthy than fiery—that is, share in earth rather than in fire, for it is on that account that they have both birth and position in proximity to earth—why are some of them found to be warm by nature, and others cold to be warm by nature, and others cold to be cold by nature? For instance, the greater part of them is earth, it follows that the property of earth abounds the more in them. Consequently they should all be called cold rather than hot. If, therefore, as you explained just now, they have derived both their name and property from that which abounds most in these compounds, then all things which are nourished from the earth and in proximity to it, should rather be called earthy and cold.

ADELARD: I cannot deny that their nature is earthy, rather than fiery, for they have a greater share in earth than in fire. But when we come to your inference that being more earthy they are, therefore, less fiery, I part company with you. For the words "more" and "less" are in regard to the qualities of things used in two distinct senses—one, according to quantity, two, according to efficient power. For instance, this cloak of mine is entirely green; so also is the emerald green. But the greenness of the cloak is greater in respect of quantity, that of the emerald greater in respect of efficient power: hence if you consider quantity, you can say that the former is greener than the latter, but if efficiency, then it is the other way about. Hence in the matter of qualities "more" or "less" according to quantity depends on nature, but this is by no means so in regard to efficient power. In this way, therefore, all plants (since they have a greater share of earth quantitatively) are cold, yet some of them are warm in respect of great efficient power.

CHAPTER III.

WHY DO PLANTS OF OPPOSITE NATURES GROW IN THE SAME SOIL?

NEPHEW: The distinction you draw is not quite correct. Granting that roots are of opposite natures (for some are hot, others cold), I proceed to ask you, how is it that they live in the same soil. For as everything of the sort obtains its nutriment from the soil, which the Greeks and Romans call "the mother of bodies" (and it is admitted that each several thing is nourished by its like, and destroyed by its contrary), tell me, if you can, how plants of opposite nature can live in the same place, or else grant that they are all of the same nature—but that is impossible.

ADELARD: To test the edge of your intellect, I will protect myself with a shift, and say that plants derive so nourishment from the soil.

NEPHEW: It is easy enough for me to prove the contrary, for when they are plucked from it, they lose not only strength and power of growth, but life itself. Hence it is clear that they have received something from their mother, and when they are deprived of it, die immediately. Again, if they get nothing from it, in vain would be all the diligence of the farmer in working the land. There then is your shift exposed for you, and now you must bring forth a stronger argument if you have one.

ADELARD: Very good: I grant then that they are nourished from the earth, but from a compound not a simple earth—not, that is, from the earth but from the earthy, as I explained before. There being in this its four elements, each plant has food to suck in for itself, the hot plant taking that which is hot; the cold that which is cold; the dry what is dry; and the moist what is moist. You can see this clearly from the fact, that when the outer air robs them by means of the parching summer-heat of whatever they have drawn from the earth, that part of the plant which is above the earth’s surface, perishes entirely, while that part which is within the bosom of the earth, its mother, remains protected like a nursing child, and so is kept alive. But wordiness is the mother of weariness; therefore let us go to the next point.

CHAPTER IV.

WHY DO NOT PLANTS SPRING FROM WATER, AIR, OR FIRE, AS THEY DO FROM THE EARTH?

NEPHEW: But you will not go on quite so easily as you think. You have yourself been weaning the halter for your own destruction. If, as you say, the four elements are present in the various corporeal compounds that they may afford nourishment to other compounds also, it follows that the air which we see would be able to give plants the same nourishment, and therefore, when uprooted from the earth, they would draw food from the air. But since, in spite of all their longing for it, the air cannot give
them this, your whole argument goes to pieces, and the accomplishment of everything must be ascribed to God.

ADELARD: I will detract nothing from God; for whatever is, is from Him, and by Him; yet not even this is said vaguely and without due care, as we must listen to the very limits of human knowledge: only where this utterly breaks down, should we refer things to God. Let us, therefore, as not yet being bankrupt in knowledge, return to reason. Air, like earth, certainly contains in itself the four formative elements; yet it neither can nor ought to give food to an uprooted plant. Why I will explain to you. Every object of perception—I mean by the phrase the universe, even though it is the coeval point of those causal principles, does not contain the various components equally in the compound, e.g., in this body earth abounds, in that one water preponderates: this one has a greater share of air, but last is aflame with fire. Accordingly, therefore, as each one has the greater share of this or that cause, so it follows also the properties of that particular cause, showing this its special qualities. Notice especially that plants have a greater share in earthly nature, and are therefore also more particularly fed by earth. If they are uprooted, they find indeed nutriment in air, but not the right sort, for that which is more essential they get a smaller proportion, of that which is less essential too much. Hence their dissolution is inevitable, and for the following reason: their earthly part, not finding sufficient sustenance in the air, insists on being freed from the conjuncture in order that it may return to its like— I mean, earth. When this, therefore, is removed, the other components being freed from their weight return to their own kindship. This dissolution the mass of people, who never have true terms at their command, call "death," whereas it should really be called not death, but "change." Speaking of the universe, a philosopher says "Nothing of it is lost, nor can anything be added to the sum total of its contests, bound together as they are; but by the corruption of its parts as they grow old, it suffers a sort of loss." To my mind, indeed, nothing at all in this world of perception dies; and this is just as true at the present time as on the day of creation. For if any part is freed from any one conjuncture, it does not perish, but passes on to union with something else. Let us now, however, return to the main point. My explanation of the question is as follows: by just as much as water differs from earth, by so much does it afford less nourishment to roots, I mean than earth does; of course, it gives more nourishment than air. In like manner, air gives less nourishment than water, but more than fire. But we have taken too long in this matter, which must be obvious to a purblind man or a barbar; so let us pass on to something higher.

CHAPTER V.

DO CREATURES OF AIRY NATURE LIVE IN AIR, AND OF FIERY NATURE IN FIRE, JUST AS CREATURES OF EARTH NATURE DO IN EARTH?

NEPHEW: In very truth, it is obvious to the purblind or the sightless. How grievously did the Saracens beseech you with their subtle trifling. But not to-day shall you trick me out of laying bare your deceitful and obscure arguments, covered up though they be with subtle falsity: I can see clearly what you are aiming at. ADELARD: You are putting a question which is unintelligible to both of us, to the end that I may out of disgust grant you what is false.

NEPHEW: You do not know to whom you are talking, but this will teach you. By your own proposition you are forced to admit, that in water certain objects exist which are of a nature more watery than earthy or airy or fiery, and in air certain others which are more airy than earthy or watery or fiery, and others in fire more fiery than earthy or watery or airy; for this is the natural consequence of what you said before. But it will not do, and so you ought to go no further.

ADELARD: Of a truth your reductio ad absurdum breaks down altogether: what you have stated is exactly true: in water there are things of watery nature, i.e., fishes, which are mere compacted water; and in air, airy powers. In fire also, that is in the upper ether, there live fiery animals which we can see. Therefore my argument will do, and we are agreed.

NEPHEW: Well, for my part let the argument rest a while. So as not to excite your anger, I will say no more on this.

ADELARD: It is then established how roots grow, and why they are called warm and live, and why they last longer in earth than elsewhere, and why they die.

CHAPTER VI.

WHY THE FRUIT FOLLOWS NOT (I) THE NATURE OF THE STALK.

NEPHEW: Let us now pass on to the natures of trees. I ask you then why it is that when a cutting is engraved on a stock, the fruit follows entirely the nature of the thing grafted. It is agreed that the graft and the stock are of different nature, and, as I have said, these things when growing get their nourishment from the ground; consequently, they will draw from it either the same nourishment or else unlike and opposite nourishments. But
to live on the same food is impossible for them, since they are of different and opposed natures; so that the graft requires food from the stock. Now this it draws either through the stock or otherwise: but the latter course is impossible. Consequently then it draws it through the stock. Again, the stock either draws the same food or does not. If it does not do so, then there is a break in the drawing, and the graft cannot receive the food it wants; while if the stock draws the same food as the graft, then it is drawing what is its opposite. If this is so, it is drawing and seeking for the means of its own destruction—a thing which is neither possible, nor in keeping with the arguments already adduced.

Adebarl: You are handling the matter like a sophist, and I must put an end to your quibbling. I grant you that the graft draws its food from the earth and through the stock. You go on "just as the stock also does." Granted. You then go down a step and say, "consequently, it is craving in its own opposite." This too I willingly accept. Lastly, you make the inference thereon after all that it is of its own accord drawing in its own destruction. This, indeed, is not a descending, but tumbling down a whole flight; and I will clear up the matter in a word or two. The stock is drawing for itself and for a second thing: that which it draws for itself it keeps, that which it draws for the benefit of the graft, it passes on to it. In like manner, the stomach draws and seeks after whatever is necessary to the parts of the body, keeps what it wants for itself, and gives to those others what belongs to them. Similarly, both the stock and the graft abide by their own nature; and if after three days or a longer time you were to cut off the graft, you would find the stock of the same nature as it had been before.

Nephew: What you have said on this point is childish—more probable conjectures rather than necessary truths. Let us then proceed to the nature of living beings, for there I cannot help thinking I shall put a spoke in your wheel.

Adebarl: It is a little difficult for you and me to argue about animals. I, with reason for my guide, have learned one thing from my Arab teachers, you, something different; dazzled by the outward show of authority you wear a head-stall. For what else should we call authority but a head-stall? Just as brute animals are led by the head-stall where one pleases, without seeing why or where they are being led, and only follow the halter by which they are held, so many of you, bound and fettered as you are by a low credulity, are led into danger by the authority of writers. Hence, certain people arrogating to themselves the title of authorities have employed an unbounded licence in writing, and this to such an extent that they have not hesitated to insinuate into men of low intellect the false instead of the true. Why should you not fill sheets of paper, aye, fill them on both sides, when to-day you can get readers who require no proof of sound judgment from you, and are satisfied merely with the name of a time-worn title? They do not understand that reason has been given to individuals that, with the chief judge, distinction may be drawn between the true and the false. Unless reason were appointed to be the chief judge, to no purpose would she have been given to us individually: it would have been enough for the writing of laws to have been entrusted to one, or at most to a few, and the rest would have been satisfied with their ordinances and authority. Further, the very people who are called authorities first gained the confidence of their inferiors only because they followed reason; and those who are ignorant of reason, or neglect it, justly desire to be called blind. However, I will not pursue this subject any further, though I regard authority as matter for contempt. This one thing, however, I will say. We must first search after reason, and when it has been found, and not until then, authority if asked for it may be received. Authority by itself can inspire no confidence in the philosopher, nor ought it to be used for such a purpose. Hance logicians have agreed in treating the argument from authority not as necessary, but probable only. If, therefore, you want to hear anything from me, you must both give and take reason. I am not the man whom the semblance of an object can possibly satisfy; and the fact is, that the mere word is a loose wanton abandoning herself now to this man, now to that.

CHAPTER VII.

WHY DO SOME ANIMALS CHEW THE CUD, AND OTHERS NOT?

Nephew: By all means let it be as you ask. It will be easy for me to oppose you on the ground of reason; but do not take shelter under the authority of your Arab friends. Let reason then be the only judge twist you and me. Now, since we are to discuss the brute beasts, I will ask you why some chew the cud, and others not.

Adebarl: The natures of animals, like those of human beings, differ. Some of them are naturally hot, others cold, some moist, and others dry. Those which are more readily digest the food they have taken in, and more easily change it into blood, while cold animals have more difficulty with this. Everything subject to change is altered more easily by heat than by cold, for fire has, as it were, the property of sundering what is conjoined. Consequently, those animals which have a hot stomach easily
digest their food. Others, however, which are of a cold nature, being unable to digest their food, bring it back, and use their teeth again upon it, in order that by a second process it may the more readily be softened: this is done by oxen, goats, and similar animals, whom the Greek physicists call "melancholic." How all these animals are of cold nature is clear enough to the physicists, and you may get an idea of it as follows: it is for this reason, that they have both their fat harder, and what is commonly called the paunch (serum) more solid; while others, as being warmer, have the fat softer, it being better digested, or to use the common phrase, more greasy.

Nephew: If, therefore, these animals ruminate on account of their cold nature, why are not the horse and the ass ruminants? They, as I have learnt from the physicists, are also melancholic.

Adelard: But not to the same extent; for their stomach is considerably warmer, and their teeth better adapted for grinding.

Nephew: Oh, no, you will not wriggle out of it in this way; for it, as you say, this happens to them by reason of their coldness, why do not sheep, since they are of of warm complexion, make the same demand?

Adelard: Though they are by nature warm, yet their poverty in the matter of instruments has the result of forcing upon them the same toil, for there is no strength in their mouth, and for this reason they are called bidenta. Furthermore, they are only of moderate heat, having also the paunch like that of the melancholic.

Nephew: Very good; if because they are melancholic they are, therefore, ruminants, then it would be the lot of some human beings also, who are melancholic and of cold nature, to be ruminants.

Adelard: It may be that by comparison with others of their kind some men are cold, yet in comparison with the other non-speaking animals, we judge them hot. But what I am going to tell you will upset your contention altogether: I have seen some men whose stomachs were of such cold quality, that not being able to digest the food they had taken, they could not manage to retain it, with the result that not long after a meal, they brought up any heavy and indigestible food they had eaten.

CHAPTER VIII.

WHY DO ALL Ruminants Lay Down Hinder-Part First and Front-Part Afterwards?

Nephew: On this topic let what you have said be enough: I now propose to ask the following question. Why do all animals which ruminate, and are provided with a paunch, lie down hinder-part first and front-part afterwards?

Adelard: You have put several questions into one, for these three things—to ruminate, to have a paunch, and to rise back-part first are co-accidents coming from the same cause, viz.: coldness. But this coldness is not present in all the limbs equally; for it is greater in the hinder ones and those further removed from the heart, in which consequently there is bound to be greater weight.

Rightly, therefore, do they lie down heavier part first.

CHAPTER IX.

WHY DO SOME ANIMALS GET UP FRONT-PART LAST?

Nephew: Then now my point is established. For if they lie down hind-part first because they are cold in the hind-part and warmer in the front-part, then they would be bound to rise front-part first, and as this consequent does not happen, then the antecedent also is absurd.

Adelard: Whatever rests does it in order to regain the strength which toil has lessened. Therefore the animals we are discussing, after their strength has been refreshed by rest, and while that strength is fresh and vigorous, begin by raising that part of their bulk which is the heavier. Just so you, I imagine, when engaged in work deal with the heavy weights while you are fresh and full of strength, and afterwards when tired with the lighter ones.

CHAPTER X.

WHY SOME ANIMALS WHICH DRINK DO NOT URINATE?

Nephew: That this should be the case is neither necessarily true, nor yet impossible. But now I wish you to resolve this question, why do some animals which drink not make water? Considering that the superfluity of what they drink descends to the kidneys and gathers there, and should thence flow out through the member, it is strange that some birds, e.g., the dove, drink much, and yet, though there is every reason for their doing so, do not make water.

Adelard: Some animals when first born are reared on a soft and semi-fluid substance; I mean milk, the greater part of which is watery, and only a small fraction earthly. Others are reared on a hard substance, e.g., pebbles, sand, and the like; for instance, birds. Those then which live on a watery diet have a
bladder and make water. Howbeit as the dryness of their food makes itself increasingly felt in them, it becomes necessary for them to drink a little, that by this small amount of water the way may be made easier for solid food also and pain spared to the organ through which the hard substances descend. We must not suppose according to the opinion imputed to Aristotle that the paths by which food and drink enter the stomach are separate and distinct. For in the same way food descends into the stomach, and then, if they have one, into the liver. As therefore the moisture is not nourishment for the body, but is only present in small quantities to make easy the passage of solid food, it requires no separate exit for itself.

Nephew: As you have mentioned the stomach parenthetically, I ask you now why some animals have a stomach, and others not?

CHAPTER XI.

Adelard: As you are conducting your enquiry along the line of reason, I will give you the reason of this. Those animals which live on pebbles and sand have no stomach, but still require something of a hard character, viz.: the liver, which is stronger than the stomach in respect of propulsive power, and can withstand the roughness of the sand and the chipped edges of pebbles, being provided with very strong muscles on both inside and outside, while between them lies a mass of the most solid character. By means of the interior substance it is able to retain its contents; by means of the fleshly part it digests the same; while by means of the exterior substance it is able, should anything, break the inner barrier, try to make its way out, to prevent it from penetrating to the vitals.

CHAPTER XII.

WHY DO SOME ANIMALS SEE MORE CLEARLY BY NIGHT THAN BY DAY?

Nephew: In spite of your explanation, I have still some difficulty about the brute creation. Why is it that some of them see more clearly by night and others by day? We know that light is an aid to sight, and darkness the reverse.

Adelard: The eye, which is the instrument of sight, necessarily contains various humours. One, which is white, is an aid to sight, and through it the spirit of sight both issues forth and spreads. Another is black, and prevents the spreading from being too great; through it, as being dark, both heat is spread, and a constraining influence exercised. Those animals, therefore, which see less clearly by day than by night have the white humour in abundance, and the black to a smaller extent; hence, in the daytime, the spirit goes too far forth, and by the excess of its diffusion loses the power of distinguishing the objects of sight. By night, however, by reason of the exterior darkness, it becomes more concentrated, issuing forth with greater clearness, and seeing more clearly. This point can be established also as follows:—you have noticed that some people have eyes whiter than they should be, and hence but poor sight, and if you took them out on to a wide expanse while with snow, they would be able to see little or nothing. Again, you yourself, if you want to see anything particularly clearly, have to contract your eyebrows. Hence we see that sight, when concentrated, does not wander, but gets a clearer impression of what has to be seen. This point will be manifest to you later if you have the wit to grasp it.

CHAPTER XIII.

HAVE THE BRUTE CREATION MINDS?

Nephew: Would you now discuss the question as to whether brutes have minds?

Adelard: On this point there is to-day a difference of opinion: the common people unhesitatingly say no, while philosophers are equally confident about the opposite. My reasons for saying that brutes have minds are as follows:—Brutes have senses; and every perception must either follow the movements of the judgment, or not. Therefore, the perception of brutes follows either something or nothing. For instance, when I turn my eyes in any direction, I form a judgment about the things I see, understanding that what seems to be white is white, or the like. Sometimes, too, I see an object without forming any judgment on it; this is when my mind is occupied with other matters. The senses, indeed, have no judgment or understanding of the objects on which they are exercised. Consequently, if they have no judgment about the objects of sense, animals would have no set purpose of seeking them out or fleeing from them. For instance: whatever you see without having any understanding of, that, as a result of that perception, you neither seek after nor flee from—an experience common enough every day both to you and everybody else. Assuming then that brutes have no set purpose about exterior things, tell me, if you can, how it happens that a dog, hurrying at the top of his speed towards some object, turns off from it if he sees something in the road which, I won't say hurts him, but merely might hurt him. What was it that so quickly changed his first aim to its opposite? Animals clearly have in their minds both purposes, that of seeking out and that
of being from, and must consequently have something which tells them whether to seek out a thing or flee from it, and this something, not being corporeal, must exist only in the mind. Hence it follows, that animals must have minds. Further, every sound heard coming from someone else either produces some understanding in the hearer, or does not. If it produces no understanding in the hearer, then he is not on account of that sound (I. "momentum" for "nomen tauri") impelled to do anything, for it suggests nothing to him. This is what we mean in regard to brutes when we talk of anything as being suggested to them, for either it begets understanding in them, or it does not. If it does not, then it excites or produces no motion in them towards action. If, therefore, this were the case with animals, they would neither initiate any plan on account of a sound heard, nor avoid one. Tell me then this, if you can: how should a dog in that case on hearing the voice either immediately abandon the course he has begun, or start an opposite one? Further, perceptions and the distinction of the perceptions are not the same: moreover, the power of distinguishing anything whatsoever, and more particularly those which are the objects of perception, can reside only in the mind. And animals do display the power of distinguishing between the objects of perception; for not only does a dog in pursuit of an animal perceive its scent, but if another of the same species crosses his path, he being cognizant of the scent of both of them, distinguishes between them: mindful of his trainer, he despises the one, and prefers to follow after the other, for he has, as it were, a likeness in his mind—this is the one I ought to follow; the other is not the same; and in making this notable difference, there is a subtlety which betokens no little judgment of the distinguishing sort. Hence it follows that brutes also must have a fundamental power of distinguishing.

NEPHEW: Never shall you compel me to admit more than I have learnt from the common cry, that brutes have perception but not understanding.

ADELARD: Be on you! I you forget our agreement that reason should precede over our discussion. Now, perception is an ambiguous sort of word, so let us consider its meaning, and then we can make up our minds. To my idea, the definition of sense is a considerable change of mind and body, due to external contact. If this definition is to be accepted, we must first provide grounds for its acceptance. First, the word "change" is rightly used; for in every movement affecting the senses, the quality of the body undergoes change, either by approaching something else, by sight and touch, or by the approach of something else to itself, as in smell, taste, and hearing. The quality of all functioning organs is changed by contact with external bodies. Change, therefore, is common to all senses; but because there are some changes frequently occurring in regard to the body which, on account of their great subtlety, affect slight change on the qualities of the organs—the mind never annoyed by them to an act of judgment—e.g., contact with an atom or an almost imperceptible smell—I have added to my difference the word "considerable." Also, since in regard to inanimate bodies from contact with others and with themselves, considerable changes in their qualities are frequently produced, so that they are changed to effects contrary to those produced by their separation, I have said animate body. Lastly, because a considerable change is often wrought in an animate body from internal causes and the mere motions of the mind (e.g., redness from anger and pallor from sadness), in order to separate these, I have added "by external contact." We have, then, now a complete definition with equality of convertible terms; it cannot be called either too wide or too narrow, and there is no doubt that it is correct. This granted, it follows that my argument is correct, and that just as there cannot be sense except in relation to an animate body, so they cannot exist without a mind. Further, to go outside what I have said about the senses, let me take an argument from motions. There are several sorts of movement, some especially referable to the body, others more particularly to the mind. For as a result of the fire in them, bodies can move upwards, as a result of the earth, downwards: as a result of the air and water, to the right and to the left, backwards and forwards; while orbicular motion is referable, in the first place, to the mind only. Since then this movement occurs in animals (note that they move of their own accord), it follows also that they have minds.

CHAPTER XIV.

HAS OPINION ITS FOUNDATION IN THE ANIMATE BODY?

NEPHEW: Methinks I am altogether opposed to your arguments. That animals have not understanding nor power of distinction, but only opinion, I will grant; and this I assert to have its foundation not in the mind, but in the body. Reason proves that rational judgment has its foundation in the mind; while with regard to opinion as it exists in brutes, I am quite clear that its seat is in the body, not the mind.

ADELARD: I look at the question whether even opinion itself may not have its foundation in the animate from the following point of view: we ourselves being rational, have both a power of distinction existing in the judgment and an opinion about objects of sense, but neither the one nor the other can exist in our bodies minus the mind. Now, if in the human body, which
is composed through a conjunction of elements of earthly materials, there exists that which arises from the senses—call it what we will, it cannot abide in it unless mind is present also. Much less then can you look for it in the brutes, unless you are quite out of your senses. If, on the other hand, you are not ashamed to say that it can abide in it without a mind from the mere conjunction of elements, then you lay yourself open to the charge of degrading human bodies to a lower position than the others,—a thing obviously false.

Nephi: Very good; let us then agree to say that brutes are animate, but say no to the same time that their minds, when separated from the body, perish, awaiting, as they do, neither reward nor punishment for their deeds.

Aesop: How wrong-headed is your change of position! You say that the body which is of vile and changeable essence, liable to generation and corruption, composed of a diversity of elements, not certainly existing but continually and always passing from one thing to another, and neither this nor that,—this, you say, does not perish, while the mind, its guide, divine and incorporeal, the discreetness of nature in its totality not in particularity, does perish! You must be mad. It is rather you yourself who perish, when you so wrongly lose confidence in so noble an essence.

Nephi: What you say merits attention rather than belief. However, I will gird myself to higher themes, and do my best with such poor knowledge as I have to bring light out of the smoke. True that I am unacquainted with the idle vanities of the Greeks, and have not seen the cave of Vulcan, yet have I learnt by practice to know the true, and dispove the false. To work then! I want to discover what you think about human nature. You may magnify as much as you will what you have said previously, but if you do not know yourself, I think such things of small account: man's proper subject for discussion is man. For just as a stupid work based on errors is by subtleties (or, as a futile handling by means of a subtle enquiry) lowers the mind, so a lofty subject-matter sharpens the mind's eye for investigation.

Aesop: As I have now managed to supply an answer to your question, it shall be your business to propose whatever you want treated, and mine to discuss it.

CHAPTER XV.

WHY HUMAN BEINGS DO NOT HAVE HORNS.

Nephi: I want to talk about the composition of man; so, please, first explain this difficulty: Why do human beings not have horns?
It would be more fitting that, having reason, they should need nothing further, than that, while having it, they should be compelled to seek indispensable help from outside.

Adelard: As you allow nothing irrational in place of reason, let me tell you what I think is the most probable explanation. Man, as being a rational and therefore social animal, is adapted for two operations, action and deliberation, as we call them, war and peace. Daily life teaches him that in the activities of war arms are required, but in time of peace truth teaches him to lay them aside, and from the innermost chamber of his thoughts, for the one is provoked by wrath, to the other reason gives its sweetness. Consequently, if man were provided with natural weapons, he would be unable, when engaged in making treaties of peace, to lay them aside. Again, if his protection lay in nimbleness of flight, he would be, inconstant, and without fixity of purpose, and, thanks to the useless graces of his structure, would prove but a weakling in war. As things are, he takes up arms when necessity arises, and again at the behest of peace lays them aside. When there is need he can of set purpose be nimble-footed, and when the need no longer exists, he is able to return to fixity of purpose.

CHAPTER XVI.
WHAT METHOD WAS ADOPTED TO DISCOVER THE CONTEXTURE OF VEINS AND SINUES?

Nephew: Yes, that is all very nice. But since we are now going on to discuss the composition of man, I should like this point cleared up. How the contexture of veins and sinews in our bodies was discovered by the physiologists. For as this is so complicated that the physiologists use the smile of a rat in speaking of it, if a dead body were simply cut open, the result would be that, in the very act of cutting, sinews and veins would be destroyed.

Adelard: I think I can manage to answer your question: but my much reading has, perhaps, dulled my memory. For I once heard an old man at Tarsus in Cilicia (sic) saying—When philosophers thought it of importance to investigate the systems of sinews and veins, they managed it (reading, not assestures, but assectures), I imagine, in the following way: They fastened, no doubt, a human corpse in a river, and kept it exposed to the current until all the skin and flesh had fallen off, while the sinews and veins, which are of stouter material, were left behind. Such was the way in which the contexture was made clear to them.

CHAPTER XVII.
WHY MEN OF GOOD ABILITIES HAVE WEAK MEMORIES, AND THE CONVERSE.

Nephew: Even though it was not done as you say, yet it might have been: so let us go on. In your long array of words, you have made mention of ability and memory, and I will therefore mention a point which seems to me to require elucidation. It is this: Memory, being nothing else than an unerring retention of the things which are apprehended by the intellect, how is it that some men, although they have good abilities, have absolutely no memory, and cannot, when required, remember with the same ease the things which they easily apprehend, while—and this I find still more surprising—those who learn with greater difficulty often have much stronger memories?

Adelard: You are right in asking this, and I hope will take my answer with good will.

Nephew: Yes, most gladly.

Adelard: Whatever operation of this sort the mind performs in the body, it performs with a certain amount of assistance from the body, and this is done in one way in the brain, in another in the heart, and in yet another in the other members. In the brain it uses a fantastic movement, i.e., that of the intellect: a reasoning one, i.e., the judgment: and also a memorising one, i.e., the memory. First it understands, then judges what has been understood, and thirdly commits that judgment to the unchanging part of itself. These various operations, however, are performed by different instrumentalities: the intellect depends on moisture for its strength, but the memory on dryness. Whatever is moist easily takes various impressions, but these impressions are readily destroyed, owing to instability: what is dry takes a definite impression with greater difficulty, but this impression when once taken is not easily changed. Hence it comes about, that those who have a moist brain have powerful intellects but weak memories, while those who have a dry brain have powerful memories but little intellect.

CHAPTER XVIII.
HOW THE STATE IN THE BRAIN OF FANCY, REASON, AND MEMORY HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED.

Nephew: No doubt you will give an equally probable answer to my next question, and consequently I do not doubt that you will be kind enough to answer it. What I want you next to do is to discuss a point about which many people are in ignorance.
As we are talking about things that have to do with the brain, will you, if you can, explain how the seats of fancy, reason, and memory have been discovered by philosophers? Aristotle in his Physics, and others in various treatises, lay it down that fancy has its seat in the anterior part of the brain, reason in the middle, and memory in the occiput, and they have therefore given these three compartments the names of fantastic, rational, and memorial. To be able thus to localise the various operations of the mind shows great cleverness on their part, dividing up, as they have, the small area of the brain according to the various operations, especially too as it is impossible for the senses to distinguish operations of the kind.

Adelard: When one does not understand, everything seems impossible; but as soon as one does, it is just as readily seen to be quite simple. I imagine that the man who first studied these compartments with the idea of distinguishing them learned this fact about them by means of experiments based upon the Senses. There was, no doubt, someone who had at one time full use of his fantastic faculty, and then was injured in the anterior part of his head so badly as to lose fancy, without however being deprived of reason and memory—a phenomenon marked by the philosopher. Similarly, when by injuries done to other parts other operations of the mind have been stopped, it has been easy to establish with certainty what operations are carried on in each compartment of the brain; and all the more so, as in the case of some people the very compartments are marked out by fine lines. Hence the imperceptible and intellectual operation of the mind has been made clear by facts noted by the senses from outside; for even the mind itself, though an incorporeal essence and subjacent to none of our senses, is clearly shown to be in the body from the operations evident to the senses which it performs there. From the movement which it gives the body, though it cannot be seen, it is proved to exist incorporeally in the body.

CHAPTER XIX.

WHY THE NOSE IS PLACED ABOVE THE MOUTH.

Nephew: When you explain things which, as it seems, should be different from what they are, the more I hear, the more I doubt. Although, as we said before, reason teaches us that all things which have been made by the almighty Creator are perfect, there is yet one thing in the framework of man which I wonder at exceedingly—why the nose is situated above the mouth. In the whole framework there is nothing more seemly than the mouth, and experience shows us that there is nothing that keeps in a cleaner condition. But what could be moister—not to say dirtier—than the nose? And this is so much the case that from it much wrong threatens the seaminess of the mouth. Hence, if it be not wicked to say so, it might seem a fitter arrangement were the mouth above the nose.

Adelard: Yours is the idea of a man who does not see clearly, for you do not understand that nothing which is natural is filthy or unbecoming; while whatever is contrary to nature, no matter how fairly admired it may be to the sight, is in itself rightly called both evil and filthy. To come back to the point: the nose and mouth are not principal members, but servants of principal members, for the nose is the servant of the brain, and the mouth of the stomach. Since the brain by a certain necessity of its operation is moist, and also since a certain vapour of external moisture rises up to it from the food in the stomach, it needed some sticky attachment by which the superfluity of moisture might be discharged; and further, since a sort of slight spume by reason of the digestion of all sorts of foods naturally rises from the stomach, it was fitting that this spume should be discharged through the nose. Hence it is necessary that the nose should be near the brain, and the mouth near the stomach, and all the more so, as it is only through the mouth that food could reach the stomach.

CHAPTER XX.

WHY MEN GO BOLD IN FRONT.

Nephew: Now that this question has been settled, I want to enquire about another matter. Since our discussion has to do with the properties of man, I should like to ask you why men go bald in front rather than behind. If, as reason teaches us, the front part is in a sense more worthy (for which reason also it has the glory of being the seat of the senses), it would follow that it is less fitting for it to be deprived of the luxuriant growth that the hair gives it, especially as man regard baldness as a ground of reproach; and to that reproach we should be less open if the baldness were behind instead of in front.

Adelard: What you speak about arises from what we have said previously; for since what goes down into the stomach must necessarily enter through the mouth, and be digested in the stomach itself, and since it is clear that from the stomach vapour must in consequence, as a result of digestion, travel upwards by the same path, it follows that just as that path is nearer to the front part than to the occiput, so the pores of the skin itself and of the head are bound to be more open in
CHAPTER XXI.

HOW WE HEAR SOUNDS THAT REACH US.

Nephew: His views in regard to music are expressed as follows: voice is air, air is a body; it is impossible that a body, being incapable of division, should be present as one and the same thing in different places at one and the same time, and consequently the same sound cannot be present at the same time in the ears of different people. What then actually happens he explains thus: the air in the mouth of the speaker being shaped by his mouth, and driven forth by it, gives the air nearest to it the same shape: this does the same to the next air, and so on in succession, until it reaches the ears of those near, but it is similar airs and not the same that they hear: this view Boethius supports by the comparison of the throwing of a stone, and the circles it makes (sc. in water).

Adelard: You give a clear explanation of his meaning. Nephew: Yes, but I regard this view as far from sound; for if different people are enabled to hear through the propulsive shaping of air, it is done by my driving away the air from myself. If then by sucking in, and drawing to myself the air in my mouth, I make a hissing sound, how is that to be heard by different people? And heard it most certainly will be.

Adelard: We must try to understand one thing by comparison with another like it. This is certainly what he means by what he says about the different shaping of air and the nature of hearing (and while it was spoken by a philosopher, you must make allowance for his interpreters). From what happens in regard to the propulsive shaping when different airs travel to different people, the similarity of result can be understood also in regard to the shaping when the breath is drawn in; for just as when I form a sound by impelling the air from me, it is different hearings that come to different individuals, and are perceived by them, so when I draw the air inwards, and withdraw it violently from others, it is those withdrawals that are perceived by those from whom they come. The mind is by nature watchful; and just as when something from outside approaches the ears, it is accused to an act of judgment concerning that thing, so also when anything travels outward from the ears and is drawn elsewhere, the mind is thereby stirred to mark the difference. Moreover, Boethius in what he says is speaking only about the nature of hearing in so far as it pertains to sounds of words.

CHAPTER XXII.

HOW IT IS THAT SOUND IN ITS PASSAGE MAKES ITS WAY THROUGH ANY OBSTACLE WHATSOEVER.

Nephew: You have not got to the heart of the matter, nor removed the flaw in the reasoning. Supposing an iron or other solid wall is interposed between me and the hearers, then it ought to be impossible for me to be heard when drawing in air
CHAPTER XXIII.
WHAT THEORY IS TO BE HELD CONCERNING SIGHT?

Nephew: Nothing could give me greater joy or pleasure than to do so; for we now come by a natural transition to the subject which is to me the most obscure in the whole world. We have heard what you have said about hearing; now let us see what you have to say about seeing.

Adelard: Many different views have been expressed about the nature of sight, and it will be perhaps convenient first to set them forth, and then enquire which of them is the most reasonable.

Nephew: Then, if you approve, it shall be my task to state these various theories, and yours to state any objections there are to them when I have done so.

Adelard: Your suggestion is a reasonable one.

Nephew: The theories I have been able to collect in various quarters amount to a number, and fall into four different groups. Some say that the mind, sitting in the brain as its chief seat, and looking forth upon outer things through open windows, viz., the eyes, gets knowledge of the shapes of things, and when it has got knowledge of them, judges them; it being always understood that nothing from the mind passes to the outside, and nothing from the shapes outside makes its way to the mind. Others, again, maintain that sight takes place through the approach of shapes, saying that the shapes of things give shape to the air that intervenes between themselves and the eyes, and that in this way the materials for judgment pass to the mind. Very many also assert that something is sent forth by the mind, i.e., visible breath, and that the shapes of the things that are to be seen meet it in mid-air; having taken shape from these, the breath returns to its seat, and presents the shape to the mind for it to exercise judgment upon. A fourth party maintains that no shapes of objects approach the eye, but that something which they call 'airy force,' and which is produced in the brain by means of concave sinews, passes first through the eyes, and then to the objects to be seen, and by returning to its point of origin brings back to the mind, with the same quickness as it went, the shape impressed upon it as though by a potter.

Let us deal first with the first theory. The use of all the senses belongs, as Boethius declares in his "De musica," to all living creatures; but what is their strength, and what are the limits to their use, is not perfectly clear except to the intellect of the philosopher; for both the effects of things follow upon the antecedent causes according to a most subtle nexus, and causes along with their effects differ from one another by the most subtle differences, so that even philosophers themselves often fail in their understanding of nature. Thus in the present case, if they mean that the mind placed in the brain as a seat regards external objects through the windows of the eyes, then when they assert this they will either be attributing a sort of power to the windows of the eyes, or else assigning no means of contemplating external things to these windows. But by calling the eyes windows, they are attributing to them a certain faculty for seeing external objects: do they then mean that the mind is a corporeal thing? In that case it would require a free and unimpeded means of egress without risk of injuring itself by coming into contact with other things; or do they think that in that conception of shapes which we call sight, there is some corporeal power needed for the mind to prevent it itself from being checked by contact with any obstacle, and that hence windows are required? But neither the mind, nor its consideration of external things, are corporeal things, and therefore they need have no fear of contact with corporeal things, and consequently, so far as the things perceived by them are concerned, do not require any corporeal opening. The formula then of these people includes no force, nor do they assume any path for the mind through the windows of the eyes, since they do not require this. This being so, why do they say that it sees external things through the eyes, especially as the eyes are not perforated, but are more solid than the other instruments of sense, so that if the mind required any corporeal power, the ears or the nostrils (which have passages through them) would supply it. Further if, as is asserted, the mind should see the shapes of things by looking at external things, how could the human mind, by regarding a mirror, see the shape of its own face? The mirror, being opposite to its windows, it would be able to
see; but its own face, though opposite to it, could not be seen according to this idea. This theory therefore lacks consistency, and we must now discuss the second view previously stated.

AELFRED: By all means, nor do I see how the upholders of this first view are to get the better of your objections. It was on this account that a theory was propounded by the stoics, that external forms make their way to the mind itself, and that it is imprinted by them as wax might be. This theory, which was that made Boethius in his "de Consolatione," say, "in bygone days the stoic school introduced us to a set of out-of-date old men who held that perceptions and images are imprinted on our minds by external bodies, just as at times it is people's habit to make and leave marks on the smooth paper with a swift pen. Although Boethius in the same passage attacks this idea as being pointless, I would like to make my objections to it as follows:—The shapes of things to be seen approach the mind of the seer either in their own subject and along with it, or in another subject and along with it. Now it is important that it should do so in its own subject, and not along with it; nor does the body that is seen approach me: therefore it must be in another subject, and along with that.

NEPHEW: In air and with air. For the body, as they say, gives shape to air, and that air to other air, till it comes to that in the brain which acts upon the mind itself.

AELFRED: If approach to the mind therefore were to be by such a transmission of shapes how could this be accomplished should a glassy body be interposed? Would not the advance be prevented through an obstacle? Would not the air in the neighbourhood of the glass be acted upon by it? Will it receive shape from that of the more distant and less splendid body? This is of course absurd, and absurd too is the theory you are discussing. However, let us, as Boethius says in the "Topian," admit it for the sake of argument, that we may see what follows. Let us grant that the progression of shapes as far as the eye is made by the eye even to the brain, or the air of the brain; but let us note that passage which they call a sort of potter's impression. If the air of the brain imprints its shape on the mind, it gives either that shape actually and essentially, or another like it. But that it should be the same is impossible, for no individual shape can pass from one subject to another, as in the passing the shape would be without a subject, which is impossible. On the other hand, if it imprints another shape, it will at once require local parts in the mind just as it had in the air, and not finding those in it, it will not be able by moulding to give shape to it. Since then this theory is obviously untenable, let us pass to the next. This one—the third—is held by those who grant that a visible truth issues from the brain, but most certainly does not go so far as the body, which is relatively very far from it, for the reason that it finds the shapes it seeks in the intervening air.

Hence it has no need to do more than this, and consequently having been impressed returns, bringing back the shape to the mind by which it was sent forth. Those who say this do not realise what is the necessary consequence of their words; for if, as they assert, between the seer and the things to be seen, the air, by reason of the progression of similar shapes, offers to the visible breath of that by which it was in search, then let us assume, first, a man looking from the east westwards, with the object of discerning the shape of a white body (and this, they say, he will find in the intervening air); next, at the same moment, assume another looking from the west eastwards, in order to behold a black body; and let him consequently by the same progression find the shape of the black body in the same intervening air: from this it follows, that the same or indivisible air is the subject alike of blackness and whiteness. Thus two contrary things, acting in opposition, are found in the same subject. But this is impossible, and we are therefore bound to reject the views of those who assert it. Finally, and beyond doubt, there is another consideration which, even if we put other objections on one side, is sufficient to upset all the views we have mentioned. It is this: we are familiar enough with the right of our own shapes in a mirror; but this, though its reality is established by everyday life, does not agree with the theories as lacking strength, put our faith in this academic truth. This theory is as follows: In the brain there is generated a certain air of the most subtle nature, and made of fire, and consequently exceedingly light: this makes its way from the mind along the nerves, whenever it so pleases, and necessity arises, to see things outside. Hence it is called by physiicists "visible spirit": being a body, it naturally requires a local exit, which it finds through the different concave nerves, which the Greeks call "optic," extending from the brain to the eyes: then travelling to the body to be seen, it makes its way with woodensword speed, and being impressed with the shape of the body, it both receives and retains the impression, and then returning to its original position, it communicateth the shape it has received. Now this spirit is called by philosophers "fiery force," and this force, when it finds a mirror opposite to it, or any other light-giving body, being reflected by it, returns
as a result of the reflection to its own face, and still retaining the shape, when it enters, reveals it to the mind. You are not, however, to suppose that this fiery force found the shape of the face in the mirror; but, being reflected from the surface which is too smooth for it to abide there, received the shape while returning, and having received it, brought it back. This then is the divine theory which Plato has adopted, among other things, in his "Timaeus." "There are, in my opinion," says Plato, "two virtues in fire, one consuming and destructive, the other soothing and endowed with harmless light. With this one, therefore, in virtue of which light bringing in the day unfolds itself, the divine powers are in harmony, for it has been their pleasure that the intimate fire of our bodies, own brother of the fire which is a passing bright, clear, and purged fluid, should flow through the eyes, and issue from them in order that through the eyes, slight, cramped, and affrighted, as it were, by the stouter substance, but yet offering a narrow medium, the more subtle clear fire might flow down through the same medium. Hence, when the light of day lends itself to the diffusion of sight, then no doubt the two like lights meeting in turn cohere into the appearance of a single body, in which the flashing brightness of the eyes meet, while the intimate brightness of the diffusion as it spreads is reflected by meeting with the image at close quarters. All this then goes through one, and one only, as the result of that same experience, when either it touches something else, or is touched by it; moved by this contact, it spreads itself through the whole body, and making its way through that body to the mind and produces the sense which is called 'sight.'" Concerning mirrors and water, Plato says a little further on: "When both fires—the inner and the outer—fall together upon a light plane surface, they are formed into many different shapes, and the eidos is reborn from the reflected surface." From these words of the philosopher you will see that just as truth, if never sought for, lay unnoticed, so also the false sometimes did not pass unnoticed: you will, I mean, understand how he says that the fiery breath emanates from the eyes, and is reflected from the object: nor does he forget to say that it suffers a similar experience, i.e., a similar shape, and that it spreads, when returning, through the body of the eye. Then he says that it proceeds to the mind, and that thus is sight effected: in the case of mirrors, he says also that the same thing happens as a consequence.

CHAPTER XXIV.

WHETHER VISIBLE BREATH IS A SUBSTANCE OR AN ACCIDENT?

NEPHEW: I understand, and nothing could give me greater pleasure. For alike on philosophical grounds, from the physical effects of causes, and from ethical considerations, I am inclined to give my whole-hearted assent to Plato rather than to you. I have now a task to impose both on Plato and on you, and I think it will annoy you both: for if, as has been previously explained, anything issues from the brain, whether with the physicists we call it visible breath, or—as Plato asserts—the fire of our own bodies, it must necessarily be either substance or accident.

ADELABD: It is corporeal substance; for, as the philosopher says, fire is a most subtle substance, composed of the four elements.

CHAPTER XXV.

HOW CAN THIS SAME BREATH IN SO SHORT A TIME TRAVEL TO THE STARS AND RETURN FROM THEM?

NEPHEW: Certainly; for if it were an accident, it would not be able to pass to outer things without a subject. Since then you understand that it is a body, it is easy to understand what inconvenience would follow thence. The firmament, which by some is called aplanos, and by others the further sphere, contains all body and place: and when I speak of stars, I mean those upper bodies which not seeming to move are fixed in the plane. Well then, this fiery breath with a single glance of the eye, so to speak, sees the stars; and we have to admit, that a body in so short a time traverses and returns through as great a density of air as there is between us and the moon and the infinite space that lies between us and the moon, and between the moon and the sun up to the very aplanos itself; and this is mere madness and quite impossible, since the actual breath of the whole earth bears no sort of proportion to the infinite diameter of the sky.

ADELABD: That is the sort of difficulty that a man gets into who knows nothing of nature: do you then pay careful attention and store up in your mind what I am going to say. Just as of spaces some are wide, some wider, and some widest of all, so of bodies some I hold are swift, others swifter, and others swiftest of all. This, however, not everyone can understand. Just as the extent of the sky and its shape as laid down by geometers
is barely or not all clear to the vulgar mind, so to it such great speed in so short a time cannot be clear, though the eye in such people is swifter than the mind; for they measure, or rather mis-measure, everything according to the fallacious evidence of their senses in terrestrial matters. They think that the size of the sky exactly coincides with the earth, and that the bulk of the moon and sun and other things, which true reason would show them to exceed in size the earth, are not one whit greater than they seem to their bleary eyes. Those, however, who in matters of this sort are more apt to use reason, the incorporeal eye of the mind as their guide, just as they see clearly the magnitude of the external continent, or boundary, and the almost infinite extent of its diameter, so also see clearly the revolution of the heavens and the unutterably swift movement of the visible breath—and this in both cases, thanks to the use of reason. Just as the mind of the external sphere excels all created beings in the execution of virtues, so also this visible breath is more subtly perfected by the wonderful energy of creative virtue than all things compounded of elements. Just as the travelling forth of mind is the cause of that swift revolution, so the travelling forth of body is the reason of this swift going and returning, and it is not strange that the man who is ignorant of this should also be ignorant of and wonder at its effects. One thing more I must tell you, and that is, that not all the physicists agree with you in saying that the upper stars are fixed in the aplanos, for they assert that they move inside the sky at a far lower altitude—this point, however, I will deal with later on, if I live long enough. For the present, now that impossibility and space are dwindling, let doubt dwindle also.

CHAPTER XXVI.

HOW IS IT THAT WHILE THE EYE IS SLOW, THE VISIBLE BREATH IS NOT LEFT OUTSIDE?

NEPHEW: Nay, doubt grows from more to more, and I fancy that I myself shall dwindle away to utter nothingness before I give up doubting. Just imagine that while the visible breath is touching a star, the eye is shut. This is bound to happen, frequently, and the breath will then be left outside.

ADELARD: If only you would remember what I said previously, you would not raise this objection. The breath is very swift, and, as said above, it is established that it is sent by the mind, and through the mind. It is clear that the eye can be closed only by the mind, by which all voluntary motion is communicated to the body; let the consequence then of this also be clear, that that which sends also receives; and when it wills, shuts the door in such a way as to involve no injury to itself; and so that nothing of its own may remain outside, especially too when the thing itself is of such speed that it immediately receives it back again. Idle then would it be to grieve over a disaster of this sort when the thing sent obeys nature which sends it, and a door is no resistance to one who obeys.

CHAPTER XXVII.

WHY THE BREATH DOES NOT HINDER ITSELF IN GOING AND RETURNING.

NEPHEW: I only hope that you, who while following Plato are tumbling into a pit, may have no causes for grief. I grant that in our discussion we should admit anything that has a possibility of truth, yet I think my next question will land you in difficulties. Assume that this breath, or if you will, fire, makes its way as far as to what is to be seen by it: it is sight effected before it returns or afterwards?

ADELARD: It brings no message until its return.

NEPHEW: If therefore sight takes place immediately after its return, when we look at anything for a long while with fixed gaze and see it, it follows that it has both gone and returned at the same time, if we see the thing continuously and without any interval; hence both its going and returning will be simultaneous and without division, and therefore it hinders itself while going and returning.

ADELARD: Nay, it is you who hinder yourself, for as a result of your not understanding you make foolish objections; it does not follow that because we await anything with a continuous gaze that the breath when going is also returning, or hindering itself. When we say that it goes and returns so quickly, that when one return is accomplished, another starting takes place without a word, because there is no delay perceptible to any sense, since there is nothing that is manifest to sense, i.e., to the intellect, there is therefore no great need that it should go with the same speed after its return as it returned with after its going. As, however, this interval is not discernible to sense, the journey wrongly seems continuous.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

HOW THE MIND RECEIVES SHAPE FROM THAT BREATH.

NEPHEW: What wonderful things words are! When I con over in my mind my own opinion, its logic seems absolute and its coherence perfect; but when I consider your replies, I can
find nothing in them that is not sound. Consequently, by the
unfalse readiness of your replies you win me over to your own
opinion even against my will. Still, I must venture to remind
you of your own words. Just now in your long harangue, when
expressing the views of the Stoics, you said that shape could not
be impressed on the mind poster-fashion by the air. This was
a reasonable objection to take, and you must not mind its being
retorted on yourself. Granted by all, means that the Platonic
fire returns to the mind with the shape without contact: but
then it would be impossible for it to endue the mind with that
shape; and this impossibility makes your whole edifice totter.

Adelard: It is in you that the weakness lies; you are not
trying to learn as you ought: your arguments are as shameless
as they are pointless. I seek no concealment, but prefer the full
daylight: and even if you do not know that, I am no Stoic, I tell
you, but a citizen of Thessaly, and have no need to train my intellect
in the mistakes of the Stoics.

Nephew: Very good, I say no more.

Adelard: But first let me tell you this—the Creator of this
wide universe has endowed the sensible shapes of all creatures
with the same pre-excellent beauty He has bestowed on what we
call the mind. Hence it is in His power to re-emboss the past,
to make what is absent present, and to foretell the future.
Consequently, He does not bring forth the treasury of sensible
shapes always, but only when it is necessary, or when it pleases
Him so to do. The visible breath, therefore, being marked by a
shape unknown up to that moment, the mind displaying that not
shape but a similar one, and showing not a corporeal but a
sensible one, expresses the quality of its own abundance, and is
thereby provoked to an act of judgment. Since therefore both
coming and going presents no difficulty to the visible fire, nor is
the passing on of the shapes any hindrance, let all honour and
love be given to Plato, the discoverer of this divine scheme, and
his followers.

CHAPTER XXIX.
WHY THIS BREATH, WHILE REFLECTED FROM A MIRROR, IS NOT IN
THE SAME WAY REFLECTED FROM GLASS OF PERFECT WHITENESS,
SO AS TO REPRODUCE THE FACE.

Nephew: I am afraid we are getting on too fast, and I must
ask you first to explain the conformation of the mirror. For it,
as Plato seems to say, that fiery breath falling upon a smooth
and cleansed surface is necessarily reflected and returned, why is
it that, when we look upon perfectly clean white glass, the face
is not for the same reason reproduced?

Adelard: A plain surface must be reckoned among the
causes of the reflection, but it is not the only one: we must take
into account also the density or obscurity of the body from which,
whether of necessity or voluntarily, it is to be reflected. Hence,
if upon that same white glass, which as being glittering and of
slight density we may imagine to be penetrated by the breath,
some black substance is superimposed, then the breath will be
reflected and return to its own face, for it hates darkness and
loves light, as being its like. The same thing also happens upon
the untroubled surface of water, if it be darkened by a passing
shade, and the reflections are produced which philosophers call
shadows. Consequently, in regard to reflection, we must take
into account both the lightness and density of the body, and also
the shadowiness of the earth where it is.

CHAPTER XXX.
WHY IT IS NOT THE SAME TO LOOK FROM LIGHT INTO DARKNESS AS
IT IS FROM DARKNESS INTO LIGHT.

Nephew: One further difficulty I have in understanding the
nature of sight. Anyone who is in the dark can see clearly what
is going on in the light, while anyone in the light will not be able
to see what is going on in the dark; this seems to me very strange.
The distance is the same, for the distance from the light to the
dark is the same as from the dark to the light; and it is to me
matter for wonderment that just as the sight of the man who is
in the dark can penetrate to the light, the sight of the man who
is in the light cannot just as easily penetrate to the dark, especially
as sight in the light would seem to have more strength for issuing
forth, and therefore to be able to travel further than sight in the
darkness.

Adelard: That you are surprised astonishes me, for you talk
about light as a blind mass would. Let me tell you at once that
the further visible breath travels from its origin, the weaker it
becomes, and the weaker it is, the more easily it is hindered:
hence, the breath which is sent forth in the light, though starting
in great power, is nevertheless weakened on the road as it gets
further from the brain. Thus made weak, and coming into con-
tact with the darkness, it loses all power over itself, and is
unable to do more than to return to its point of origin without
having accomplished anything. That breath, on the other hand,
which issues forth in the darkness in close proximity to its own
brain, has just the opposite experience, and does not succumb,
for it has the brain close at hand from which to replenish its
strength. Again, if it loses some part of itself on account of the
CHAPTER XXXI.
THE NATURE OF SMELL, TASTE, AND TOUCH.

NEPHEW: I have no further doubts on this subject, and should like you to talk to me about the other senses; for so long as doubt possesses my mind, I look upon your assertions with a hostile eye, but when once my doubts have been dispelled, good-will returns. It is not my nature to make the scholar's gown a cloak for disputation.

ADELARD: I think I ought to touch briefly on these points, especially as they proceed from precisely the same cause as sight, and admit of the same explanation, which is as follows: Smell, Taste, and Touch are the result of the conjunctive action of the corresponding organs with external objects. Thus, in order to effect smell, the air given off by the cause of smell is brought into contact with certain small nipples from the brain and tentacles, which are the organs of this sense. Anything to be tasted is brought into contact with the tongue and palate, the organs of taste. Sometimes the hand is applied to the object to be touched, at others the object is applied to the hand. Hence it is necessary that the qualities of the organs should play an imitative part, and for the following reasons: these organs—dealt with them generally—have qualities specially adapted, and excelling the other parts of the body—the nipples specially adapted to smell, the tongue and palate to taste, and the hands to touch. Hence it happens, that when anything is applied from outside, some quality of which exceeds the amount present in the organs, then a like sensation being produced in the subject, and increasing till it becomes perceptible, brings about a change of the previous state of the organ,—an example of this can be seen in touch. For when the palm of the hand is experiencing heat, cold, or other similar sensation to a moderate extent, if anything hotter or colder is brought into contact with it, its heat, which was before equal, now becomes unequal; similar examples can be given in regard to the others also. Hence the mind, perceiving this inequality of its organ in respect of past and present temperature, concludes that what has been touched was hot. Similarly, smell and taste are also matters of the senses, and what has been said here will apply also to them.

NEPHEW: Yes, certainly, and now that we have dealt at some length with the Senses, I should like to know your views about other points connected with man; and if you can explain these with the same consistency, I shall no longer doubt that you have a mind adapted for the highest flights.

ADELARD: Whenever you want to soar, you will find me ready with my wings on.

CHAPTER XXXII.
HOW IS IT THAT JOY CAN BE THE CAUSE OF WEEPING.

NEPHEW: All right: as we should start upon our upward flight, we ought not to delay over these unimportant matters. When the other day you were coming from the East, where you had stayed studying so long, I, who longed for your coming more than anything else, found myself shedding tears for joy, and what ought to have been the cause rather of laughter plunged me into weeping. As I am not the only person who is said to have experienced this, I am far to believe that the causes of things rather than myself will be found to have changed.

ADELARD: The causes of things are easily found by a man of intelligence, and joy is certainly the cause of laughter. When, as a result of joy, the mind is filled with cheerfulness, it happens also that the cause of that joy spreads through the body natural heat which reaches as far as the brain; when this heat is very great, if it finds such moisture there it naturally makes it evaporate, and expels it through its natural exit. So we have established the consistency with reason of the causes of things.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
HOW IS IT THAT WE BLOW AT ONE TIME HOT, AT ANOTHER COLD AIR FROM ONE AND THE SAME MOUTH.

NEPHEW: I will now suggest for our discussion an experience of our daily life. How is it that a man can blow from his mouth either hot or cold air, just as he pleases? We are told by physicists that all such air comes from one and the same lung, and travels along the same path; is it not strange then that the two opposite effects can so quickly succeed each other?

ADELARD: This, as being a matter of possible doubt, is fair matter for discussion. It is, as you say, the case that both hot and cold air proceed in this way from the lung, but they do not do so indiscriminately. When the air issues from the lung, if it is immediately emitted from the open mouth, since it comes from heat and nothing happens to it on the road, it will be felt to be hot; if, however, it is not emitted at once, then because it is
CHAPTER XXXIV.

WHY FANDING DOES NOT PRODUCE HEAT.

Nephew: As you have mentioned the movement of air, I should like to move a question arising out of it: for our discussion. It is beyond doubt that movement is the cause of heat; why then is the air set in motion in order to produce coldness?

Adelard: Motion certainly produces heat, but it is a different question that is involved in your objection. When we use a fan, we do so in order to cool down our inner heat by the admixture of external air which is not so hot. In the case of all of us our inner air when we perspire is hotter in degree than the outer, and by fanning we mix it with the outer air, in order that thus being brought through the pores into contact with it, it may by mingling with it cool it.

Nephew: When you speak in this way, you are basing everything on the word "degree." Remember, however, that just as contraries are neutralised by contraries, so like is increased by like. Hence if the inner air is hot, and the outer also is under the influence of heat, the two heats must necessarily unite, and greater heat be the result.

Adelard: You are mistaken, and your objection is a mere quibble. In cases of this sort, it is not the fact that, if the less be added to the greater, the total is made greater. What is quoted as an Aristotelian principle that, if anything smaller be added to a thing, the whole is made greater does not, if rightly understood, apply to effects butt to quantities: the words "greater" and "less" are used in two senses, (a) as referring to quantity, (b) as said above, to effects. Granted that these two white bodies are of the same size, and that the whole surface of each is white: one of them, however, will be whiter than the other, and therefore though as far as quantity or extent of whiteness is concerned, they are equally white, yet as regards intensity the words "more" and "less" can be used of them, for one has greater intensity than the other.

Just so is it with regard to heat and cold: for instance, if to boiling hot water, water which is lake-warm and therefore less hot be added, the quantity indeed both of the substance and of the heat is made greater, but the intensity is not similarly affected or made hotter; and the same applies to air.

Nephew: I still have something to say to you on this point, though I have nothing further to say in regard to the increase of heat; for, in the light of what you say, I quite understand that quality does not increase quality in the matter of intensity; but that it should diminish it surprises me, for I find thus contrariety in similitude. If you add lesser fire to fire, both the quantity is increased, and the intensity heightened; and if you ask those who are near it, they will tell you that not only does the fire rise higher, but that they feel it hotter. Yet in the case of water, our perceptions tell us that the opposite happens, and it is quite clear that both you and the water are going against the order of nature.

Adelard: No, no; in your unwise pursuit of likeness, you fail to make proper distinction of causes. As a result of merely noting the existence of qualities in things, you fail to note the mode of their existence in them,—a thing of the greatest importance is the direction of causes. Heat certainly exists both in fire and in hot water, but in fire it exists per se, in water per se. Water, being naturally cold, grows hot when compelled to do so by fire, and assumes a quality contrary to itself.

Hence it is in a way a considerable task for the fire thus to affect the water with its own quality; it heats a smaller quantity more easily than a large one; and if to the heated water a quantity which has not been so heated is added, the heat seems to leave it as though in a fit of temper, and gradually withdraws its strength; hence the temperature of the water falls. No inference can be drawn from the one case to the other, and therefore your ill-chosen analogy cannot have any bearing on the matter. Now that you have learnt something about the qualities of things you will recognise the soundness of what I have said.

Nephew: You are careful to leave part of my question outside your argument; but I should like you also to recognise the stumbling-block in your own path. By all means let us grant that in the case of water a less heat added to a greater does not increase the intensity, water receiving this quality which is contrary to itself not per se but through the fire, and it being as you said, a harder task for the fire to change the greater quantity than the smaller; but why should air be similarly affected, I fail to see. Both the inner and the outer air are naturally warm, and become so not through force impressed upon them but by complexion of their quality, and therefore there is room for doubt as to why the one is cooled by the addition of the other.

Adelard: As I see it is not easy to fool you, I will tell you
briefly what I really think about this. As you say, it is impossible to accept in the case of air the reason which holds good in the case of water. Perhaps, however, you will accept this: though both airs are hot, yet the outer air gains less in temperature when fanning takes place, during which time, as a result of rebounding, the inner air is to some extent driven away from the surface, and the outer air takes its place: I am not now, you must understand, speaking about admixture or blending produced by the admixture, but about the repulsion of the inner air, and the taking of its place by the outer air. It would thus be the intention of the fanner to remove one, and to put the other in its place. Hence, whenever we find the heat too trying, in order the more quickly to remove the hot air we use the fan, so as to drive air straight into our faces, and in this way one air is at once got rid of, and the other takes its place.

CHAPTER XXXV.
WHY IT IS EASIER TO GULP DOWN VERY HOT FOOD THAN TO HOLD IT IN THE HAND (sic).

NEPHEW: Since this point is in my judgment satisfactorily explained, here is another I should like you to make clear: why it is easier to gulp down very hot food when we cannot hold it in the mouth?

ADELARD: As this is explained in the Saturnalia of Macrobius, and is also quite clear from what I have just said (that the interior is hotter than the exterior), I think we will put this question on one side, having, too, in our minds Terence’s saying “not to slay the slain.”

CHAPTER XXXVI.
WHY THE FINGERS ARE OF UNEQUAL LENGTH.

NEPHEW: Your explanation of why you will not answer the question contains in it sufficient to enlighten me on the point; and now, seeing that what concerns the head and face has been explained with sufficient probability, I think we should give a little attention to the composition of the hands; for in regard to these there is a matter about which I am not clear. Since equality is more to be desired than inequality—a fact suggested by the higher repute of one as compared with the other, let us discuss why the fingers are of unequal length.

ADELARD: I can see that I am failing to a mischievous fellow; but still the suggestion is not a bad one, and I will defer to my questioner. I ascribe the cause of this inequality to the hollow and unequal shape of the hands; and we will therefore first settle the cause of this hollowness.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
WHY THE PALM OF THE HAND IS HOLLOW.

NEPHEW: Let our enquiry then first be why the inner surface of the hand is equally hollow.

ADELARD: I think the taking of course careful heed of its own advantage, considered that in this concavity there were provided vessels or containers for things taken hold of by the fingers; also is realised that its body would have a future need of drinking, and therefore deemed it advantageous to have in this same concavity a drinking-cup. Further, while with a view to the dignity of its nature, it wished that nothing should be wanting to it, at the same time it added to it nothing at all that was superfluous.

In order, therefore, that you may not have to look to outside sources for a drinking-cup, you have, let me tell you, one born as part of yourself, with which to supply adequately nature’s need of water.

NEPHEW: Now that I understand about the advantage of the concavity of the palm, I shall be glad to hear about the unequal length of the fingers.

ADELARD: When you want to grip external things taken hold of by the fingers, it is, I suppose, necessary for the fingers to be closed. Now, as the palm is not equal, this same shutting of the fingers would be imperfect and useless, unless the fingers were also unequal. As this is a matter that each man can understand by a trial on himself, I think there is no need to say any more.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
NOW IS IT THAT HUMAN BEINGS CANNOT WALK AS SOON AS BORN, WHILE BRUTES CAN?

NEPHEW: Enough; about these matters I will argue no more; I want instead to put to you quite a different question. It is indeed a common enough matter for discussion among ordinary folk, how it is that while most brutes can walk as soon as born, yet human beings, who ought to excel them, are found weak and lacking in this ability; this matter, since our object is a philosophical discussion of the composition of man, it will be an degradation for us to handle.
AEDALD: As our discussion has in its turn come down to a matter of ordinary common sense, if I am to answer your question, I should like to direct your attention both to the weakness of human limbs, and to the difficulty of walking upright, for from these two causes proceeds the impossibility of walking (so at birth).

NEPHEW: But why should there be this weakness of limb? And why this difficulty in walking upright?

AEDALD: Both alike arise from nature's dignity when acting as agent. By nature acting as agent I mean the mind. The more worthy the powers she proposes to exercise in the human body, the more suitable for these powers she makes the limbs, and therefore in no way bony, or capable of offensive action; for while such are suitable to the brute, they are out of keeping with the practice of rational virtue. As being fleshy and therefore tender, they are in consonance with reason, and adapted for its activities; as being made of earthly clay, and therefore have a certain attraction to it, they may not degrade their governing principle to the earth; nature by raising them up has taken these precautions, and made it her plan, that they should never through contemplation of their own bodies fall away from reason. Since therefore neither the weakness of our legs, nor our manner of walking upright is casual, it results that there is nothing inconsistent in our early difficulty in walking; and just as in the case of brutes, the power of offence they have in their bodies pertains in no way to virtue, so nobility of limb in the early days of rational animals is not to be imputed to vice.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

WHY HUMAN BEINGS ARE EARED ON MILK.

NEPHEW: You have proved your point, and I give in; but there is another question I should like to put, and it is this:—How was it that parents at the beginning decided that milk was the proper food for their young? For, were it not that it made them gentler, it would seem cruel and inhuman to feed, as it were, on part of the mother. Let us then depart for a little from the subjects we have been discussing, and give to this one the attention it seems to deserve.

AEDALD: I explained at the very beginning of my book that like feeds on like. Let me now tell you further, that the limbs of the child in the womb are built up from the mother's menstrual blood. When the child has been born, this blood is no longer so employed, and is by the same providence turned into milk, and thereby the child is after birth more suitably nourished. The human race, not unreasonably, follows this practice as a result either of the teaching of philosophers, or of its observation of the example of animals.

CHAPTER XL.

WHY MILK IS NOT SUITABLE TO PERSONS IN YOUTH OR OLD AGE.

NEPHEW: Unless it be that milk is unsuitable to youths, why should it be banned by almost all of them?

AEDALD: This is due partly to occupation, partly to age, and partly to training. Limbs that are formed require different food from limbs in process of formation. Infancy again requires one thing; and youth desires another: while, lastly, undeveloped jaws call for one sort of food, and fully grown teeth for another. Finally, I should not like to say that human milk is unsuited for any time of life, but only that it is unnatural.

CHAPTER XLII.

WHY IF YOU HAVE INTERCOURSE WITH A WOMAN AFTER SHE HAS LAIN WITH A LEPER, YOU WILL CATCH THE DISEASE, WHILE SHE WILL ESCAPE.

NEPHEW: I give in; and now that we are talking about human nature, there is another point in regard to it which should not, I think, be passed over in silence. Suppose a sound woman has intercourse with a man suffering from elephantiasis, how is it that she, but the first man afterwards to have connection with her, will catch the disease?

AEDALD: The action of the contagion is matter for regret rather than for wonder; and if you want to understand its cause, you must first learn the properties of the two sexes. It is the nature of the male to be hotter, hotter that of the female be colder; the male leans towards dryness, the female towards moisture. Hence, if the female receives the seed of a leprous man, the cold and damp property in her protects her from infection; but since part of the seed remains inactive in her, when a healthy male approaches her, both his dryness and his heat increase, and from the likeness of qualities he becomes infected. Just as coldness and dampness repel, so warmth and dryness by their very nature attract.
CHAPTER XIII.

WHY WOMEN, THOUGH COLDER THAN MEN, ARE YET MORE WANTON.

NEPHEW: But if, as you say, a woman's nature is colder, why is she both by report and in actual fact more wanton?

ADELARD: More wanton she certainly is; but the reason is to be found not in her coldness but in her moistness. Badly tempered blood abounds in her; and as on account of her coldness it is impossible for her to temper it; in her nature, she desires to be purged of it by means of coition. Seed, you must know, is only blood changed into whiteness; further, being colder, the woman's aim is to be brought into contact with the heat of the male, just as serpents are led by their coldness to enter the mouths of sleepers; and that cold blood abounds in women is testified to by the menstrual purgation, a provision made by nature on this very ground. It is the case, therefore, that with the idea of thus purging herself, the woman feels the need of intercourse with the male; but it is not the case that she would become infected with elephantiasis as a result, unless she should either conceive, or during the embrace breathe in too much infected air, or, going outside her woman's nature, abound in heat.

NEPHEW: Everything you say makes me more anxious to hear the rest, for though they are not necessary truths, they are easy to understand, and, as they do no violence to possibility, probable.

ADELARD: That which cannot be rebutted is next door to a necessary truth.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE REASON FOR THE UNIVERSALITY OF DEATH.

NEPHEW: By all means: and now since we have discussed sufficiently the living, I want to raise the question, how it is men come to die. I am not talking of those who die violent deaths, for in that case the reason is obvious enough: what I want to find out is, how it is that people die without suffering any open violence.

When we consider with what care the building up of the body has been worked at and accomplished by the mind, and that no closer union can be discovered than that of the mind and body, we may well ask how it is that the mind becomes changed and—willingly or unwillingly—abandons the body. But that it does not do so willingly (I am speaking only of what concerns nature) is shown by the pathetic manner of its exit from the body, to say nothing of the fear of death which we almost all have. Since then it is in the midst of life that the mind goes forth, it is strange that it should do such grievous violence to nature, which is so powerful.

Ought so violent a departure to be ascribed to the Creator by whose order the mind entered the body? In that case, if it goes forth by his prompting, then just as its entry from Him is no matter for shame, so its departure to Him should not be unpleasant. Again, when the mind took it upon itself to leave its fleshly (reading "cornale" for "carbonel") home, had it some reason in nature which made it do so? For, of a truth, if it were able to keep that which is perfectly finished and therefore perfect, it would have no reason; while it is easier to keep that which is perfect than to make something which is imperfect, when there is no lack of food to ensure that keeping. Further: since neither its own will, nor the power of its Creator, nor the compulsion of necessity separates these two well-matched things, why does not the union last for always?

ADELARD: Allow me to check the flow of your speech with a word or two.

NEPHEW: The importance of the question seems to me so great, that I cannot help taking pleasure in setting it forth.

ADELARD: Then you shall have the pleasure also of hearing the answer. It is as follows: in the first place, it was with reason as its guide that the rational mind entered this body we are now discussing. There are some bodies which are never quickened by mind, since it never enters them; and there are others, which it never abandons; but there are also some which it at one time abandons, and at another abandons. I think then that there is something in bodies which, when the mind finds there, makes it love them; and since it loves them, it quickens them: in others, there is something which it shuns, and therefore it does not visit them so as to stir them. What it loves is that which is congenial to itself, and what is congenial is necessarily that which by nature is like to it: it is therefore in the nature of things that it should love natural amittance. Now that which is like to it is whatever in a body is either equal to it, or nearest to equality with it; and it follows, therefore, that it is this equality that it loves. This equality we must look for in elemental composition, neither the fiery quality showing itself in excess, nor the heavy earthiness being entirely destroyed. Since the mind itself was made in equal proportions by that which is equal, how could it follow after inequality, inequality meaning, as it does, discord? The mind, therefore, by reason of its innate equality, requires an equal proportion of elements, or a proportion which approaches equality; and when it finds it, quickens it. Those bodies, therefore, which differ in themselves in equality of properties, it leaves unvisited:
this is, for instance, the unvarying condition of lamps and other articles of furniture; those which never depart from the equality of their composition, it never ceases to increase, e.g. the higher bodies and the coporeal stars. Other things, however, which sometimes approach equality, and at others recede from it, are sometimes animated, and at others abandoned by the mind: I mean, humanity and the other mortal animals.

CHAPTER XLIV.

WHY, MAN, HAVING ONCE BEEN FORMED IN EQUAL PROPORTIONS, IS FORGERED OF THAT EQUALITY.

Nephew: Since, so far as I understand your meaning, the whole force of your explanation lies in the equality of proportions, this point necessarily comes next:—How does it happen, that while when once you have made the qualities of this compound equal to the movements of the mind, you have gained an elementary peace—how, I say, has the breaking of so essential a union come about, the useless separation of so seemly a combination?

Adelard: A fair question, assuming that you understand its meaning. Give me your close attention, and I will answer as briefly as possible. It is a universal and admitted principle, that whatever by converting something else effects change, in itself also changed as a result of this operation. The axe changes the wood when it chops it, but is itself also changed by the wood; it becomes blunt; the knife changes the bread when it cuts it, but is itself changed in the process; it grows smaller. Whatever acts in this way on something else even though it is insensible, is yet acted upon by that on which it acts. Thus in the case of food, the living body acts upon it; for it changes it; and alters its qualities; but conversely the food acts upon the body, changing its property, and overthrowing its equality; for though the qualities of the food are sensibly conquered by the qualities of the body, yet the power of that which conquers and its equality of composition are gradually lessened and overthrown by that which is conquered. Everyday life gives us abundant examples of this. Hence it happens, that the mind, while aiming at preserving its body by taking in food, without intending it, destroys while repairing, and while keeping, loses.

CHAPTER LXV.

WHY WE SHOULD NEED FOOD EITHER SO FREQUENTLY OR AT ALL.

Nephew: Why should this destructive restoration of our bodies by means of food be required, when they have once been created in good health?

Adelard: It is a matter of necessity. Since each particular living creature does not contain all the parts of nature, and since also the external parts, i.e., the elements, are stronger both in quantity and efficacy, it necessarily follows that our interior parts are destroyed by the external ones, and hence, as there is continual destruction going on, there must also be a continual renewal.

Faced with the imminent danger of dissolution, the mind loses some part of what belongs to it, that it may gain more by way of renewal. It is a true proverb, that "he who will not give what he holds dear, will not get what he wants." Renewal, therefore, is the result of dissolution; and change of equality the result of renewal. It is to this change that the separation of the mind from the body is due. Your question, therefore, is now fully answered.

CHAPTER XLVI.

WHY THE LIVING ARE AFRAID OF THE BODIES OF THE DEAD.

Nephew: A clear explanation; I am no longer in doubt about this. Perhaps we might now discuss, why we who live fear the bodies of the dead? The dread is common to mankind, and I should like to enquire what hidden reason there is for this almost innate fear. You do not fear the dead body of a lion or a tiger. Why then do you shudder at a human corpse? While it lived and had the power to hurt, you were free from care and happy; but now that it lies inanimate you are frightened of it.

Adelard: The Immutable Cause which created all things intended them to live, and therefore made innate in each and all as powerful a reason as possible for living; for He saw that the most effectual way of accomplishing this would be for them to love life, and hate death. This point I will explain more clearly when I come to treat of the reasons for existence. Meanwhile I should like you to grant that the love of life, and the hatred of its opposite, are innate.

Nephew: Why should I not, when Boethius has established this point by point in the "Consolation," and on philosophical grounds?

Adelard: For the present, then, let it be considered established that reasoning animals more than the others cleave to life, and shun the idea of its cessation. Now the animal is nothing more than the union of mind and body. The animal, therefore, loves the union of mind and body, and necessarily hates their separation. Consequently, he is bound to hate the result of this separa-
tion, which is an inanimate body. This therefore is hateful and horrible to a living animal; and this feeling is not due to the fear of harm, but to the natural scheme of the universe; for which reason I should like us to call this shrinking hatred rather than fear.

CHAPTER XLVII.

WHY IF A LIVING MAN FALLS INTO THE WATER, HE GOES TO THE BOTTOM, AND YET IF HE IS DROWNED COMES TO THE SURFACE AGAIN AFTER A FEW DAYS.

NEPHEW: Since here nature's scheme is not at variance with nature, let us pass on to the next matter. There is a further point in regard to the dead about which I am in doubt:—When a man falls alive into a river or the sea, his weight takes him to the bottom, yet after a few days he floats, a sorry sight, on the surface; and herein the force of nature seems to be changed.

ADELARD: It is rather your nature which is changed, you do not understand what you should. Since four humours constitute the human body, there are present in the properties of the four elements. The one which is stronger is the fiery receives, encloses, and contains in the gall the warm and dry property; but that which is wet and dry it is light, and that which is naturally light, unless kept imprisoned, naturally tends to rise higher. So long, therefore, as the vessel of the gall keeps the lightness of the body imprisoned, it is not able to raise the body. But when the prison is broken open, and the lightness spreads through the limbs, it then, through the necessary power of its quality, is able to rise higher, and in wretched fashion to raise those limbs.

NEPHEW: While I am setting forth all these questions for you to solve either by necessary or probable reason, it happens as a result of your method that I am more ready to accept your views than to cry out against them. You have now removed my doubt in regard to humanity; and I think it will be of benefit both to me and others, if you will give your views about earth and water, and about air and fire.

ADELARD: Yes; since we have devoted the holiday to intellectual exercise, do you weave your riddles as much as you can, and I to the best of my ability will explain them, provided always that you do not require necessary truth of me—but that you accept what cannot be rebutted.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

HOW THE GLOBE IS SUPPORTED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE AIR.

NEPHEW: It is of these then that we must treat, of their position, movement, course, and other circumstances. I will put the first question that comes into my head: How is it that this earth of ours which supports all weights (I am speaking not of simples, but of compounda), how is it that it remains in the same place, or by what is it supported? If all heavy bodies, such as stone, wood, etc., require support, and cannot through their weight be supported by the air, then much more does the earth, which is heavier than everything else put together, require to be supported, nor can it be held in position by so unstable a body as the air. Hence it is contrary to reason that it should maintain its position.

ADELARD: Certainly it is inexpedient that it should fall, and that we also shall not fall along with it. I will show that its remaining in its position is in accordance with reason. From the character of its primary qualities, we know that the earth has weight; that which has weight is more secure in the lowest position; and everything is naturally fond of that which preserves its life, and tends towards that for which it has a liking. It follows therefore that everything which is earthy tends towards the lowest possible position. But in the case of anything round, it is clear that the middle and the lowest are the same, and therefore all earthy things tend towards the middle position. Now the middle position is a simple and indivisible middle point, and it is therefore clear that all earthly things tend towards a local and simple point. But this local point is not several but one, and must necessarily be occupied by one thing, not by several; but to it, as has been said, all things tend: consequently each one thing presses on something else, since all and sundry are hastening to the same point. Now the point to which all weighty bodies are hastening is that to which they are falling, for the fall of weighty bodies is merely a hastening in a middle point. By the point to which they are falling I mean the fixed middle point. The place to which they are falling—the middle point—remains fixed; and therefore, while falling into a stable position, they yet remain fixed, unless some force be impressed on them as a result of which they are diverted from their natural course. The very opposite then is the case to what you thought; and you will now see clearly that it is what you thought to be a reason for falling which gives stability and coherence to heavy bodies. They are, therefore, in some way supported by the point to which they are hastening; and if it should move in any direction, all the things which are affected towards it would also of necessity move,
though of course in that self-same spot we have not the first but the second cause of stability: for, in accordance with the reason previously given, the first cause of central equilibrium is the property of the subject, the second the stability of the point which it makes for.

CHAPTER XLIX.

IF A HOLE WERE MADE STRAIGHT THROUGH THE EARTH, IN WHAT DIRECTION WOULD A STONE THROWN INTO IT FALL?

NEPHEW: My next question is in no wise contrary to what has gone before; I see that this result stems from the mere coherence of things. My difficulty is this: Supposing the earth to be pierced, so that there were a passage straight through, and a stone be thrown in, what would be the direction of its fall?

ADELARD: That which causes the stationary position of the earth, would produce equilibrium in the stone.

NEPHEW: The answer satisfies me; for I understand that it would come to rest at the central point.

ADELARD: There is a further point I should like to make clear to you: as all nature loves its like, so it shows the contrary. Fire is opposed to earth in the effective power of its qualities, and hence it follows that earth shuns fire. The whole of the upper space environing the world is the home of fire, and this upper space with its fire is therefore necessarily to be shunned by earth: but whatever flees from the central point will come into collision with that which it wants to avoid: therefore that it may not in unfortunate flight come into collision with that which it avoids, the earth seeks that point which is on all sides equally distant from the upper spaces. This position then it holds for two reasons: (1) through its own weight it seeks that for which it has a fondness, (2) because it shuns that which it does not like.

NEPHEW: If this, as explained by you, the centre and the lowest point are the same thing in the frame-work of the universe, how is that Statius, the poet (in this point, Statius the philosopher) has contrasted them? For he says, "Either the lowest part of the earth or its centre, both adjoin the hidden universe"; by thus separating them, he has adjudged them to be opposites.

ADELARD: He has a two-fold object to gain: he is both hinting at the fallacy of vulgar and self-contradictory belief, and openly setting forth a physical truth; for the common herd do not distinguish between circumference and containing planes. Consequently, with confused minds they wrongly trust the eye, and wrongly invent an hemispherical imperfection; and, therefore, from this stupid point of view the bottom of the earth will not be the centre. To right the mistake is, however, an easy task for the individual, and therefore outside the scope of the present treatise. It is now clear even to the unlearned that earth is both the bottom and the centre of this mundane mass.

CHAPTER LX.

WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKES?

NEPHEW: It is plain that you do not plough the sea-shore, nor sow your seeds in the sand; you speak words of understanding. If indeed, as you explained above, heavy bodies have gained a central equilibrium for a double reason, what is it which makes them change from this causal necessity, and produces instability? You will not deny that you once told me, that while in the Antioch district you were crossing a bridge in a certain city, not only the bridge but the whole of the district was shaken by so violent an earthquake that you seemed to be in as great danger on land as by sea. What then is this power which is so violent that it changes the position of things and earth herself, that ponderous mother of weights, from the position she has taken? From a consideration of this point again you will no doubt find some qualitative cause; and yet if there is one, it will perhaps be contrary to the one previously mentioned, and so being false, be no cause at all.

ADELARD: Your anecdote is true, but your prophecy false. Just as I passed over the shaking bridge without a scratch, so I shall answer your question without damage to my consistency. In an earthquake the earth is affected particularly and not universally; and the cause of the movement I hold to be not its own quality, but the effect of its continent. By its continent, I mean the air; for the air is not only diffused all round the earth, but also fills its interior bowels-fashion. When, therefore, the outer air calls to the inner air, the latter hastens to go forth to its kin; and gathering together with this object, fills the caverns of the earth; and so long as it finds obstacles, shakes it violently, and does not rest till it finds its course outwards. No doubt it will be obvious to you, that while every such compound may be imprisoned for a time, yet at last it will strive to force its way to its original source.

CHAPTER LII.

WHY SEA-WATER IS SALT.

NEPHEW: Yes, that is quite clear. Let us, therefore, now
pass to the natures of various waters, in regard to which my first perplexity is why sea-water is bitter and salty?

Aesop: I regard the heat of the sun and the planets as the cause of the saltiness. The real ocean flows through the torrid and centre zone, and it is through the same zone, though indirectly, that the planets have their course; and, as a result of the great heat of the stars, the sea itself is necessarily heated, and consequently becomes salty. A fact which supports this theory is, that in the sea-board districts near that ocean, sea-water when dried in the sun on the rocks is, without any artificial process, turned into salt; while in more distant seas, if you want to get salt, the sea-water as being remote from violent heat, and therefore less cooked, has to be subjected more than once to the action of fire. It has often been found also that even fresh water can be turned into salt by a process of cooking over fire; and to this we must add, that all sea-water is saltier in summer than in winter,—a fact that can easily be verified by experiment.

CHAPTER LI.
THE CAUSE OF THE EBB AND FLOW OF THE TIDES.

Nephew: Now that this has been settled, I think we might deal with another notorious difficulty—the ebb and flow of the tides, and whether the theory of some philosophers that they are due to a violent action, is to be accepted. These say, that the ocean proper flowing through hot channels causes streams of very great quantity to flow back from east and west into the Arctic and Antarctic regions. These flowing together with great violence produce, they say, the tides—the impact of conflict giving us the flow, and the recoil the ebb.

Aesop: I would not dare to find fault with what philosophers say, but this much let me affirm confidently; that if, as they say, the waters in very big arms of the sea come together, when the waves are once mingled, there will be no second impact; for it is not possible that they should separate again; or at any rate, if they should a second time come into collision, the second out will be less than the first, and the third than the second, while later it will be very small, and finally nothing at all. I should like to know what answer your philosophers will make to this. Now let me briefly give my own explanation: I admit the recolls, and do not deny the meetings; but I do not admit (condo in the original should be conceded, or in abbreviated form) that they flow together, or come into violent conflict. The reason for this I take to be the situation of the earth; for though the channels of the sea are fiercely eager to meet one another and flow together, yet it happens through the interposition of mountains and the somewhat elevated situation of the earth that on their ebb they are drawn back from that particular course. The result is that they are held back by their position from the point to which they are impelled by their natural and inherited movement. I am not ignorant that there are those who say that this movement goes on in one sea, the Caribbean; but if this were true, there would be similar violent movement of no less strength in those seas which are nearer the torrid zone; while, as a matter of fact, all those seas are free from any agitation of the sort, and for this reason,—that they are far removed from the cause we have previously mentioned.

CHAPTER LIII.
WHY THE INFLOW OF THE RIVERS DOES NOT INCREASE THE SIZE OF THE OCEAN.

Nephew: Since it is agreed that nothing that is possible must be put aside, we must consider this next question. If, as the common herd declare, all rivers flow into the sea, it is strange, having regard to the great bulk of their waters, their constant flow, and their almost infinite number, that they do not swell the ocean’s size.

Aesop: If you follow the common herd you will tumble into a pit. They not only understand nature so badly as to be like men in a dream, but they talk about her, positively and truly. It is not true that all rivers run into the sea, though many do; and just as some run into it, so others run out of it. Consequently, the sea gives as well as receives, and so gets no sensible increase. In the same way some people have raised the question why, seeing that many subterranean streams proceed from it, and the stars also drink up a great part of it, it does not decrease rather than increase. Hence we find in Statius, that Phoebus sings of “the spring that feeds the boundless main.” As a matter of fact, the sea gives as much as it receives.

CHAPTER LIV.
WHY SOME RIVERS ARE NOT SALT.

Nephew: Lo! I am again befogged. If rivers run from the sea to us, how is it that they are not salt when they reach us?
CHAPTER LV.

HOW RIVERS CAN HAVE A CONSTANT FLOW.

Nephew: Now that we have made mention of rivers, if we regard them carefully, we shall find ground for perplexity: how is it that they maintain a constant flow? How are we to account for the fact, that the flow of water was not exhausted long ago? Water follows water in endless success, and the long procession never ends, this entire arrangement is going on to infinity.

Adelard: He who is ignorant of beginnings speaks but ill of conclusions. I want you to understand that the movement is a circular one, without beginning and without end, and anything of which this is true is in a state of perpetual movement. Rivers, being running streams, have by natural means a continuous circular movement, and therefore return upon themselves; what they have lost by the outward movement, they regain by the return. Hence it is that the satirist, mocking the stupidity of the vulgar, says, "The bumpkin stands waiting till the stream has flowed past; but it glides on, in its rolling course for all time." Do you, therefore, who just now bumpkin-fashion were waiting for the end of the ever-flowing stream, now that you have been instructed, return to the ship of wisdom, in order that you may cross the river.

CHAPTER LVI.

WHY SPRINGS ARE FOUND ON HIGH GROUND.

Nephew: We now know all about those streams which either run round and round in circular fashion, or which flow into the sea, and then, flowing out of it again, are unceasing. Concerning those springs, however, which have their origins on high mountains, I am quite at a loss as to what is the reasonable view to hold. Since the circumjacent plain is open on all sides, I see that no river can climb up to them, and fail to understand how they originate.

Adelard: Listen spell-bound, and understand. Since in the bowels of the earth rivers divide their courses in many ways, it may happen that a stream may enter ground which is blocked by obstacles on all sides, and is therefore compelled to flow out upwards, if such an exit exists: continually rising, it is bound to come to the surface,—a thing which you can see exemplified even in works built by man for holding water.

CHAPTER LVII.

WHETHER SUCH THINGS AS REAL SPRINGS EXIST.

Nephew: If, therefore, in the case of water-courses we assume this reciprocal motion of which you speak, and believe that they run back upon themselves, we shall have to admit that there is not of necessity such a thing as a "spring," and the word will be a mere empty name without substance; while if we admit according to the ancient idea that they do exist, what reason are we to give for their perennial springing? Would the earth itself in which they spring be lacking?

Adelard: I cannot deny that your question deserves a reasoned answer. True, those waters which return upon themselves cannot be called springs, and it is yet asserted that there are genuine springs. We must consequently discuss the cause of perennial springing. Let us treat the matter in a common-sense way, and call in the help of analogy. To my idea, a spring in moist ground is much the same as drops of sweat when your body is perspiring. As the earth becomes subject to moisture in many different ways, it gives it out and breathes it forth through a quality inherent in it, when the moisture coming together from different places collects into one, and thus we get a spring started; and as this spot continues to generate moisture, the big drop, of perspiration as it were, becomes a spring; and hence it happens, that in places where the moisture is small, the spring dries up in summer, while it flows vigorously in winter.

CHAPTER LVIII.

WHY, IF A VESSEL BE FULL AND ITS LOWER PART OPEN, WATER WILL NOT FLOW FROM IT UNLESS THE UPPER LID BE FIRST REMOVED.

Nephew: There is another point in which I am in doubt about the nature of water. As you know, some little time past we visited an old witch in order to study magic, and there attracted by her sense, or perhaps her nonsense, we spent some days. In the house was a vessel of remarkable powers, which was brought out at meal-times. Both at top and bottom it was pierced with
many holes; and when water for washing the hands had been put into it, so long as the servant kept the upper holes closed by putting his thumb over them, no water came out of the lower holes: but as soon as he removed his thumb, there was at once an abundant flow of water for the benefit of us who were standing round. This seemed to me to be the effect of magic; and I said, "What wonder that the old woman is a sovereign enchantress, when her man-slave can work such wonders!" You, however, though according to your habit you paid great attention to enchantments, refused to regard this as magic. Now tell me what you think about this matter of the water: the lower holes were always open, and yet it was only at the water-carrier’s will that water issued from them.

Aedilan: If it was magic, it was nature’s rather than the servant’s power. The body of this sensible universe is composed of four elements: they are so closely bound together by natural affection, that just as none of them would exist without the other, so no place either is, or could be, empty of them. Hence it happens, that as soon as one of them leaves its position, another immediately takes its place; nor is this again able to leave its position, until another which it regards with special affection is able to succeed it. When, therefore, the entrance is closed to that which is to come in, in vain will the exit be open for the departing element: thanks to this loving waiting, it will be all in vain that you open an exit for the water, unless you give an entrance to the air. These elements, as I have said, are not pure, and are so closely conjointed together, that they neither can nor will exist without one another. Hence it happens that if there be no opening in the upper part of the vessel, and an opening be made at the lower end, it is only after an interval, and with a sort of murmuring, that the liquid comes forth. The quantity of air which comes in is equal to that of the water which goes out; and the air finding the water porous, passes through it, thanks to its natural motility and lightness, and takes possession of the apparently empty upper part of the vessel.

CHAPTER LX.

Now winds arise.

Nephew: As regards water, you have said enough to satisfy my doubts. Such questions as why some of them taste of saltpetre, or others grow hot of themselves, have been more or less well handled by others, and there is no need for us to discuss them now: let us then go on from our present point to others of higher importance. We have dealt with water: now let us discuss the nature of air. Doubting with Staturius, who, in his poem on Nature, asks, What is the provender of the winds? I ask whence comes the winds?

Aedilan: In my opinion, the wind rises partly from the surface of the earth, partly from the expanse of waters. Marshes and valleys give up a great deal of dense air, which in the natural course of things rises upwards; further, when they are loosened, they give back to its natural position much moisture of water which they had previously held imprisoned: add to this that I do not exclude from my statement the actual air which is the continent of earth. In order that the subject of our enquiry may be more easily understood, I will give a comprehensive definition of it. Wind then is air in a state of motion, and dense enough to have propulsive force; for I think that wind is a species of air: in order, however, to separate it from moon, its superior genus, I add "dense." Since so long as it remains inactive it cannot be wind, I do not doubt that it must be in a state of motion: therefore I add "motion" to the definition; while, finally, to distinguish it from those dense airs which are in very gentle motion, the definition requires the addition of "propulsive force." Here, therefore, I collect both those airs which are dissolved in many ways by the lower ones, and also the continent air which surrounds us, if they have the previously determined differentias.

Nephew: I therefore will hasten on to my previous goal.

Aedilan: Be careful not to lumber in your haste.

WHAT IS THE ORIGINAL CAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT OF THE AIR?

Nephew: As you previously explained that wind is air in motion, it is necessary, if there is to be wind, that the air should be set in motion.

In regard then to this motion, let me assume an inactive state of air, in order that we may see whether any part of it can have the said state of motion. Whatever is moved is moved by something, and whatever derives motion from something else is moved either by something in a state of rest, or by something which is also in motion. Now it is impossible for a thing which is completely at rest to destroy the tranquillity of other things, and to urge them to motion. Therefore motion will be produced by something in which motion exists; but this thing in which motion exists must necessarily be set in motion by something else. But the number of "something elses" is infinite, and the
motion therefore of the air will be infinite: therefore there is
either no such thing as wind, or if it has once happened to come
into existence, it will both cause universal motion, and never
reach its goal. Away then with this harmful definition which
robs the world of its quiet, and produces an intolerable state of
things!

ADELARD: The man who leaps before he looks will fall before
he should. Look then at the subtle nature of things, and not at
sophistical stumbling-blocks. For just as I think existence to be
the cause of vacillation, energy of motion, in time, and unity of
place, so I think rest to be the cause of motion. Whatever, however,
moves, if the term is employed properly and in the sense of
passivity, is certainly moved by something else; and you will
admit that rest and motion have different meanings. Rest is the
result of passivity, while motion leads to action, for a thing will
move, and not itself be moved by something else. In form it will
be active, not patient; it will be the cause of motion, not its
effect. In fire, when it rises upwards, this cause, or form, is
called lightness; in a stone, when it falls downward, gravity;
and in fire let us call it agility for that it is fire, though
definitely quiescent, impels its foundation to motion. Motion, therefore,
as defined will be neither infinite, nor will it lead us in an unending
search for causes. Let other people look to what they have said
about motion: I, for my part, consider the forms of things to be
the causes of passive effects; for these at times by their efficient
power, which by likeness of nature calls out those of other com-
ounds, impel the things on which they act to suffer divers effects,
though they themselves undergo nothing of the sort. For this
reason, the prime cause of all things, though in a sort it moves
all things, is yet itself subject to no change; and therefore it
does not follow, that because a thing produces movement, it is
therefore in a state of movement.

CHAPTER LXI.

WHETHER WHEN ONE ATOM IS MOVED, ALL ARE MOVED; SINCE WHATEVER IS IN A STATE OF MOTION MOVES SOMETHING ELSE,
THUS SETTING UP AN INFINITE MOVEMENT.

NEPHEW: It may be that in the case you have mentioned there
is no movement, yet I am still perplexed. You cannot deny that
whatever is in a state of motion moves something else. Now
in a state of motion—that is, motion causing change of
place—means leaving the place one was in and taking the place
of something else, for whatever changes its place moves that
whose place it takes. It follows, then, that whatever is in a state
of motion moves something else; and hence, if one atom of a
body is moved, motion goes on ad infinitum. Therefore the move-
ment of the winds, begin it as you may, will never come to an
end.

ADELARD: Oh, yes it will, and I will show you how. I
grant, of course, that whatever is in a state of motion moves
something else. This movement, however, necessarily goes on
not extensively nor ad infinitum, but orbicular, and returning to
the point from which it started. The motion of the winds will
be an orbicular one, resembling that of water, but not exactly so;
at the same time it will be perennial. There will be something
which, when a like form drives it forth, will give it a transverse
impetus, and as a result the whole body of atoms in connection
with it will be diverted from their previous course. Again, should
that which, by a more powerful impulsion, has just diverted the
one group of atoms from its course, come into contact afterwards
with a still more powerful impulse of air coming from elsewhere,
it will certainly be over-mastered by it. Consequently, if in
different parts of the sensible world different movements are in
the aforesaid manner produced, they will be bound to come into
collision with one another, and are thus diverted from their original
course; and in this way, so far as that particular arrangement
is concerned, the impulsive power is brought to an end.
Since then the original movements are brought to a stop by coming
into contact with other movements, and the impulse of all does
not follow the movement of any single one, no one movement of
them all will go on perpetually, a thing which will be easily seen
in the case of a ray of the sun.

CHAPTER LXII.

WHY WINDS TRAVEL ROUND THE EARTH, AND NOT IN AN UPWARD
DIRECTION.

NEPHEW: Your answer is hard to understand, but as no self
contradiction can be found in it, I suppose it cannot be refuted,
and shall prefer therefore to adduce other matters in regard to
which I feel some perplexity. If, as you assert, it is because the
similarity of what befalls them outwards calls them forth, and
their proper qualities urge them on, that such a body of air is
forced into motion, why do they not move upward, a thing which
their very nature would seem to demand, rather than by sweeping
along the earth, and cleaving to it, choose to abandon their
natural home?
AEL Fast you think it, it is by doing this especially that they keep to the order of things and the plan of nature. Just as that which through its abounding in fire is most light—I mean the wind—holds a position near the fire, so the wind, being weighed down by the heaviness of moisture, has its abiding-place near the water; the former is raised by its rarity, the latter depressed by its weight: one is elevated by heat, the other weighed down by the coldness inherent in moisture. Consequently, as it is bound to move and cannot rise, it courses round our earth, and troubles our peace.

CHAPTER LXIII.

WHY, OR whence, IT GAINS ITS TERRIBLE POWER?

NEPHEW: You have spoken well, for you both spoken the truth and given me an opportunity of putting a fresh question, for I quite agree with what you have said about place and direction. My doubt is this: How has the wind such strength and such mighty power, that it is able to throw down houses, to root up trees, and destroy the repose of nature?

AEL Fast: The causes of this destructive enmity are to be found in the world's wide speed and its stoutness of constitution. No small amount of air is imprisoned in the bowels of the earth, and for a long while is unable to come forth; as time goes on, however, either its own strength giving it the means, or the earth's established course opening a road to it, it manages to burst forth, and the longer it has remained shut up, the more violent will be its exit. If, in addition, it becomes of a stout constitution in the matter of density through an uncertain watery humour, this stoutness combined with swiftness produces propulsive force. In whatever direction, therefore, it moves, it does mischief proportionate to its strength; and it ought not, therefore, to seem strange that, in its struggles to break forth, it works changes upon the earth, and that in forcing out a way, it over-whelms the obstacles in its path.

CHAPTER LXIV.

WHENCE THUNDER PROCEEDS.

NEPHEW: One thing which clearly takes place in the air is an object of wonder to all nations—the death-dealing disturbance called thunder. By it not only are all nations terrified, but fear weighs heavily also upon irrational creatures: at the sound of it, birds leave the air in fear, and seek their nests in the leaves, and the brutes, what we call their dens: the shell-fish of the sea, leaving the gons on which they are engaged unfinished, hasten to the bottom, abandoning their shells. Is, then, your science bold enough to give the cause and origin of thunder, or is it unable to solve this most difficult problem, for in face of thunder the philosopher is no braver than the rest?

AEL Fast: Nothing is difficult, unless one loses heart. Hope on, and you will find the right road: so far as I can, I will explain this phenomenon. Let us start with something fixed and unquestionable. It is fixed and beyond doubt that mist rises from low altitudes to higher ones; this frequently happens, and our eyes bear witness to it. Now some of these are of slight texture, others dense, others denser, and others densest of all, and this in proportion to the amount of moisture each contains. If then the denser ones, when they rise, encounter a cold layer in the upper altitudes, they first turn into clouds: then, if they encounter the steady, cold and biting grip of arctic winds they are, from this two-fold cause, frozen into ice. This ice is kept firm by its own extent and cohesion, and supported unbroken by the air beneath it. If, however, head-winds swoop down on it with great violence, or if a summer waxes it is exposed to the solvent action of heat, it is then of necessity broken up by the former or melted by the latter. Thus being deprived of the support its size gave it, it can no longer maintain itself in the air, and falls; hence the thunder we hear in winter is due to the breakage of the ice, and what we hear in summer to its melting. The various accidents, then, which accompany this phenomena do not, taken separately, arouse your surprise; your eyes bear witness to the rise of clouds; the excessive coldness of high winds proves the freezing which takes place; while the crash which follows upon the collision with the winds proves to your ears that the clouds are either broken or dissolved. Why, then, should the sum total of accidents fill you with such wonder? Why are you amazed? Why perplexed? Why turn your wondering and uncertain eyes now this way, now that? Yet I know that the darkness from which you suffer afflicts all who are in doubt about the nature of things, and leads them into error. The mind imbued with wonder and a sense of unfamiliarity shudderingly contemplates from a distance effects without regard to causes, and so never shakes off its perplexity. Look more closely, take circumstances in their totality, set forth causes, and then you will not be surprised at effects. Do not be one of those who prefer ignorance to a close examination. In matters of this sort I have found almost all men wrong-headed; and hence, when I lay down premises of this sort in talking with them, they neither accept my
CHAPTER LXV.

THE CAUSE OF LIGHTNING.

NEPHEW: I think I understand this all right; but there is another difficulty I should be glad to have removed: What is the cause of lightning? True the question has been already raised by some, e.g., by Statius, who says, "Then he discloses what it is that speeds the lightning"; but yet I do not remember that anyone has explained it adequately.

ADELARD: The matter is certainly worthy of discussion; and in order to make the force of my explanation quite clear, try to realise that as a result of all violent collision of bodies, the lightest thing in them is the first to be separated from them. Now all sensible things fire is the lightest, and is therefore forced out of them by the violence of the collision. Never in this hall of the elements is there a bigger conflict than the fierce collision of the ice I spoke of, and hence fire of wondrous velocity necessarily shoots out from it.

CHAPTER LXVI.

WHY LIGHTNING DOES NOT ALWAYS ACCOMPANY THUNDER.

NEPHEW: I am afraid your "necessity" breaks down badly, for a necessary consequence must be an invariable one; but we have often heard thunder which was not accompanied by lightning, just as you do not always perform what you threaten to do.

ADELARD: Kindly listen, in order that you may become clear of your mistake. When I used the word "necessity," I did not mean it universally, but meant simply the necessary cause of this particular effect; though I am bound to say that I think it seldom or never happens that thunder is not accompanied by lightning, even if not always of the fiery sort. Some lightnings, let me tell you, earth, others cut, and others burn. It is a visual phenomenon which sometimes produces a stone called by the Greeks keranos and by the Romans a lightning stone. Sometimes only air results from the thunder, and that is by some called "cutting lightning"; frequently also fire is hammered out from it. This, however, depends rather upon the nature of the forces that come into conflict than on their difference. If only winds clash together, they will produce dangerous air; but when masses of ice are forced together or melted, if the collision is a violent one, a stone forces its way out; if ultra-violent, then fire is produced.

WHAT IS THE FORCE BY VIRTUE OF WHICH LIGHTNING PENETRATES STRUCTURES OF STONE AND BRASS?

NEPHEW: Truly a monstrous offspring of evil generation, whether we are to call it air, or stone, or fire! For though so small in itself, it produces such grievous violence, that, sometimes by reason of the thickness of the clouds of which you talk, it cuts its way even to the earth, sometimes utterly destroying trees and buildings of wood, yea, even on occasion making its way through structures of stone and brass, and consuming them.

ADELARD: Whatever pierces obstacles does so rather by the speed it has acquired than by its own proper substance. Of so much greater account is velocity in matters of this sort than offensive power, that even with such poor tools as slender wooden missiles, without any iron tip whatever, we pierce the thickest shields. When we are setting what constitutes force, we must include velocity, and therefore also power of penetration. Here we have the answer to our question. In the case of all thunder, its downward speed is so great, that its "possibility," so to
CHAPTER LXVIII.

HOW IT IS THAT IT IS NOT AT THE SAME TIME OR ALWAYS THAT WE HEAR THE CRASH OF THUNDER, WHEN WE SEE THE LIGHTNING.

NEPHEW: If, as you have said, the fire is the result of the crash, how is it that we often see the fire, and only subsequently, or not at all, are we aware of the presence of the storm?

ADELAIDE: The fact that we do not immediately hear the cause when we see the effect, is to be referred not to the phenomena themselves, but to our hearing and the nature of our sight. These two senses are not of the same quickness of apprehension, as what I have said before will make clear. We can find an analogy in the case of sweetness in the sense of taste, which always makes less appeal to the old. It is as if a man from a high watch-tower on a mountain should observe a bandit in the valley below; the impression of what goes on will reach his sight before his hearing. The fact that sometimes we do not hear the crash afterwards is due to intervening objects: masses of clouds of great thickness intervene, and these more readily intercept the sound than obscure the brightness of the fire.

CHAPTER LXIX.

WHY THE MOON WAS DISAPPEARED IN RESPECT OF LIGHT.

NEPHEW: Even though I hide the truth, I cannot resist it. By your explanation you have uprooted the thorns of perplexity from the field of my mind; so let us according to the terms of our agreement proceed to another question. You have given my ignorance milk from the breasts of reason; do you therefore, as though I were tarred and feathered, go on whispering: you will, and I will follow. Just as when it is Socrates who preaches, virtue and friendship make things easy that are almost impossible, so does reason bring back an intelligence that was despised into clear-sighted deliberation. Let us then put on the wings of reason, and rise to the stars, first discussing the Moon as being the nearer to us; How is it that it alone of the great choir of stars lacks the charm of light of its own to such an extent, that it is only a fraction of itself, and that no fixed shape whatever has survived the injury it has received? The fact is, I am not yet clear as to whether the sensible universe was made from something else or from nothing: if from nothing, then just as the other stars are perfect, so the moon might have been made perfect, lacking nothing. Whatever lacks existence is nothing; and therefore it may have been made from nothing, in that it was not made in like manner to the rest. Again, if the whole world of stars was made from something, it was made either from a sufficient material, or from something which could fall short of perfection: if it was from abundance, then nothing could be lacking to the moon; but if from stinted or insufficient material, why did not the other stars go short rather than the moon? If you consider the matter, it is certain that the stars were set up for the sake of mankind. Is, then, Saturn of greater benefit to us than the Moon? Is not the Moon, as being nearer to us, both more powerful in its effect, and pleasanter to look upon? It both controls the humours, and illumines our darkness.

ADELAIDE: You are trying to establish a dilemma; yet its horns are not so strong but that they can be, if not broken, at any rate bound. We will assume that the world is made either from something or not, and I grant you which alternative you please: if you like, this one,—that in the universe you see rather efficient cause than material. Hence a philosopher has said, "The workman gives fortune to the work, but the understanding of it belongs to the all-good Creator, whoever he be." If then be be such, it necessarily follows that everything must, like its Creator, be all-good. Nothing, therefore, can be better than it is; and if it changes, it must do so for the worse. But enough, and let our familiar conversation return to the matter in hand. You complain that the Moon is not perfect, and by "perfect" you mean round. But just consider what follows: If the moon were round, and always of the same form, it would have a light of its own. But this it has not, just as it has not always the same form and roundness. If, however, it had a light of its own, then it would also have fire of its own: having, however, no fire of its own, it also has not light. Now if it had fire of its own, the heat would be harmful to us, for it would whiten the tree, and dry up the springs, and, blasting away close to the earth, reduce it to dust. But there is much drought when the Sun is in Cancer, then if the Moon were every month in the same sign, wholesale destruction would follow. It was against this that the All-Wise and All-Good made provision.

CHAPTER LXX.

WHY A PERPETUAL SORT OF SHADOW BROUGHS OVER IT.

NEPHEW: In view of the impossibility I grant this; but as we have chosen to talk of the Moon, I want to bring forward a matter which perplexes me more than anything else. It is
this: How is it that a shadow which all can see, and a shadow of such intensity, broods over it? I am not raising the point as to why it suffers eclipse (many people have already dealt with that), but what I want to get at is this: How is it that, whether at the full or the wane, it is always accompanied by a certain obscurity, which is always formed in the same way? Even more than at this, I wonder why, though the sun exists in the same hemisphere, it does not dispel the moon’s darkness; is it that it would do so, or would not, or cannot?

ADELARD: It has neither the will nor the power, and, as I think, for the following reasons: In the choice of positions, every animate object has chosen that which is adapted to its own abundance.

Now the lunar body has fallen lower than the other stars, and therefore must be considered earthy, watery, and airy, rather than fiery: and the essences alike of earth, water, and air, are generative of shadow. Consequently, the lunar body is necessarily involved in shadow and this shadow, together with the thickness of its subject, if diffused equally throughout the whole body, would not be to any great extent receptive of clear light. As, therefore, density of material is necessary if it is to keep its position, and clearness of light is welcome to us who look for it, that neither of these things might be prejudicial to it, both density and shadow have been combined into one, for philosophers also have called the moon an “aerial earth.” You will understand, then, that I do not agree with those who assert that this darkness comes to the moon from below; it is, in my opinion, rather a matter of essential necessity than of external accident. They say that the moon wanders just as much as the seven planets; but I think it is they rather than the stars that wander; for I believe that whatever is in them, or arises from them, is produced by provident reason.

CHAPTER LXXI.

WHY THE PLANETS, AND PARTICULARLY THE SUN, DO NOT KEEP TO THEIR COURSE THROUGH THE MIDDLE OF THE aplanis WITHOUT DEVIATION.

NEPHEW: I am reminded by what you have said about the wandering of the stars, which the Greeks call “planets,” to make a complaint about all of them, but especially about the sun. What is the necessity for the obliquity we notice, and the occasion for the wandering, as it is called? I am not asking why their courses are contrary to the aplanis, but why they recede obliquely, no matter in what direction their courses lie. Not even you can deny the deviations and returns of the planets; both winter and summer show them clearly. Perhaps you may want to put it down to the oblique circumference of their orbit, and say that the zodiac is sloped from Cancer to Capricorn; there is nothing in that for me to attack you. The puzzle is this—why is the line of the zodiac ill-defined, when it might have been drawn in a straight line through the middle of the hemisphere. There would then accrue no small gain to the human race: the unpleasant excesses of winter and summer would be wiped out; and the State, freed from the extremes of heat and cold, would be happy in the enjoyment of a kindly mean of temperature.

ADELARD: Do you really think so? Happy it could not be: just consider the result; and let me tell you, that when I am enquiring into reasons my principle is, when I gain nothing from the antecedent, to consider what follows from the consequent.

Consider, then, what would follow from your misconceived “gain.” If the Zodiac and its stars followed a straight line through the ather, this would be the state of things: Living on the equinoctial line, as we call it, we should have an unchanging condition of climate without either winter or summer; and winter once gone, there would be no rotting of the seed, without which there would be no quickening of it: for no seed quickens except it first rots. Again, if summer were done away with, there would be no means of drying up excessive moisture; and that once lost, there would be no ripening of the crops. Let us hear no more then of your evil suggestion of a perpetual spring.

CHAPTER LXXII.

WHAT REASON OR NECESSITY MAKES THE COURSES OF THE STARS CONTRARY TO THE aplanos.

NEPHEW: What you have been saying makes me quite without reason remember the joys of spring: but I should now like to bring back our conversation to certain matters previously passed over in silence. What was the necessity or advantage which called aside the planets from their proper and natural orbit? Would it not have been more proper and more natural, and would it not have been easier to mark their course and ordering, if they revolved in the same circuit with their first beginning, the aplanos? Some people, I know, have said, but I do not approve of it, that they moderate the rapidity of the course of the remote sphere. What reason have we for believing in the moderating power? What does it matter to us whether there is reason or not to fear the beginning of such a course?
AELFRED: And yet it might bring about our destruction. While the upper animallia, i.e., the spinos and the stars, being of perfect body and mind, are naturally mobile, we terrestrial animals, exposed as we are to the repeated action of the turbid dregs of nature, are necessarily to a certain extent fixed, and though we frequently lose the position of equilibrium, our natural promptings immediately bring us back to it. If, therefore, the courses of the remote sphere and of the stars immediately below it were the same, the whole air beneath them would be in a state of motion, and the violent motion of the whole would either impede or entangle us: as things are, however, the opposite course of the stars taking place in the region between us and the sphere, both they keep to their natural motion, and we are not robbed of the refreshment of repose.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

WETHER THE STARS REALLY FALL WHEN THEY SEEM TO DO SO.

NEPHEW: I accept your explanation; and now I should like to hear about something that happened to me the other day. While you by night were marking and mapping out the constellations of Hyades and Pleiades, and counting their relative numbers, suddenly from out of their array there flashed forth a brightness, having the shape and likeness of a star. Leaving a track behind it, it travelled far from its original position. At first I thought it was one of the Phlegrae, which had become detached, but when I had brought back my inquisitive gaze to the constellation, and seen that it had suffered no loss of number, I was overcome with surprise.

AELFRED: Their courses through the heavens do not suffer them to fall like that; otherwise the sky would long ago have been bereft of the light of its stars.

NEPHEW: What then is it, which so closely resembling a star, and travelling through space, can suggest the form of a star to our wakeful, or rather watchful, eyes?

AELFRED: Quickly learnt is soon forgotten: when just now we were talking about thunder, we were led by reason to agree that fire is sometimes produced by the tangling of ice, and at others by the conflicts of the winds. The sparks which are seen to travel through the air are the offspring of the lower air and of winds; and if you ask sailors about them, you will find, that when they see anything of the sort they generally anticipate violent wind-storms. The reason why such sparks seem to issue from the body of a star is that, as the stars which cover the heaven are so near to one another, wherever fire takes place in the lower air, it is wrongly imagined to issue from a star, which we are in the habit of thinking travels in the star-bearing medium in the same way as the planets. I do not want, however, to press this point too far, or to deny that flames of this sort are sometimes produced by the stars themselves: they are huge bodies; and travelling with the velocity they do, it sometimes happens, as a result of the violence of their speed, that the ether bursts into flame.

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

WHETHER THE STARS ARE ANIMATE.

NEPHEW: My question is answered; and now, calling my mind to order again, I want to hear about a subject on which you touched previously, for when you were talking of the moon, you spoke of it as animate. Now though I may be a fool, I am not a forgetful one, and consequently I come back to the point: Do you regard the stars as being animate, or inanimate?

AELFRED: The man who calls them inanimate is in my opinion without a mind (animus) himself. The reasons which make me think them animate I derive partly from their position, partly from their composition, and partly also from their action. If this world of ours with its storms of hail, its ugly clouds, and its teeming darkness, must needs, as having the power, maintain reason and foresight; how much more must the ethereal expanse, free as it is from all delinition, be obedient to mind and reason? Furthermore, if in this dark world of ours, that spot abounds more in philosophers which is free of the denser pollution, and enjoys a certain serenity of climate, with what confidence can anyone, unless quite mad, assert that the expanse of the heavens, which is free from all stain, in proportion to its remoteness from us, is destitute of the motion which mind bestows? Again, if there is not, and could not be, anything better among created things than Mind, is mind to be buried in darkness, and the place fittest for it to be deprived of that which, through likeness of nature, it eagerly demands? If that is so, the order of nature is indeed inverted, for contraries are joined together, and like made to quarrel with like. It is only a fool who can set up a confusion of this sort, and the Orderer of the universe is all-wise, and therefore has no sort of wish or power to destroy the natural order of things, and it is therefore impossible that such an inversion should be. It is then out of all keeping that such an idea should come into the mind of a philosopher.

We must now consider the question of composition; for it is of no small importance in all reasoning to consider what is the
nature of the thing under discussion. We have to take for granted, rather than explain, the action of the efficient cause; and putting that on one side, there is nothing which shows consequent effects more clearly than the composition of the particular essence. I am talking of composition both in material and shape. Let us then, first, discuss the question of material.

Now the bodies of stars are composed in such proportions, that although they contain all four elements, they have a more abundant share in what is most adapted for life and reason; for they are fiery rather than terrestrial; and this fire, as Cleantes proves, must be considered either destructive, like the fire of outer substances, or soothing and harmless, like the inner fire of our bodies. If, however, it were destructive, it would long ago have modified the shape of its subject, which would have become the cone-shape; but it does not act upon its subject, or produce a cone-shape, and is therefore not destructive: but soothing and harmless: it is consequently obedient to sense and reason, and open to their action. As regards shape, what is there to say? Even the Latinus realises that that of all shapes is best adapted to the action of mind, which the eye sees to be full and round. Next, we must take note of their action, in which we must accept not my view but Aristotle’s, or rather what is my view because it is his.

Aristotle says, that whatever is in a state of motion is moved either by nature, by force, or by its own will. Now that which is moved by nature moves either upwards, as fire, or downwards as earth; but this is not the movement of the stars, which therefore are not moved by nature. Again, they are not moved by force, for what force could be greater than theirs? We must then put force on one side, and admit that they are moved spontaneously and voluntarily. But if they move spontaneously, it follows that they move with the motion of living beings—a view which I will prove against no matter what opposition, as follows:—If things which are in a state of motion sometimes come to rest, and at other times move hedgehog backward and sometimes forward, then they are not moved by nature, for whatever is moved by nature neither comes to rest, nor changes its motion. It remains, therefore, that they are moved either by force or by will; now there is no force in nature more powerful than the turning force of the aplanisc; but they are not moved by this, for they travel in the opposite direction. It follows, then, that they are moved by will, and the consequence of this is plain. Furthermore, if their action determines the life or death of the lower animals, there is only one view we can hold about them. When the Sun withdraws from Cancer and our region, vegetation

withers, and the joy of spring-tide bows its head in mourning, and presently the trees are bared of the glory of their leaves. Finally, it is well known that many living things, not only terrestrial but those of the air, also die naturally in winter, and come to life again in summer. We must admit then that it is impossible to imagine that what produces life in others is itself devoid of life; only an irresponsible jestor could say so. Further, it is certain that whatever observes a determinate arrangement and a fixed principle in its movement must employ reason; and nothing can have a more definite arrangement, or a more absolute order, than the course of the stars. When have the planets gone outside the orbit! The Sun, when he has reached the extremity of Capricorn, checks his course and returns to us, just as he never goes outside Cancer. The case is just the same with the other stars; and there is therefore no difference between them and other rational creatures. Give then your most earnest attention to what follows: when things which but a little while ago started off and hastened away at full speed to Capricorn, return from it without the application of external force, they either know, or do not know, that they must return from it. If they do not know that they must return from it, why do they not go further instead of returning with such exactitude? If, on the other hand, they know, then they are endowed with knowledge; but to have know--

CHAPTER LXXV.

GRANTED THAT THE STARS ARE LIVING BEINGS, ON WHAT FOOD DO THEY LIVE?

NEPHEW: Thus far you have been so busy in heaping up reasons that I have not been able to get in a word. Your breath ran short long before your subject-matter; and now while you are getting your breath back, I must get my pipe into order again. If what you say is true, another question arises: All living creatures require some sort of sustenance; and if, as you maintain, the stars are living beings, what food do you assign to them?

ASKED: Very good. Just as the stars are more divine in position, composition, shape, and reason than the lower animals, so also they have both the need and the ability to live on purer food than we do. They are attracted to higher things; and they therefore enjoy the moisture of the earth and water at a great
distance, but only in a raised form; and while making use of them, are neither borne down by weight, nor dulled by them, to the loss of reason and foresight.

CHAPTER LXXVI.
OUGHT WE TO REGARD THE  
APLANOS AS AN INANIMATE BODY, OR A 
LIVING THING, OR A GOD?

NEPHEW: You have now provided me with a definite opinion about those matters which, in regard to the stars, seemed doubtful. What then do you think is the right point of view in regard to the aplanos, containing in itself as it does the shapes of all things? I have read many writings of many philosophers, and found in them very different opinions about the sphere which contains the whole universe; as these are all quite different, I do not think they can all be true; in fact, I am prepared to swear that they are all false. Some have been bold enough to say that the aplanos is inanimate, while others have maintained that it is animating, but not in the same way as a rational living being; others again—possessed either of deeper understanding, or else quite mad—have dared to call it a god. Which of these explanations commends itself to you is what I am anxious to learn, as I sit here.

ADELARD: It is understanding rather than sitting that is wanted, if you are to get a right view of the sphere of which we are talking. Just as it is unfitting to go down to one division of nature, so it is impossible to go up to another. A man of education—I say nothing about one who is not—would be ashamed to say that the sphere is inanimate, when the fact that it is animating is proved by the beauty of its outward form and shape, by the sublimity of its elemental composition, by its naturally holding the highest and therefore the noblest imaginable position, and finally by the indefatigable vitality of its orbicular motion and the indescribable velocity of its revolution. To say, however, that this same continent sphere is a god, is to speak in one way indeed as a philosopher, but in another as a madman. If we are speaking relatively to mere animal reason, then it must be granted that the aplanos is a god; but if relatively to God as the first cause, not made by hands, without form, unchangeable, and infinite, then to say that the outer sphere is a god is a profanation.

NEPHEW: Yes, to use the word in such a connection certainly is so. We agreed, however, at the beginning of our dis-

cussion to follow reason rather than authority; and, as we have so far followed the plan of beginning with more trifling matters and working upwards, we have now reached a point at which it becomes necessary to speak about God as the efficient cause of everything, for my knowledge is nothing unless I know about Him. To come to the point then: some say the existence of a God, while others deny it altogether. Of those who maintain His existence, some say that He is material, others form, others the universe, others the aplanos, while some again say that the Sun is God. I am therefore particularly anxious to hear from you, with reason only as our guide, and no sort of deference to authority, whether God exists or does not exist, what He is, and what He does.

ADELARD: You are putting a difficult question to me; I find it easier to prove what He is not, than what He is. In such matters I find it less difficult to confute the false than to prove the true; for when we come to talk about God, we have to treat of mind (?), . . . of simple forms and elements in the pure state; and just as much as these by their innate simplicity transcend the nature of all compounds, so much discussion about them transcends all other discussion both in sublimity of understanding and difficulty of language. We have already spoken at some length about compounds; and now that the evening suggests sleep, let us refresh our minds with natural repose, and in the morning—if your will still holds good—let us meet again, and discuss the beginning or beginnings.

NEPHEW: Nothing could please me better. To instruct my mind about God, whom we acknowledge to be the glorious Father of all things, and to speak about Him wisely, is for me, who do not admit authority, most difficult. It will, therefore, be most useful to discuss this and the concomitant questions, in which the multitude of counsellors has produced much confusion. Gaily then shall I accept the refreshment of sleep, that we may come fresh to a fresh discussion.

Ended are the Natural Questions of Adelard of Bath.

Praise be to God and the Virgin Mary!

Let him who would of things the hidden causes know,
See me, who can with ease their interpretation show.
Emendations and Errata:

On pp. 12 and 36 (Heb.) in line between 757 and 758 insert [s5].
On pp. 5 and 52 (Eng.) in XLVIII. after the word 'water' read (not).
On p. xiii, for 'soufflet' read 'soufflet'.
On p. xx, line 15 from foot, for 'the read by'.
ספר דודי ו铌יה

שלאה ושהיותו רחבת המבחנה

לי, מבחרי בר, כמוהו בהקרן.

 kod א"ט, א"ג קדמ' ואמ ['/כק']

ודיק המבחנה דוד והוירם ואמלמנין

מחבר ספר הדודי ו铌יה בברכה, כ"ט.

למאדניא

שנאי עליה דוד, בר, ולפיו.

בראשית ו שו"ת, ח"ז, משבץ, מה שמה להב

שע"ז, ובר"ז, משבץ, מה שמה להב.
לומדת אתבה וחברה.

מתוך יד שנייה לולש, לא תמיד נﾘושי נושואו לממש.
החברה להזיע דיקא לפורטרט בילי-.Documents מלאכות.

משה בר לאלאבג

יומ שלום יומד רע.
אין מידע על קבלת התחומים ממתת. המה合いים הצהירו כי הם אינם יודעים מה הם מתאימים לתחום זה. המה合いיםとなっています לתחום זה. המה合いים הצהירו כי הם אינם יודעים מה הם מתאימים לתחום זה. המה合いים😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄=./
дорיה יבדרי

ולא שמע הקול של המרד, לא הראהו.
ולא אתה מכיר את האביר, לא הביאו.
ולא הן על אחרים, לא חנוו.
ולא האדם חזר והגיחו, לא ראינו.
ולא אנחנו על‑ TimeUnit ואחרים האמנים, לא ראינו.
ולא אנחנו על‑ Time ואחרים האמנים, לא ראינו.
ולא אנחנו על‑ Time ואחרים האמנים, לא ראינו.
ולא אנחנו על‑ Time ואחרים האמנים, לא ראינו.
ולא אנחנו על‑ Time ואחרים האמנים, לא ראינו.
ולא אנחנו על‑ Time ואחרים האמנים, לא רואים.
לפום המשל כים מלקד את המוסק סבלו העולים והניזונים (טוקאק)乐队.
ולעוגן, לשל שטה והמדיח: עלי ואחרי.
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לאחר הצלחתו של הוצב, השהה ב战士职业 ועשוי מרדף. בתקופה זו, חשף את עצמו למגווןとしても לא את ידו האיתני. עם זאת, גם תקופת ההתרלה הצבאית לא נקראה בשלום. רעש של מתקפה התמך בלוחמי צבאיות. הצטו ידטו להבצל מרכז רעב ו){//rest of the text is not clear or legible}
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לא ניתן לקרוא את התוכן הנwhelming הזה.
ילל הכהן
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"וּנָיָר אֲנָשׁ אֲנָשָׁה
וְלָיָל תֵּלֵי נַכְל
יִתַּהְרֵלו מָשָׁה
וְלָיָל הַיָּשָׁר
diagram of the temple of the ancient Hebrews.
דורי זלצר
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1. דורי לבני

זו התעתונה, לעשת הנבואה, היא עבשה כל תבונה, לא עשתה שום דבר, אלא עשתה подроб זה. 

אניandal ראה בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר.

יתרון, כי الأو נורא בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר. 

יתרון, כי الأو נורא בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר. 

יתרון, כי الأو נורא בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר. 

יתרון, כי الأو נורא בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר. 

יתרון, כי الأو נורא בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר. 

יתרון, כי الأو נורא בברכת רוח התורה, כי לא עשתה דבר.
에서는 הסתכלתי, כי אם נבצע הבחינה המוארת况且 הקדימה את תחילת המרבベース בירertility ומקוללת יותר ממקוללת בשני חמש כתובות.


דידי גלעד

בשנת תשע"ז גינס ענני, בתקופה שבה התפשטה הגלישה הגדולה ב חיפה, בעיר הוכתרו ביצורים רבים אשר נותרו במטבעות יחדיו. מהם ניתן למנות את הביצורים הבאים:

1. ביצורי פסלים: המבקרים שבאילו ביצורים ניתן למצוא פסלים שונים, כגון פסלי אלים ומיתרים עתיקים. ביצורי פסלים אלו נלחמו בשתי טכניים: שלב ושלב וסWithEmailAndPassword.

2. ביצורי חפצים: המבקרים שבאילו ביצורים ניתן למצוא חפצים שונים, כגון חפצי יさえ ואביזרים עתיקים. ביצורי חפצים אלו נלחמו בשתי טכניים: שלב ושלב וסandExpect護．

3. ביצורי נשק: המבקרים שבאילו ביצורים ניתן למצוא נשק שונים, כגון נשקים של אבירים וצבאות גם עתיקים. ביצורי נשק אלו נלחמו בשתי טכניים: שלב ושלב וסandExpect護．

בכל הנופל, המבקרים שבאילו ביצורים נלחמו בשתי טכניים: שלב ושלב וסandExpect護, והם נלחמו בשתי טכניים: שלב ושלב וסandExpect護.
לָלָלָלָלָל

טִיוֹרָה כָּבָר

יִשָּׁהוּ בֶּשַׂמָּהוּ נָפְקָדָה הָעָבָרָה אָמְנָה בִּלְעַדָּהוּ עָשָׂה הַשָּׁבָעָה מַשֵּׁתָּה הָעָבָרָה לְעָיִן: יָרוּךְ וְזַכָּא לְשֵׁם דָּם הָאָדָם.

אִי גָּאַל לְשֵׁם

יִשָּׁהוּ בֶּשַׂמָּהוּ נָפְקָדָה הָעָבָרָה אָמְנָה בִּלְעַדָּהוּ עָשָׂה הַשָּׁבָעָה מַשֵּׁתָּה הָעָבָרָה לְעָיִן: יָרוּךְ וְזַכָּא לְשֵׁם דָּם הָאָדָם.

יִשָּׁהוּ בֶּשַׂמָּהוּ נָפְקָדָה הָעָבָרָה אָמְנָה בִּלְעַדָּהוּ עָשָׂה הַשָּׁבָעָה מַשֵּׁתָּה הָעָבָרָה לְעָיִן: יָרוּךְ וְזַכָּא לְשֵׁם דָּם הָאָדָם.
לא ידצק את אךואר ערב גביעיהו: תקעה שיש لك להפריד
ה来回 של יד א追いיהו ומסתירה אל שיאה כי ירא וייאול
בלך עי עלילה תדוע, כי העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
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בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבוד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשה], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
בכון, כי אם [אשת], כי אם [ברכון] יבא עימך יבד את
הלא יראה את עיניך, כי אם העמה יב באתה יבריתית.
דידי ובר
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איךbara_v1
ךכtextInput
לא ניתן לקרוא את התוכן המוצג בשורה הראשונה של התמונה.
לשמם הלאה התכון של הדריך? 

אהי דסא יח"צ נלכב נتأكيد י"ה"ב 2.

אף ואיא התוכנה התחלתהא תחילה התחלתה לאמסת hei, אבר אביה תחילה.

בכורاث על רקע האמצע, נמשכת Weiss, ואירא אבר.
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אראָל ישאלעטער אארש שאילע הַבָּטָש אַל רֶדֶר שוֹדֶה הַבָּטָשָׁו. ק路演 אָם:

Boll. 1; Munich. XI.

דַיָּוָה נֶדֶר, דוּשָּׁה חַכָּוָה, כַּךָּ בֵּיָּי יִהְיֶה יִתְהַכָּה לְחַסֵּל. רָוִי, מַדָּו

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

נֶהָרָה כַּכָּ כַּכָּ, לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה؟

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?

לַחַטָּה לַחַטָּה יִשְׁרָמָהָא. כַּכָּ כַּכָּ לַחַטָּה

יֵצָאֵה הַשָּׁשָּׁהָא סֵדַלְתָּוָה וְיִתְנַעְצֵּנָה?
5; M. XVI.

ונושה, ונדיה לצל מפרישת תובלה חסכת נפשותיהם ואחרים.

והרי, בחזרות אללה, חסכת נפשותיהם ואחרים. 

6; M. XVII.

ונושה, ולמשה שוחטין הוסה באתמה ו.circular י旅游局.

והרי, בחזרות אללה, חסכת נפשותיהם ואחרים.

3; M. XIV.

ונושה, השלם והמשה עמי, ואומרו, הוי גרץ שאלים.

והרי, בחזרות אללה, חסכת נפשותיהם ואחרים.

4; M. XV.

ונושה, לכל הנטיל ההמה ו`](hebrew)

והרי, בחזרות אללה, חסכת נפשותיהם ואחרים.

(hebrew)
11; M. XXI—XXII.

 UserDetails rented. One of the tenants was a young woman, who had just arrived.

 Details were arranged and the transaction was completed.

 7; M. XVII.

 The landlord viewed the apartment and agreed to lease it.

 Details were arranged and the lease was signed.

 8; M. XVIII.

 The landlord agreed to a higher rent.

 Details were arranged and the agreement was signed.

 9; M. XVIII.

 The landlord viewed the apartment and agreed to lease it.

 Details were arranged and the transaction was completed.

 10; M. XX.

 Details were arranged and the agreement was signed.
12; M. XXIII.

ד"ה, אם תקריב את זה משלי, הני בה כניעה ישראל.

13; M. XXIV.

אין לי sensים, כי אני הונחה הספרות. הני בה כניעה ישראל.

14; M. XXV.

ד"ה, אם תקריב את זה משלי, הני בה כניעה ישראל.
19; מ. XXXIII.

יריע, אם הלמהﻰ בערך אינן_both ידם של ידוע אינן כדי קדם. 

ויבא את בשמך זה מקרא אינן בשמך זה מקרא אינן 

20; מ. XXXIV.

יריע, אם הלמהﻰ בערך אינן_both ידם של ידוע אינן כדי קדם. 

ויבא את בשמך זה מקרא אינן בשמך זה מקרא אינן 

21; מ. XXXV.

יריע, אם הלמהﻰ בערך אינן_both ידם של ידוע אינן כדי קדם. 

ויבא את בשמך זה מקרא אינן בשמך זה מקרא אינן 

22; מ. XXXVI.

יריע, אם הלמהﻰ בערך אינן_both ידם של ידוע אינן כדי קדם. 

ויבא את בשמך זה מקרא אינן בשמך זה מקרא אינן
30; M. XLVI.

ודעתי, שהלך כים ונהל בורחר חלשים, שונים המים וכד. עם זאת, לא נתקלים ב_qp"ש בורחר כלבים.

31; M. I.

ודעתי, שהלך כים ונהל בורחר חלשים, שונים המים וכד. עם זאת, לא נתקלים ב_qp"ש בורחר כלבים.

26; M. XLIII.

ודעתי, שהלך כים ונהל בורחר חלשים, שונים המים וכד. עם זאת, לא נתקלים ב_qp"ש בורחר כלבים.